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ABSTRACT

Iron Age coastal communities in England have been poorly understood since
the beginning of our discipline. This is mainly as result of the lack of evidence
for everyday maritime activities and also the focus of research on explaining
an agro-pastoral way of living. Evidence of fishing, boats, harbour structures
and ports are very rare archaeologically, and thinking about people living by
the sea in this period has been widely overlooked as most of the interest has
been the nature of the connections and trade-networks (mainly by Cunliffe
2008). In contrast, evidence for non maritime activities, such as farming and
cattle rearing is so rich that looking to the coast only happens in special
situations.
Using the Isles of Scilly as a case study, this research challenges the
established views that societies on the coasts of south-west of England were
mainly cattle herders and farmers. Through palaeolandscape reconstruction,
site analysis and material culture study, this research argues that settlement
on the coastline is as important as that found inland. It shows that Iron Age
maritime aspects of culture were deeply embedded within cultural traditions
and that the maritime way of living had little to do with extraordinary or
unusual situations.
This research shows that preconceived ideas of what a maritime site
should look like, as is the case of harbour structures and important ports,
divert the attention from the subtleties of recognising maritime culture’s
signature. It is through the study of archaeological context and environmental
evidence that these are likely to become more obvious. Therefore, throughout
this document the analysis of maritime landscape, settlement pattern and
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material culture generates new perspectives on how to approach the study of
maritime societies in archaeology.
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INTRODUCTION

1.1

introduction

“Perhaps the most important assumption made by many archaeologists
is that the spatial patterning of archaeological remains reflects the spatial
patterning of past activities...”(Schiffer 1972: 156)

This is how one of the most influential papers in the history of modern
archaeology begins. Back in the 1970s archaeological evidence was seen as
a ‘fossil’ representation of past activities, a ‘time capsule’. But Schiffer’s
ideas regarding the ‘life history’ of archaeological contexts, produced an
academic revolution, a stepping-stone towards the development of modern
archaeology. It is almost half a century since its publication and there is still a
struggle to fully grasp the concept of archaeological evidence as dynamic. As
archaeologists we know that time and space cannot be separated. Therefore
we need to think of archaeological evidence, and societies that produced it,
as engaging constantly with a dynamic and multi-dimensional world.
This work is about dissolving assumptions of how people lived on the
coasts of Britain more than 3,000 years ago. It is concerned, as much as
Schiffer was, about the nature of change through time and space. It is about
understanding societies diachronically and about the way that coastal societies of south west England lived in the Iron Age. The reason is simple —
very little is known about them in general. It is widely believed that in this
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area of England people were organised in groups of households living from
their crops and cattle (Cunliffe 2005: 57, 60; Quinnell 1986: 117). It is also
believed that these societies were in contact with groups from the European
Continent — in many cases crossing the English Channel. This comes from
well-established assumptions of water transport and material culture distribution (Cunliffe and De Jersey 1997: 104; Quinnell 1986: 119; McGrail 1983:
308). But there is a wide knowledge gap between these well-known inland
societies and those settled at the coastline.
Therefore this research is about giving those coastal contexts characterisation and definition. It focuses as the Isles of Scilly and the west of Cornwall for
a number of reasons; firstly their location on the edge of the Atlantic Ocean,
the Irish Sea and the English Channel (Figure 1) and secondly, the richness of
evidence of human occupation dating to the late prehistoric period. It studies
the archaeological and palaeoenvironmental evidence as a way to grasp how
these places changed through time and space through the use of heuristic
models of palaeolandscape reconstruction. As such, this study is based on
a multi-proxy analysis of material culture, settlement, paleaoenvironmental
conditions and landscape, and their spatial and temporal congruence c. 1140
BC – 43 AD. The main argument is that current Iron Age social models look
more into the details of the agrarian development of society, maritime trade
and exchange overlooking, in many cases, everyday activities along the coastlines of Britain (the best examples are Cunliffe 2005; Gwilt and Haselgrove
1997; Hill 2011; Moore and Armada 2012; Sharples 2010; Webley 2015).
This thesis moves towards a detailed understanding of maritime lives in the
Iron Age, from interpreting human coastal interactions and the dynamism of
coastal environments.
What this research shows is that in the south west of Cornwall and Scilly
labelling Iron Age societies as mainly agro-pastoral societies could be a
misrepresentation of the available evidence. As it is only when this is used to
explain social organisation and social relationships that the maritime aspects
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of culture are assumed from the indirect evidence of trade and exchange, and
therefore only a fraction of life by the coast during the Iron Age. This research
has shown that in addition to the south west of Cornwall being connected
culturally with other regions of Britain, there is an important part of every
day life that can be misrepresented by only focusing on the movement of
things.
Looking at the British Iron Age from habitation in the Isles of Scilly shows
how misleading it can be to think of this as a period of social backwardness
regarding life by the sea. It shows that there is an important level of complexity
between social traditions and the environment which is reflected in the way
the maritime cultural landscape was built. This research suggests that whilst
the invisibility of the evidence for maritime activities can be attributed to the
preservation of the archaeological evidence, in many cases this could also
be representative of a high level of quotidian practice which is difficult to
manifest as special. Later prehistory studies have focused on the special and
extraordinary as an explanation of society whilst leaving behind other aspects
that in turn could be more obvious. This is only the tip of the iceberg and
more work needs to be done if we are to understand maritime societies in
a better way. Whilst the importance and relevance of palaeoenvironmental
models is shown in this research, there is an ever increasing need to improve
the quality of the archaeological evidence.

1.1.1

The study area

The Isles of Scilly is a low-lying archipelago of 16.184 km2 that lies 46
kilometres off the south west coast of Cornwall (Figure 1). Geologically it can
be traced back to the Late Carboniferous and Early Permian, around 300 and
270 million years ago when the isles were formed (Scourse 2006a: 10). Almost
the entirety of the archipelago is composed by biotite granite, a product of
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the the igneous intrusions of Late Carboniferous and Early Permian date and
found widely inland in the south west of England (Figure 2). Places such as the
upland massif of Dartmoor or other smaller formations such as Bodmin Moor,
St. Austel and Lands End, are geologically related to the archipelago (Scourse
2006a: 10). Such granite plutons or batholiths formed below the earth’s surface
and were subsequently exposed after the surrounding, and softer, sediments
eroded away (De La Beche 1839: 1183). Subsequently the exposed granite, in
contact with erosive mechanisms, breaks-down and decomposes creating an
erosive surface known locally as ‘ram’ or ‘rab’, which can be seen on most
of the cliff sections along the coasts of Scilly (Robinson 2007: 40). This has
been meaningful for the inhabitants of Scilly as it has been the main material
source for stonework building construction in the archipelago and is present
at least since the Bronze Age in buildings such as entrance graves and round
houses. (Robinson 2007: 40).
Today the Isles of Scilly are composed of five habitable islands, the largest
being St Mary’s (6.55 km2 ) found to the south of the archipelago facing the
English Channel. Facing the Atlantic Ocean are St Martin’s (2.38 km2 ), Tresco
(3.13 km2 ) and Bryher (1.30 km2 ) which are the next largest islands found
north of St Mary’s and oriented in an east-west axis. To the far west are the
islands of Samson (0.38 km2 ) and St Agnes (1.48 km2 ) which are the last of
the habitable islands facing the west side of the archipelago. (Figure 3).
In the last few years, late prehistory research in Britain has been directed
towards an understanding of the Late Bronze Age (LBA) and Iron Age (IA)
(c. 1140 BC – 43 AD) at a regional level, stressing differences between areas,
rather than amalgamating the evidence into a unified continental narrative
(e.g. Haselgrove and Moore 2007; Haselgrove and Pope 2007; Moore and
Armada 2012; Sharples 2010). Within this framework, the importance of
the Isles of Scilly relies on the richness of its late prehistoric settlement and
the maritime nature of its landscape. A low level of urban development has
protected prehistoric sites from exploitation and tourism. As many as 92
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Bronze Age ‘entrance graves’ have been found in the isles (Jones et al. 2012:
19), as well as evidence of continuous occupation from the LBA until the
Roman Period (Ashbee 1970: 75; Butcher 1978: 64; Johns 2011b: 5). Scilly also
presents at least two well-known cliff-castles, a characteristic EIA structure
typical of the coastline of south west England and Wales, as well as northern
France and north west Iberia (Camino Mayor 1995: 224; Sharples 2010: 80,
159-160; Henderson 2007a: 214; Herring 1994: 44).
There is also evidence of important changes in the way late prehistoric
Scillonians buried their dead, shifting from the use of entrance graves to
stone-walled rectangular cists found only in Cornwall and mostly dating to
the LIA (Fitzpatrick et al. 2008: 143). The remarkable cist burial at Bryher is
a unique example in Britain containing as it does, a La Tene II sword and
mirror in the same cist. Normally these are not found together; swords are
thought to represent warrior burials, whilst the mirror, female burials in other
parts of Britain (Johns 2006: 19). The fact that late prehistoric settlement in
Scilly is so well represented from the BA until the Roman Period confirms
that the Isles of Scilly are ideal to study social change and continuation and
also an important place to understand the LBA /IA transition in the south
west of England.
Additionally, Scilly is one of the few places in Britain where direct evidence
of maritime activities dating to the Iron Age can be identified. There is an
important number of middens dating to the Bronze Age and Iron Age,
containing a wide arrange of marine faunal remains including deep-sea fish
and important evidence of the consumption of dolphin, whale, porpoise and
especially grey seal (Ratcliffe et al. 1996: 38). Aside from direct evidence of
consumption through faunal remains, there is good evidence of fishing and
seafaring equipment and the use of pottery to process animal fat as found
in the contexts of Halangy Down and Nornour in Scilly (Ashbee 1983b: 35;
Robinson 2007: 107).
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It is the uniqueness of Scilly’s submerged prehistoric landscape however,
that has caught most of the scholarly attention. Since the very first descriptions
of the Isles in the 18th Century by Borlase and Lyttelton (1756) there has been
a fascination to study the Isles’ submerged prehistoric landscape. Most, if
not all, of the research done regarding Scilly prehistory is, in one way or
another, to do with this (e.g. Ashbee 1983a; Perez-Fernandez 2013; Ratcliffe
and Straker 1997; Ratcliffe et al. 1996; Robinson 2007). Therefore, there is a
wealth of information available to understand and reconstruct changes in the
palaeolandscape and its association with the archaeological evidence.
The fact that Iron Age evidence of everyday maritime activities is so
well represented, together with comprehensive information about changes
in the maritime landscape, makes the Isles of Scilly not only a good place to
consider, but also an important place, as it provides a comprehensive and
multi-dimensional scenario to understand coastal societies in the south west
of England more dynamically.
The role of Scilly within an Atlantic Iron Age context however is one
of the main reasons why the archipelago was chosen as an ideal scenario
to expand our understanding of this period of time. The Iron Age material
culture that exists in Scilly suggests that the people from the archipelago were
aware of the social trends in the neighbouring regions in particular south
west England, France and Wales. The presence of South Western decorated
wares and Cordoned wares in sites such as Nornour and Halangy Down
are a good example of the material culture found along the coasts of Britain
and ports-of-call such as Hengistbury Head and Mountbatten in Dorset and
Cornwall respectively but also further links with Alet near Saint Malo were
Black Cordoned Ware fragments have been found as well as a sherd of South
Western Decorated at the coastal site of Le Yaudet in Brittany (Henderson
2007a: 213).
Similarly, the construction and use of seaward promontories, or ‘cliff
castles’, in Scilly suggest these have a relationship with some of the struc-
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tures seen in other places of the Atlantic coast in particular the Armorican
peninsula (coasts of Finistère and Morbihan) and south west England. These
relationships with a wider Atlantic tradition and the uniqueness of the maritime evidence found at most of the Iron Age sites in the archipelago make of
Scilly an ideal place to study the Iron Age in Britain and the wider Atlantic
coasts.

1.1.2

The time depth

The definition of this study’s temporal scale from the LBA to the LIA (c. 1140
BC – 43 AD) addresses how maritime communities changed over a long
time period. Hill et al. (2013: 75) mention how the sea, in modern academic
literature, figures as a obstacle to cross, to import objects and ideas. These
same artefacts and cultural signatures have been until recently, the principal
cues to define social and cultural changes thanks to their variation in time
and space. Places showing rich evidence of this interaction such as Wessex
or Yorkshire have benefited from strong chronological sequences as a result
(Cunliffe 2005: 588). Alas the intensity of contact and cultural development
is not uniform across the landscape, or even through time, drawing a patchy
and sometimes incomplete picture of Iron Age societies across Britain.
With this in mind Hill et al. (2013: 75) understands that it is necessary
to explore deeply rooted changes in society if we are to explain the way
that people on the coastline lived. It is important therefore to notice that LBA
/EIA (c. 1140 – 800 BC) transition is a moment when we see the changes in
the way that people related with the sea (Henderson 2007a: 279). It is also
key to flag-up that by the EIA there are clear changes of attitude towards
estuarine and maritime environments (Cunliffe 2004: 244; Hill et al. 2013:
76; Needham 2009: 12 1988: 229) and meaningful differences in the use of
maritime transport (Adams 2001: 307; McGrail 1993: 204). These seem to
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change little until the LIA and Roman Period, when evidence of the use of
seagoing ships (the Romano-Celtic shipbuilding tradition) is well documented
(some of the best examples are Arnold 1999; Marsden 1967 1976; Nayling
et al. 1994 2004; Rule 2011), as well as other aspects of the maritime life such
as the exploitation of coastal resources (e.g. marble extraction, peat cutting,
etc.) (Hill et al. 2013: 80). Therefore, due to the fact that this later part of
Late Prehistory seems to be better understood, it is appropriate to draw this
study’s temporal boundary with the conquest of Britain by Claudius in AD
43.

1.1.3

Research questions

The main aim of this study is to answer the following question: What was the
nature of maritime aspects of culture during the Iron Age in the Southwest
of England?. To answer this overarching question a number of achievable
sub-questions are addressed throughout this research. These are focused on
explaining the different aspects of human/environment interaction.
• What was the nature of change in the maritime landscape from the Early
Bronze Age (EBA) to the Late Iron Age (LIA) in the area?
• What chronological and spatial relationships exist between water transport,
settlement pattern and landscape?
• From such relationships, which elements of the archaeological record could be
considered to be representative of maritime activities in the area?
• What elements linked the Isles of Scilly with the wider world and what differences existed between the local elements and the regional characteristics?
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1.2

structure of this document

This research addresses a number of linked topics in order to answer the
previous questions. It firstly describes what we understand today as an Iron
Age in Britain, in order to place the south west and the Isles of Scilly into
context. This brings into the discussion other necessary topics of importance
to the period: in particular, what do we understand as an Iron Age society and how the models to define this have been constructed. It begins by
addressing this for the British Isles before narrowing the scale towards the
Isles of Scilly. Following this line, it then covers what is characteristic of
this period and can be considered important to understand a maritime way
of life. By approaching this from different scales, it considers the Iron Age
from its regional landscape configuration, going through settlement pattern
characteristics and into individual finds.
The structure of this thesis is divided into seven chapters. Chapter two
introduces the general context of enquiry. At its broadest, it takes place at
the level of the regional landscape. It describes the different archaeological
accounts that address how the Iron age is understood in Britain then how this
is seen in the south west of England and finally in the Isles of Scilly. It works
as a platform to identify the main issues to answer throughout this research.
Chapters three, four and five are the core chapters of this research where
questions regarding landscape and human occupation are dealt with. Chapter
three looks at how Holocene environmental changes affected society in the
south west peninsula, it introduces the main issues and the methodology to
resolve these as well as the results of this. Chapter four broadens the scope as
it looks at Iron Age seafaring from the proxies of special events such as trade
and exchange. It looks at archaeological boat finds as the primary source
evidence for seafaring and reassesses the importance of logboats within this
context. Chapter five synthesises the results of previous chapters to build a
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model of human/environment interaction in the region. It focuses on the Isles
of Scilly’s and west Cornwall’s archaeological and environmental context as
a way to understand maritime communities more intimately. Finally Chapter
six discusses as well as conclude the results of this research.
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S C H O L A R LY C O N T E X T

2.1

introduction

“A man who is not afraid of the sea will soon be drowned, he said, for
he will be going out on a day he shouldn’t. But we do be afraid of the
sea, and we do only be drowned now and again.” (Synge 1907)

The Irish play-writer Millington Synge describes the way that many people
felt about living by the northern European coast in the early 1900s. A place not
to be taken for granted; a place of perils and tragedies, but also an important
and prevalent domain. His intention was to show the power of the seas
through one of his characters, but also its nature as a barrier for human affairs.
About the same time that those words were being written, in archaeology the
sea also had an important role. The Iron Age was a new concept to grasp and
the way to understand it was by comparing the materials from Europe, which
had better resolved chronologies, to materials found in Britain. Contrary to
Millington Synge’s characters, the sea figured little in this narrative as a mean
to shape cultural identities. It was only seen either as a boundary for human
activities or as an environment needing to be dominated (Fox 1932: 43). Until
today, the perceived role of coastal societies in the Iron Age has changed little.
Whilst there is a much better understanding of social relationships and the
role of the sea in the development of connections (Cunliffe 2000: 375, 383;
Cunliffe 1999: 93; Cunliffe 2008: 341, 376; Henderson 2007a: 206, 279), little
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is known of the people that lived by the coastline, and probably they had an
important role in the construction of a wide Iron Age discourse as well as
their own.
The sea is seen as part of something to overcome rather than a location
of cultural development. This chapter sets out, with the aim of revising, the
reasons why the sea has not been taken into consideration as a place of
cultural focus.
The Iron Age in Britain is a period when large scale changes occurred in
the way people thought and related with each other and with the wider world.
This is reflected in the landscape, the settlement pattern and the material
culture. It has been generally understood from two perspectives. On one hand,
social organisation has been mostly interpreted from the spatial configuration
of the settlement pattern (farming households, rounds, enclosures, hillforts,
etc.). On the other hand, social relationships have been inferred from changes
and distribution of material culture (imported metalwork, regional ceramic
diversity, etc.). This chapter looks firstly at the nature of Iron Age societies
in Britain then describes the regional diversity of the south west of England
before finishing with a comprehensive analysis of this period in the Isles
of Scilly. It highlights the lack of interest towards a better understanding of
maritime societies in this period of time as well as focusing and emphasising
the role that the Isles of Scilly in particular had as a maritime location.
As such, this chapter has a two-fold objective; first defining what it’s
understood as the Iron Age in Britain, then, explaining what I mean by
maritime aspects of culture within this context. With that in mind, this
work is well placed to gather the most relevant information of these two
components, with the premise that the Iron Age is a period of time that starts
roughly at the first quarter of the 1st millennium BC (c. 800 BC) and ends
with the Roman conquest of Britain, under Claudius in AD 43.
Whilst a large amount of work has been devoted to the understanding of
social relationships with other areas of Britain and Europe, the archaeology of
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everyday life by the coasts of Iron Age Britain is still widely unknown. Therefore, this chapter argues that in order to understand this more holistically, we
need to look at different ways to gather new and higher quality data.
The archaeological record for maritime sites in this period is fragmented
and complex. The brittle relationship between the archaeological proxies
needs to be complemented with other methods of study that could help us
understand change in a better way. The creation of heuristic models of palaeolandscape change, in particular those that can help us understand human
and environment interactions, are a good way to add this new component
to our interpretations of life in the Iron Age. This research therefore aims
to provide higher resolution models of palaeogeographic and social change
allowing to get a richer view of maritime ways of life in this part of the world.
This document moves from different scales; from a geographic point of
view, it begins in Britain and moves towards Scilly. It focuses on the Isles of
Scilly as a place of maritime relevance through the study of the interrelationship between landscape and social changes. At the same level of analysis, but
on a wider scale, it compares the settlement of Scilly with that of the west of
Cornwall, also through the study of changes in the palaeolandscape. From
a social and more detailed perspective it looks at the nature of the evidence
of maritime activities available in the archaeological record of the Isles of
Scilly. Finally, it looks at the wider implications that changes in boat building
traditions in Britain have had in social traditions. As a first step, this chapter
will give a detailed look as to how we understand Iron Age societies today
and how our models influence the way we think about how people engaged
with the sea at that time.
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2.2

defining iron age societies in britain

2.2.1

Chronology

As with many of the prehistoric periods in Britain, the Iron Age tends to be
subdivided into an Early Iron Age (c. 800 – 300 BC), Middle Iron Age (c.300
– 100/50 BC) and a Late Iron Age (c.100/50 BC – 43 AD) (Hill et al. 2013:
76). However, this is not universally accepted and some would further split
the Early Iron Age into an Earliest Iron Age (800 – 500 BC) and an EIA (550
– 400/300 BC) (Cunliffe 2005: 18-19), whilst others will just divide the Iron
Age into early and late (detailed chronologies have been described later on
Haselgrove and Moore 2007; Haselgrove and Pope 2007; Hill 1995; Sharples
2010). The problem with dating the Iron Age in Britain is that dating proxies
vary considerably in time and space and, until recently, absolute dating has
been a scarce practice on archaeological explorations. Therefore relying on
typological chronologies based on metalwork and pottery have been the
standard practice.
Metalwork deposited in Britain tends to be compared with continental
European typologies, which are more robust (Hill 1995: 75). On both sides of
the English Channel these objects present many stylistic similarities. However,
British materials are present in less quantities than those in the continent
leaving big gaps in the chronological sequence (Table 1). Whilst the EIA in the
Continent is represented by Hallstatt C and D and has a continuation from 600
BC until 300 BC, in Britain this is only represented by the Lyn Fawr/Hallstatt
C phase (700 – 600 BC) leaving a gap in the chronological sequence until
more datable La Téne art begins in Britain. More recently, thanks to

14 C

dating programmes (Garrow et al. 2009; Needham et al. 1998) on BA and
IA

metalwork these gaps have become smaller. However, the fact that such
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materials are scarce and rarely found in settlement contexts (Hill 1995: 74-75),
has proven uniform dating of the British Iron Age to be challenging still.
Together with metalwork typologies, pottery is another element commonly looked at when dating the Iron Age. In particular those which show a
sequence of changes in shapes, decoration and quality. Together with metalwork typologies this has helped designing initial chronologies since the
introduction of Hawkes (1959) ABC system of classification back in the middle of the 20th century. However, the strong representation of pottery styles in
the southern parts of England and the a-ceramic nature of the north (Cunliffe
2005: 64; Hill 1995: 63; Sharples 2010: 115), still represents a challenge to
unify Britian into a single chronological sequence.
Therefore, both metalwork and pottery have been used widely as proxies
to understand regional variations, and the definition of ethnic areas (based
on classical sources). Metalwork is used to date the beginning of the BA
until the EIA, as its distribution and morphological characteristics are well
known for this period. Bronze metalwork dating from the EIA to the LIA
diminishes greatly by the Middle Iron Age (MIA) (Hill et al. 2013: 75) however,
making it less reliable to date the later phases using this proxy. Pottery on
the other hand, tends to be very homogenic with little decoration during the
LBA

and EIA (Cunliffe 2005: 30, 64) (at least not enough to identify regional

trends). However, from the MIA to the LIA, pottery in Britain becomes clearly
distinguishable by region, which has helped in identifying cultural differences
(Cunliffe 2005: 587). Overlapping ceramic and metalwork industries has been
a common practice to complement both chronological deficiencies (a better
representation of this is shown clearly on Table 1). Nevertheless, there are
still periods where the gaps are remarkably large, the British LBA and EIA
transition is a good example of this. If compared with previous or subsequent
periods, from 800 BC until 400 BC there is an important shortage of datable
material of bronze metalwork, whilst pottery styles are very homogenic in
most parts of Britain. Therefore it is difficult to identify an EIA in most parts
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Calender
Years

British
Chronological
Divisions

100 AD

ROMAN

Continental
Chronological
Divisions

Bronze Age British La
metalwork Tene Art
stages
stages

Roman

50 AD
0

Iron Age
Coinage
stages

3

V

LATE IRON AGE
La Tene D
2

50 BC
La Tene C

100 BC
MIDDLE IRON
AGE

1

IV

La Tene B

II & III

300 BC

La Tene A

I

400 BC

Hallstatt D

200 BC

500 BC

EARLY IRON AGE

600 BC

Hallstatt C

Llyn Fawr
Stage XIII LBA
4

Hallstat B

Ewart Park
Stage XII
LBA 3

700 BC
800 BC

LATE BRONZE
AGE

900 BC
Table 1: Chronological comparisons between British and continental Europe Iron Age
based on metalwork typologies (after Hill 1995: 48, figure 1). Notice the gaps
in the British chronological sequence represented in black.
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of Britain as a result, creating a significant important chronological blur of
400 years right at the beginning of the Iron Age.
In addition,

14 C

dating of Iron Age sites has been rare in Britain, until

very recently. Whilst the dependence in typological chronologies placed the
use of

14 C

dating in a secondary plane for a long time, problems such as

those briefly touched above have encouraged the design, and adoption, of
large

14 C

programmes for Iron Age contexts in Britain (the best examples

are Garrow et al. 2009; Needham et al. 1998). Despite the great success of
such dating programmes, the plateau in the calibration curve for the Iron
Age still presents many issues (Webley 2015: 124; Hill 1995: 75; Barrett
2011: 439; Garrow et al. 2009: 98), in particular for those

14 C

dates that fall

between 450 – 480 cal BC (Figure 4). However, Hill (1995: 75) is right when he
mentions absolute dating to be the way of unifying chronologies in Britian
and Ireland and as a better way to explore social developments. It is in recent
times, with the study of social changes and analysis of the IA landscape and
settlement that new insights into Britain’s Iron Age have began to emerge.
The understanding of how BA and IA society transformed the agricultural
landscape marks for Hill (1995: 76) an important moment — key explanation
of the transition from the BA into the IA. Mainly supported by the evidence of
the construction of hillforts (c.1000 BC) and their wide spread in Wessex by
650 – 500 BC.
Given such particularities, this work takes as a starting point that the
begining of the Iron Age in Britain is reflected archaeologically after the
marked lack of bronze metalwork deposition (c. 800 – 300 BC), followed by a
period of population growth and mixed farming in the MIA (c. 300 – 100/50
BC). Supported by the ever increasing growth in population towards the
end of the 1st millennium BC (c. 100/50 BC) and cultural diversity, as well
as further contact with the European continent in the shape of intermittent
periods of exotic goods exchange (Cunliffe 2005: 588, 594; Hill et al. 2013:
75).
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Iron Age plateau

Figure 4: Figure of the 14 C calibration curve IntCal13. Data extracted using OxCal
v4.2.4 (Reimer et al. 2013).
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Landscape, settlement and society

“The story of the British Iron Age cannot be told without a map”(Hawkes
1959: 5)
“Our models of how later prehistoric societies worked need to give central
attention to their agrarian sociology and political economies.” (Hill 2011:
253)

Landscape and settlement diversity in Britain have had a great influence
in the way we understand Iron Age society today. Throughout the first
half of the 20th century, Britain was already seen as a multi-regional place
and 1st millennium BC societies were being determined by their geographic
distribution (Figure 5). There was a clear distinction between the developed
agrarian groups, which occupied the rich soils of the southern lowlands, and
those on the less accessible western higher grounds (Fox 1932: 28; Hawkes
1959: 172). As settlement pattern studies were not yet implemented at this
time, material culture distribution was used as the main proxy to date sites
and also to assign these to a geographic region or ‘provinces’ defined mainly
by Hawkes (1959: 172). Just as before, the interest relied on demonstrating that
material culture, such as metalwork and pottery, culturally linked Britain and
Europe through typologies based on the late 19th century sites of Hallstatt
and La Téne sites in Continental Europe. However there was also a strong
emphasis on demonstrating that Britain possessed its own sense of identity,
in particular after ?’s (?)109]Hodson1964 work on cultural grouping.
Accepting the link between Britain and the Continent unavoidably meant
thinking about the sea. Throughout the first half of the 20th century the idea
was that Iron Age practices were introduced from Europe into Britian. Fox
(1932: 30) for example, proposed that people were crossing via the Atlantic
and the English Channel bringing these cultural ‘packages’ along (Figure 6).
The sea was thought to be a cultural corridor dividing Britian into north and
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west, and south and east regions. In the west the idea of an Atlantic façade,
stretching from Orkney to Cornwall linked the rough coastline of the west of
Britain together. Meanwhile, those living in the south and east, seek contact
with the northern part of Europe via the North Sea and the English Channel
(Fox 1932: 75). The sea however, was seen primarily as linking land with
land. Life along the coast was overlooked and only the economic aspects of
living at the coastline were of importance. Life along the coastline of Britain
in the Iron Age was determined by what was happening inland as a result. A
good example is what Fox (1932: 28) thought of the coastline as being natural
harbours which invited traders as well as invaders.
With the increase in the number of Iron Age settlements excavated after
the 1960s, and with better dating programmes (see subsection 2.2.1), as well as
multidisciplinary studies in palaeoenvironmental conditions, thinking about
life in Iron Age Britain has changed considerably since the beginning of the
20th century. There has been a shift towards seeing the Iron Age more as the
result of local developments, rather than the product of Continental invasions
(mostly through the work of Garrow et al. 2009: 81; Sharples 2010: 315; Hill
1989: 24). Although the idea of strong links with Europe remain present in
the archaeological literature (the main representatives are Cunliffe 2004 2005;
Haselgrove 1999), there was a clear move forwards on the way the landscape
is studied in contrast with the early 20th century (Figure 5).
A brief example can be found on the Atlantic settlement of Britain; the
presence of strongly fortified coastal structures (Figure 7), such as brochs
and duns in Scotland, raths in Wales and rounds in Cornwall as well as
promontory forts or cliff-castles, are thought to be indicative of an Atlantic
identity (Cunliffe 2005: 298, 323, 381, 434; Henderson 2007a: 137-42, 173,
148-9, 319). The region is pictured as different from the south and east of
England, where hillforts dominate the lowlands (Figure 9) and evidence
of coastal settlement is rare. With more evidence of domestic activities, the
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Figure 6: Map depicting some of Fox’s early ideas of how Iron Age invasions happened. The arrows mark the proposed maritime routes (after Fox 1932)

division in regions has become important in terms of practices and interaction
with the landscape.

Figure 7: Photograph of Mousa broch (c. 100 BC) in Shetland. One of the best preserved
structure of this kind in Britain. Photo by Duncan Smith

This idea of variations within the regionalisation of the Iron Age has been
gaining momentum, and today differences in the landscape and settlement
patterns are key factors in understanding regional Iron Age differences. It is
common nowadays to encounter in the literature that during the first half of
the 1st millennium BC there was a large reorganisation of the Bronze Age
landscape mainly in the south of Britain (Cunliffe 2005: 589; Sharples 2010:
40; Yates 2007: 4). The clearest examples of reorganisation and diversity
are seen in archaeological evidence found in Wiltshire at Orcheston Down
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(Figure 8), where there is a an overlapping of Iron Age coaxial field systems,
linear ditches and enclosures on top of previous LBA field systems (Sharples
2010: 40). This suggest continuation in the use of the space by Iron Age
societies but changing the Bronze Age system of dividing space.

Figure 8: Plan of the overlapping IA linear features (darker line) over BA field systems
at Orcheston Down, Whiltshire (after Sharples 2010: 40)

Despite an increased regional variation in settlement and landscape
throughout the Iron Age, most of the Iron Age social models have been
designed from interpretations of spatial division of the landscape and settlement pattern (mainly the work of Barrett 2011: 442; Cunliffe 2005: 549;
Sharples 2010: 120). The development of a hierarchical division in the Iron
Age is mirrored, amongst other things, in the increase in complexity and en-
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largement of enclosed spaces — from small ditches, banks and field divisions
to the impressive rampart systems, characteristic of some hillforts (Cunliffe
2005: 594).
Therefore, for many, the presence of hillforts represents good evidence of
the development of elite groups throughout the 1st millennium BC. Generally,
these are thought to control delineated territories and work as political centres
in charge of redistribution of products from their controlled lands, as well
as articulating long-distance trade. The size and defensive connotation of
some hillforts, in the central south of England, has been taken to emphasise
the unstable atmosphere of a highly controlled society (Cunliffe 2005: 590).
Sharples (2010: 2–3) nevertheless, thinks this model could be somewhat naive
and simplistic. As hillforts are rarely present outside Wessex. In contrast
he suggests, that the construction of large hillforts such as Maiden Castle
(Figure 9) could well be a way to integrate a community by building such
structures and developing a medium to build a social identity. This challenges
Cunliffe’s hierarchical and ‘triangular’ IA societies based on the fact that land
importance could also be managed communally and that kinship, if there
was any, was very flexible (Hill 2011: 251). From Hill’s point of view societies
in the IA could be organised more in a trapezoidal way than triangular. In a
trapezoidal shaped society the power is not applied linearly from the top, as in
a hierarchical structure, but more laterally. This therefore transfers the power
to the community suggesting that large constructions such as hillforts could
also played the role of social bonding, rather than political cohesion. Whatever
the result are, these discussions show the central importance that the use and
division of the landscape has played in the theoretical constructions of the
British Iron Age.
Specifically, the presence of Iron Age field systems in particular have
had an important role to play in the construction of the idea of a British
Iron Age. In this case linking the societies that built and used some of the
hillforts with an agro-pastoral way of life. In instances when field systems
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Figure 9: Aerial photography of Maiden Castle hillfort in Dorset. During the second
half of the third century BC the ramparts were extended to the west and
during the mid-second century BC the ramparts were rebuilt on a larger scale.
Crown copyright. Source http://viewfinder.english-heritage.org.uk/
gallery/450/nmr/nmr_15852_03.jpg.
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have been dated to the Iron Age, it is believed that the general social identity
was strongly built around an agrarian way of life (Hill 1995: 84 2011: 253).
Although field systems can be very different throughout Britain, sometimes
divided by stone walls and others just by lynchets, it is common to find
these in the archaeological literature as direct and almost unquestionable
relationship with the agrarian nature of society. One of the fundamental
elements to define the nature of the settlement function, and importance, in
the Iron Age is through the relationship of dwellings and field systems. For
example, sites with field systems or in arable grounds in Wessex, are thought
to play an important role in the supply of food redistributed by elite groups
within the hillforts (Cunliffe 2005: 594), thus assigning a rigid definition as
‘food producers’ to those inhabiting near or within them.
So far, we have seen how thinking about the Iron Age has changed considerably since it was first discussed in the late 19th and early 20th centuries.
How looking towards the landscape of Britain has been important to define
how people lived at that time. This is reflected in many ways, from the early
works that focused on the importance of the geography to define cultural
regions (chiefly Fox 1932; Hawkes 1959), through recent studies on land
use and settlement configuration (Cunliffe 2005: 422; Sharples 2010: 42-43).
Throughout this time the focus has been the relationships between settlement
patterns and landscape and it can be said that looking inland has been the
way to understand the Iron Age. However, when it comes to the seascape of
Britain, this has not received a fraction of the attention as inland landscapes.
The sea figures merely as a place to cross, allowing the import of metals and
other objects into focal locations such as Hengistbury Head (Hill et al. 2013:
75).
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Material culture

Additionally from settlement evidence, there is a tendency in archaeology
to see material culture dispersion as a good indicator of movement of ideas
across territories and seas (again the work of Cunliffe 2004 2005; Haselgrove
1999: are the most relevant examples of this). More recently, when people
thought of a definition for a British Iron Age, evidence of spacial division
worked as an indicator of social organisation, whilst material culture distribution has been used more to indicate social connectivity. The following deals
with the concept of movement rather than that of permanence. The way that
physical movement of material culture has been used to define territories and
social identities and used also to infer movement of people.
Movement from continental Europe towards Britain in later prehistory is
probably one of the most studied topics in European archaeology, at least
since the late 1950s (the most notable works being Bowen 1972; Cunliffe
1984 2000 2004; Cunliffe and De Jersey 1997; Hawkes 1959; McGrail 1983;
Webley 2015). Despite such importance, the reasons as to why movement
happened are still nevertheless, a matter of current debate. Whilst it would be
extremely ambitious, and unrealistic, of this research to explain such reasons,
it is clear that the fundamental problem lies in the brittle relationship that
exists between the proxies used to infer movement (material culture) and
the proxies to understand society (archaeological context). For some, Iron
Age settlement evidence shows clear aspects of farming communities (Hill
1989: 84). Others focus more on the importance of cultural connections and
telling a story of prestige, pan-European contacts and the development of
elite groups (see the work of Cunliffe 2005: 447; Haselgrove and Moore 2007:
352; Haselgrove and Pope 2007: 376; Gwilt and Haselgrove 1997: 175, 266;
Webley 2015: 127).
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As this document briefly touched on subsection 2.2.1, it is through the
occurrence of similarities in material culture in both Britain and the European
Continent, that researchers have thought of spaces of identity in terms of
large-scale commercial enterprises, of active communication and of seagoing
voyages. Henderson (2007a: 297) has suggested more recently that the nature
of such activities could have happened in different rhythms and smaller scale
events, in particular the case of late prehistoric Atlantic communities where
they could have represent a range of different communities. This last point
shows very clearly that the emphasis on the maritime aspects of culture can
be overlooked due to the invisibility of the material record, in comparison
with more obvious evidence elsewhere.
The interest in the study of social connectivity and the reasons for regionalisation share similar proxies from the archaeological record. One is through
the demonstration of land possession based on spacial division and the other
is through differences in material culture, mainly metalwork and pottery.
As seen in subsection 2.2.2, spacial division forms and defines local identity
through land division demonstrating the links that Iron Age societies had
with this, whilst the movement of material culture, in particular metals, is
seen as long-distance contact between groups (Cunliffe 2005: 587). However,
it is important to notice here that so far, Cunliffe’s (2004) and in some respects
Haselgrove’s (1999) approach have presented the sea as an important component to explain some of the main aspects of Iron Age connections and social
relationships. Despite this it seems to be little interested in describing life by
the coastline, most of their work stressing the link with land-based activities.
This perspectives view coastal communities as playing a secondary role, as
the distributors of imported goods. As such, settlement by the coast is viewed
and constituted by middlemen and merchants in an economy determined
by inland territories controlled by those in control of hillforts (Cunliffe 2004:
315).
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Metalwork and pottery dating to late prehistory have been used to link
groups probably sharing identities, painting a picture of continuation (regardless of the chronological gaps seen on page 18). For example, most of LBA
bronze metalwork distribution across Britain has been considered to reflect a
continuation of well-established networks of relationships from the Middle
Bronze Age (MBA). Since the MBA, the south of Britain and the north east
of France are thought to have strong links. Socketed axe hoards deposited
in watery contexts, very common along the south coast in this period, have
been typically considered to be a strong indicator of these connections. These
were interpreted to link the Armorican Peninsula with the south of Britain
throughout most of the Bronze Age until these get replaced by iron by the
LBA

(O’Connor 1980: 316). For Sharples (2010: 98–99) this continuation is

important as he thinks that imported bronze metalwork was also part of a
meaningful LBA gift exchange system. Here, not only the similarity of the
artefacts link Britain with the continent but also the way they were discarded
is meaningful. The Thames valley is the best example for this, where the
majority of the bronze metalwork, in particular weaponry of the Llyn Fawr
tradition (800 – 600 BC), comes from watery environments, mirroring practices in the continent (Sharples 2010: 98), sometimes as far as the south of
Spain, as demonstrated by the bronze metalwork hoard found in a riverine
context near Huelva (Cunliffe 2004: 275). Therefore, bronze metalwork has
also been thought to have a strong relationship with maritime activities.
In Britain, from the bronze metalwork found in marine environments, the
best examples are the LBA assemblage of tools and weapons found at Moor
Sands in Devon (Muckelroy 1981: 276; Van de Noort 2006: 271) and the LBA
metal deposition at Langdon Bay (Needham et al. 2013: 23), near to where
the LBA sewn plank Dover boat was rescued (Arnold and Clark 2004: 18).
These long-distance similarities, have taken many to widely accept that for
the LBA and EIA period, Britain was very open to contact with the continent
and had important long-distance relationships.
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In contrast with the LBA and EIA transition, it is believed that for the MIA the
majority of Britain becomes less interested in long-distance relationships and
become more inward looking, some see this as societies becoming interested in
developing local identities (Barrett 2011: 441; Cunliffe 2005: 587; Henderson
2007a: 306; Hill 2011: 254). As we have seen previously, it is accepted that
this is a response to the situation of social unrest, reflected in the defensive
nature of the settlements. From a material culture perspective, the shortage of
imported bronze metalwork, a good indicator of long-distance relationships,
becomes less common by this period. Many accept that it is an indication
of a general lack of interest from Iron Age societies in the renewal of their
long-distance relationships (Cunliffe 2005: 124).
As there is more evidence for pottery in the south of Britain than for the
north (Cunliffe 2005: 64), most of the ceramic typologies have come from
sites in the centre and south of Britain. Changes in pottery fabric and design
have been considered important in the process of regionalisation (Figure 10).
For example, the Deverel Rimbury types of the LBA and EIA change to ‘Plain
Wares’ around 1000 BC becoming coarse and undecorated. There are some
examples of the introduction of haematite coated types of local origin during
the EIA these types, mainly carinated bowls, are located only in the south
west of England for example. Then by 800 BC, there is a change towards the
use of ‘Decorated Wares’ and it is at this time when regional variations across
the ceramic-rich parts of Britain can be more clearly distinguishable (Sharples
2010: 321).
So far, we have seen the ways in which the current concept of an Iron Age
in Britain has been built from a settlement and material culture perspective.
The focus on Iron Age society development is geared towards understanding
cultural developments based on the use of land, the development of local
and regional identity and the relationships with the European continent. It
seems to be that interest in societies and the sea only occurs when there is
potential for a place to be used as as port-of-call where imported goods arrive
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Figure 10: Map depicting Cunliffe’s ceramic groupings in Britian in the Middle Iron Age (after Cunliffe 2005:
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(Cunliffe 2005: 600 2004: 33 1997: 104; McGrail 1983: 308; Nash 1984: 102;
Sharples 2010: 3; Taylor 1998: 113). Understanding maritime interactions
as the movement of imported material culture therefore limits our chances
of understanding maritime societies to our ability to recognise trade and
exchange. As a consequence, when links are not clear through the material
culture we assume a lack of ‘maritimity’ and connection between Iron Age
societies. The following section aims to develop these issues further looking
into detail to the south west of England.

2.3

iron age societies in the south west of england

Throughout this document the south west of England is defined as encompassing the modern counties of Devon and Cornwall. However, archaeologically
this area could have been expanded to other parts of Britain such as Dorset
and Somerset and even the south of Wales (see ceramic areas in Figure 10).
The main reason of this selection, is that Cornwall and Devon in a large
majority of occasions have been seen together as a coherent Iron Age archaeological area (Henderson 2007a: 214; Cripps 2007: 140; Fitzpatrick et al. 2008:
117). Therefore, it would be unproductive to use different concepts than those
already in use and widely accepted.
As with most of England, in the south west pottery is also used as main
proxy to date Iron Age occupation. Similar to other areas of the country,
these typological classifications have proved to present many limitations.
Perhaps the most important limitation is attributed to the intermittent nature
of pottery in the archaeological context of IA sites in Devon and Cornwall.
This is emphasised by an ‘aceramic’ phase thought to have occurred by the LIA
(Cripps 2007: 145). In addition, there has been a noticeable lack of 14 C dating
for Cornwall and Devon. Despite this, it is well established in archaeological
research that the EIA in the region happened between 800 BC and 400 BC and
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a LIA from 400 BC to AD 43 based on changes in pottery. Quinnell (1986: 112)
states that the EIA begins in 600 BC when bronze is replaced by iron and that
an ‘Earlier Iron Age’ could be identified at some point between 800 and 600
BC, a moment when Bronze Age metal vessels are being copied in ceramic
material (Quinnell 1986: 112). The identification of a Late Iron Age therefore
would also be related to a change in pottery forms and styles, most of them
giving way to the South-Western Decorated/La Téne styles.

2.3.1

What defines the Iron Age in the South West?

Material culture
From the material culture evidence, the south west is outlined as an area
inhabited by the Dumnonii, a tribal group identified mostly from classical
accounts and identified archaeologically on the basis of pottery and metalwork finds. However, the region’s clear outline is less defined than other
areas mainly because there is a distinct lack in the development of coinage.
However, there are few examples from coin hoards found in Mount Batten,
Carn Brae, Penzance and Paul (Cunliffe 2005: 201).
Therefore, pottery found in the south-west peninsula represents the chief
source of evidence to explain Iron Age society, as well as identity and chronology. Cunliffe’s work on the pottery of the Iron Age Britain is currently the
seminal source in the identification of an Iron Age sequence in the south
west of England (Fitzpatrick et al. 2008: 140). Divided into two types, the
Iron Age pottery of the region is known by the early the South-Western
Decorated and being replaced later by Cordoned Ware pottery traditions. The
first type is believed to have strong links with Armorican and continental
types, and date back to the 4th century BC, lasting until the 1st century BC
through cross-channel activity. These have well-defined production centres
in the region principally on the Lizard peninsula in Cornwall and on the
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West of the River Exe in Somerset (Cunliffe 2005: 201; Peacock 1988: 303).
Also known as Glastonbury Wares these ceramic assemblages are generally
characterised by decorated jars and necked-bowls (Figure 11).

Figure 11: Glastonbury wares dated from the first century BC to first century AD
found in Somerset (Cunliffe 2005: 634 figure A:23)

Later, South Western decorated types are replaced by Cordoned Wares.
Despite the latter presenting difficulties in their use as accurate dating they
have been related with the ceramic developments in north-western France of
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the second half of the first century BC (Cunliffe 2005: 203). Cordoned Wares
are known to be decorated with incised cordons and grooves delineated on
the exterior of the vessels. The general shapes include necked-jars, tazza-like
bowls and large everted-rimmed jars (Figure 12).
The links these south western Iron Age assemblages show with assemblages from the Armorican peninsula are important to consider as these
not only show contact, but also shared traditions between Britain and the
continent. Whilst the similarities exist between pottery styles it is also the
reproduction of the Armorican pottery styles into British metalwork that
demonstrates a much more complex relationship between cultures. Henderson (2007a: 123) mentions that there is a trend seen throughout Atlantic
Britain, mostly noticeable in the reproduction of the continental Bronze metalwork of La Téne decorated pottery and metalwork of western Britain. The
nature of such connectivity and the meaning of the social relationships has
been the focus of much research in the past, but it is through these fragments
of evidence that point to the links between cultures, where the role of the
sea is an important component to understand society in the south west of
England.
Settlement
Settlement in the south west of Britain forms part of a wider cultural tradition
that extends throughout the Atlantic coastline. Similarities between this and
Armorican settlement are better understood from material culture evidence
than the links between the regions. Enclosed farmsteads and cliffcastles
happen in both sides of the western approaches, and their sizes and location
have been the main characteristic that defines such analogies (Henderson
2007a: 214).
The characteristic Cornish Iron Age settlements are rounds, open settlements, fogous, cliff castles and hillforts (Webster 2008: 129). Rounds are
enclosed structures of a single bank and ditch structure and some of them
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Figure 12: On the left Cordoned ware types found at St Mawgan-in-Pydar, Cornwall and dating circa 50
BC-AD 43. Through comparing these and the types to the right, of imported Armorican wares
found in Hengistbury Head dating to the first century BC, is where great similarities can be seen
on both traditions (Cunliffe 2005: 648 figure A:37).
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with huts inside of the enclosure. The enclosing bank and ditch structure
normally have one entrance (Henderson 2007a: 220). Sites in Cornwall show
that such structures have been mostly found within field systems, suggesting
a functionality as farmsteads (Webster 2008: 129). In addition, the shape of
the enclosure varies considerably through the region, going from circular to
elongated and even triangular shapes (Figure 13) (Henderson 2007a: 221).
Despite this, the presence of an enclosure is not the chief characteristic that
define a round they are defined by their functionality as farmsteads. Some
sites found in the upper Thames valley, for example, are unenclosed but
present evidence of crop-marks near the settlements, and therefore thought to
have a similar purpose to those found elsewhere in the south west (Webster
2008: 131). Despite their apparently ambiguous categorisation most of the
structures do present South Western Decorated wares in association with the
sites and therefore these had Iron Age occupation (Henderson 2007a: 225).
Despite the extent of the study regarding settlement structures, inhabitation in the south west of England is not very well understood. Most of what
is known comes from existing material culture associated with structures
as mentioned above (Cripps 2007: 140). Early on, only a few BA buildings
present clear EIA occupation, the best example could be the stone-walled
buildings at Bodrifty (300 – 200 BC) in Cornwall (Figure 14). Sadly, there is an
important shortage of archaeological exploration on LBA and EIA houses, and
the difficulties of identifying clear chronological styles in the material culture
makes it very difficult to tell the difference between LBA and EIA occupation in
the area. As to Iron Age occupation in particular, there is a bigger issue to do
with the assumption that there is a continuation of LBA traditions extending
until the first half of the 1st millennium BC (Todd 1987: 155). This is an
assumption that has been lately criticised strongly by Cripps (2007: 144) as
her recent assessment of the available evidence for LBA and EIA settlement in
Cornwall and Devon suggests that this is still limited and such a model of
similarity and continuity cannot be sustained.
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Figure 13: Figure showing the different styles of univallate enclosures found in Cornwall (after Henderson
2007a: 222 fig. 6.11).
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Figure 14: Photograph of a stone roundhouse at Bordifty, Cornwall. Source http:
//www.cornwalls.co.uk

Despite this, settlement dating to later parts of the Iron Age is better
known, MIA and LIA presents more variation than in the earlier periods.
Settlement pattern ranges from hillforts to enclosed settlements (rounds) and
most of these are thought to have been occupied at least from 700 BC.
There was a marked interest in hillforts until the 1990s, which lead to
little attention being focused on the more ephemeral evidence of dwelling.
As such, there was a push, at the beginning of the 1990s, to focus research
towards exploring these with more detail as well as the use and organisation
of the IA landscape. Quinnell (1986: :131) suggested at the time that if we
were to interpret the LBA and EIA transition, future excavation programmes
‘should concentrate on settlements with associated field systems and should be combined with detailed environmental studies backed up by radiocarbon dating’. Whilst
Christie (1986: 107) agrees with this view, she adds that the ‘search for later
settlements, especially those of the LBA and EIA transition, could be made by selective
excavation at ’tor enclosures’ and rounds’. The interest in dwelling and landscape
was linked to an increasing interest in undertaking studies of agro-pastoral
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modes of life for the Iron Age (Fitzpatrick et al. 2008: 129). It is because of
this way of looking at the archaeological record the interest on the dwelling,
and the complexity of cultural landscape that today the region is pictured
as increasingly becoming one of cattle herders and farmers towards the Iron
Age (Cunliffe 2005: 56; Fitzpatrick et al. 2008: 117). This idea became stronger
after the boom in environmental studies on Dartmoor, which indicated a
climatic deterioration in the LBA/EIA (Fleming 1988: 107). A change affecting
the soils, pushing societies into moving from the uplands to the lowlands
during the LBA and EIA and by the LIA, and to finally the majority of the
population to be under the control of elite groups, mainly as cattle herders
living at rounds and enclosed settlements (Cunliffe 2005: 596).
It is accepted that for the MIA, there is an increasing number of settlements
in the south west of England. This has lead some to support the idea that by
the MIA society was becoming more fragmented and that by the LIA there was
a strong hierarchical division between cattle breeders and agrarian groups
(Cunliffe 2005: 594). Population growth is one of the main arguments for
the increase in defended homesteads and rounds in the area. The idea of
social conflict for the ever decreasing availability of agrarian space becomes
a common topic in current archaeological literature which accounts for the
defensive nature of the settlements. There is an ongoing debate nevertheless,
with regard to the classification and function of many of the LIA structures,
mainly because of their regional diversity, but also due to the lack of excavated
examples. Describing such debate is beyond the scope of this work. However,
the general idea is that throughout the MIA and LIA the region was being
controlled more and more by local elite groups in charge of the land, cattle,
long distance trade, and social ceremonies. These large groups dwelt on large
hilltop enclosures, whilst the rounds provided services to such local elites
(Cunliffe 2005: 594; Herring 1994: 45; Quinnell 1986: 115).
As with other regions in Britain, settlement in the south west became
quickly one of the main proxies to interpret social organisation. Cunliffe
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(2005: 594) suggests that it is through cattle management that these societies had an important role in a much wider IA economy. The layout of the
multiple-enclosed settlements and small hillforts which could be geared towards livestock management, and the lack of field systems, associated with
the structures, could mean that these homesteads were inhabited by the
aristocracy in control of a social structure of obligation and clientage.

Figure 15: Aerial view of the Late Iron Age ‘courtyard complex’ settlement
of Chysauster, Cornwall. Copyright English Heritage. Source
http://viewfinder.english-heritage.org.uk/search/detail.aspx?
uid=111867

In recent years however, there has been a new focus on the way south
western England’s Iron Age has been understood. Cripps (2007: 151) has
challenged Quinnell’s (1986) and to some extent Cunliffe’s (2005) model of
social organisation based only on evidence from few households and rounds.
Amongst many of the arguments it is stressed that the clear lack of full
excavation on settlements and a 14 C dating programme of sites in Cornwall
and Devon, a better understanding of the IA phases is difficult (Cripps 2007:
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143). Based on detailed settlement pattern analysis she shows that the LBA/EIA
transition was not as continuous as previously thought and that this can be
seen in the abandonment of many sites by the EIA as well as evidence for iron
working for the EIA. Additionally, new forms of settling are visible towards
the EIA which differ from the LBA (Cripps 2007: 144). In the LIA these are more
apparent when rounds and hillforts become more dense in Cornwall and
Devon. Also, new ways of treating the dead appear by the LIA. Cist cemeteries
at Trevoren, Harlyn Bay are seen as new ways of dealing with ritual spaces as
well as the introduction of Courtyard houses in the west of Cornwall (Cripps
2007: 150). Cripps’ (2007) main critique is the use of weak ceramic typologies
to understand settlement changes and with this social organisation.

Figure 16: Excavation plan of the stone walled roundhouses of Halangy Down in the
Isles of Scilly (after Ashbee 1996). The courtyard in the centre of the plan
and the adicuale have been important to link these structures to those at
Chysauster in Cronwall

Furthermore, the development of courtyard houses in west Cornwall has
been a matter of repeated debate (Cripps 2007: 151; Quinnell 1986: 120;
Sharples 2010: 177; Todd 1987: 171). These are unique to the high-grounds
of west Cornwall and the Isles of Scilly. They differ from the rest of the south
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Figure 17: Aerial view of the MIA/LIA cliff-castle of The Rumps in North Cornwall,
where the ramparts dividing it from land can be clearly seen. Source
http://www.historic-cornwall.org.uk.

western later prehistoric settlement in that they are a series of roundhouses
arranged around a larger, probably rectangular courtyard. From all of these
the best example is the settlement of Chysauster in Cornwall, which consists
of a cluster of ten of these courtyard houses (Figure 15). Chysauster was
dated by Hencken (1932: 151) in the 1930s showing a long term occupation
from the 1st century BC until 3rd century AD. And whilst many suggest
that such structures are of Roman origin, Todd (1987: 171) argues for a
Scillonian genesis at Halangy Down (Figure 16). This settlement is smaller
than Chysauster, but Todd believes that the fact that Halangy Down was built
on top of Bronze Age roundhouses signifies not only a continuation from the
Bronze Age but an origin of this particular settlement type (Todd 1987: 171).
Yet in general, the south west Iron Age social model has been designed
from an agro-pastoral understanding of settlement and landscape; a highly
focused perspective based on land property and livestock management. The
model has been used as a single overarching explanation of social change.
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This poses a major ontological problem — can we use this model to understand those settled away from this rich agricultural landscape? Can we
use agro-pastoral models to explain maritime societies? A good example of
this problem is recognised in the LIA settlement pattern of Devon, Cornwall
and South Wales. For many, the coastal distribution of unique promontory
enclosures, also known as cliff-castles (Figure 17), have been considered to
have the same function and use as some of the inland hillforts (Herring 1994:
53). Although some LBA dates have been assigned to few of these structures,
it is generally believed that main occupation phase is by the MIA, therefore
coinciding with the emergence of defended settlements in Southern Britain
(Quinnell 1986: 115).
Places such as Maen Castle, in Cornwall, a multivallate promontory fort
or cliff-castle, has been related with large inland multivallate structures at
Pencarrow and with small rounds in Cornwall (Fox et al. 1972: 59). As
with hillforts, there is an ongoing debate regarding residential use of these
structures. A camp site found within the enclosed area of Maen Castle has
been interpreted by Herring (1994: 53) as evidence of dwelling. Others suggest
cliff-castles have a non-domestic use and some of these could be used as
communal spaces or trading stations (Fitzpatrick et al. 2008: 134). The reality
is that excavated cliff-castles are rare and little is known about them. However,
their coastal spatial distribution along the coasts of Scotland, Wales, the south
west peninsula and even Brittany and northern Iberia, suggests their maritime
location might distinguish these from the structures inland (Figure 18). Many
have considered cliff-castles to be important in coastal navigation as their
location could aid sailors or control maritime trade in the area (Hill et al.
2013: 81). Despite their assumed function, their maritime nature has rarely
been seen as the primary reason of their existence. They are complimentary to
the established agro-pastoral social model and therefore difficult to integrate
them in a central argument.
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2.4

maritime communities

Thus far, this chapter has introduced the necessary background of how Iron
Age societies in Britain have been interpreted, as well as some of the most
important issues that constrain the development of maritime social models
for this period. As the main aim of this research is to get involved in the
development of such models, the following lines are destined to introduce
the main ontological differences that a maritime archaeological approach can
offer to Iron Age studies. To begin with this, it is necessary to ask — what do
we mean by maritime aspects of culture? Is there a difference to terrestrial
aspects of culture?
With this is mind, culture is the result of interactions between social
groups (social relationships) and the environment. Therefore, it happens in a
particular moment of time and space and it is singular as well as unique in
nature (Bate 1998: 128). If we accept this, then the maritime aspects of any
culture are those that intercede in the shaping of such relationships between
people, the ideas amongst them and their interactions with their surrounding
within a maritime context (Adams 2002: 3). As a consequence there should
be differences between societies living near the shoreline and those living
inland, as Rick (2004: 106) rightly states that human subsistence strategies
and social organisation are linked (Rönnby 2007: 79).
The area of social interaction (cultural geography) is also highly relevant to
understand the divide between land and sea. Westerdahl’s (1992: 5) definition
of a cultural maritime landscape as a cognitive space, as places that imprint
functional aspects in the human mind, is perhaps the most appropriate
way to understand the differences between those settled by the coast or
inland. Therefore the maritime aspects of cultural landscapes, near or by
the coast, should include evidence of activities such as fishing on shoals,
navigation, harbour constructions, fords, bridges, ferry sites and intentional
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sailing blockages (Westerdahl 1992: 6). Then these places become maritime
cultural centres if the access is linked with important transit routes (open
water or inner routes) (Westerdahl 1992: 6). Whilst this is true for most
of Scandinavia, in particular for the Viking and medieval period, the same
model cannot be applied intrinsically to Iron Age Britain. The reason for this
is that there is not enough archaeological information of such places dating to
the Iron Age for most of the country. Whilst there are some exceptions such
as Poole harbour and Hengistbury Head in Dorset in the south of England, it
is difficult to identify ports-of-call and these ‘maritime cultural centres’ from
elsewhere.
This does not mean that the idea of a maritime cultural landscape can be
discarded. On the contrary, if we accept that the landscape imprint functional
aspects in the human mind, the study of landscape changes, such as relative
sea level change, the use of the intertidal zones or local knowledge of navigable waters are key elements to define a maritime cultural landscape, despite
these being more archaeologically invisible. It has been argued (Needham
2009: 12; Van de Noort 2011: 18) that there is a lack of attention from landlocked archaeologists to recognise major differences in maritime ways of life.
Van de Noort (2011: 93) emphasises that using a boat to explore the world,
renders a different experience than looking at the same place from a horse or
walking on it. From his perspective, there should be a difference between the
acquired knowledge (tides, currents and winds) of ‘boat people’ and ‘walking
people’, these two are different activities. Whilst this is an important point to
make, it is also true that both activities could well be performed by the same
people. As is the case for the Post-Medieval society of Fair Isle in Shetland,
whose evidence left in the landscape shows the complex nature of their activities inland as well as by the coast (Hunter et al. 1996: 137). Nevertheless,
the important point to make here is that specific acquired knowledge should
be considered when defining maritime cultures. Needham (2009: 18) complements this by suggesting that the places inhabited by maritime cultures
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must have a particular maritime way of understanding the world. Therefore,
these ‘maritories’ are expected to be inhabited by specialists dedicated to a
maritime way of life and thus differentiating them from land cultures, except
when these activities are performed by the same people.
As the focus of this research is on coastal societies in the Iron Age, it is
given that the analysis of its main case study (the Isles of Scilly) will be carried
out by or near the waterfront. Therefore, coastal communities and maritime
communities are used throughout this research sometimes with no distinction
between the two. However, there is indeed a need to stress the importance
between maritime communities and the maritime cultural landscape. With
this in mind, what will be shown, throughout the following paragraphs, is
the fundamental difference between maritime communities (which construct
the maritime cultural landscape) and those away from the coastline. This
goes from the small scale evidence of consumption and transport, a medium
range scale on settlement configuration (including evidence for harbours
and maritime infrastructures), to then evidence for larger scale landscape
relationships (navigation).

2.4.1

Living by the coast

Maritime and inland societies tend to be divided by what they eat and where
they get it from. Direct evidence of farming for example, has been prolific
in a wide range of sites across Britain and are comprehensively described
elsewhere (mainly the work of Fowler 1983; Mercer 1984; Pryor 2006). At
the same time, indirect evidence has been found in the shape of field systems
and iron tools (Fowler 1983: 21–22).
Although studies of Iron Age settlements mention rarely the remains of
marine molluscs, there are good examples of sites in Britain that present this
type of context. In the south of England the best example can be found at
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Mount Batten, where LIA shell middens were excavated by Cunliffe (1988:
37) in the late 1980s. In Scotland there is better evidence that LIA societies
were also consuming marine resources, as can be attested by the rich finds of
mollusc, fish and sea mammals remains in particular in the Outer Hebrides
(Dun Vulan) and Orkney (Bu Broch) (Pearson et al. 1999: 278).
Despite this, Hill et al. (2013: 89) note that generally for the Iron Age there
is a low consumption of marine resources, if compared to the subsequent
Roman period. Fishing has also been considered to be also a rare activity in
the Iron Age (Dobney and Ervynck 2007: 409). The best case are again from
Scotland with evidence of fishing in the LIA found extensively in sites at Bu
Broch in Orkney and Dun Vulan in South Uist (Hill et al. 2013: 88). Although
it it has been mentioned that infrequency of fish finds elsewhere could be
related to status (Hill et al. 2013: 88).
Additionally, sea mammal remains are also present within Iron Age
coastal settlements. These are much better represented than molluscs or fish,
although normally found in isolation. From the assemblages in Britian, again,
Dun Vulan is the place with more seal remains than any other site in Britian.
Although these are not rare in contexts around the isles, as there is substantial
evidence of these at Nornour, in the Isles of Scilly. More seal and whale
bones have been also found in the south. Nevertheless, from the latter, a
burned isolated example was also found far from the coast at roundhouse
at Maiden Castle (Hill et al. 2013: 14). In general, the lack of marine wildlife
consumption has been stressed by Hill et al. (2013: 15) to have potential in
understanding deeper social, economic and cultural changes and therefore to
be highly important in Iron Age contexts.
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2.4.2

Maritime transport

Maritime transport, another key indicator of the maritime aspects of society
is scant in contemporary Iron Age literature. Evidence for seagoing vessels
(those with marked technological advantages to perform open water sailing)
dating to the Iron Age in Britain have not been found archaeologically, in
particular for the EIA period. This has attracted the attention of many when
compared with the rich evidence of previous seagoing BA sewn-planked boats
(for a comprehensive summary of each find see McGrail 2001: 184-190) and
the subsequent Romano-Celtic boats of the Roman period (amongst the most
remarkable research on this vessels are Arnold 1977 1990 1999; Marsden
1967 1976; Nayling et al. 2004; Rule 1990; Rule and Monaghan 1994). For the
south west, only the remains of a what could be two LBA sewn-planked boats
have been found at the Severn estuary (c.1880 –1690 BC) and at Goldcliff
(c. 1000 BC) also in the estuary (Nayling et al. 2004). For the Iron Age,
Adams (2001: 307) thinks there is an important gap of two thousand years of
planked built vessels. Based on classical sources, some have suggested that in
general seagoing Iron Age vessels could have been hide-boats, similar to Irish
Curraghs and that the nature of their construction and materials would never
survive as archaeological record (McGrail 2001: 183). It is also recognised by
(McGrail 2001: 183) that this is highly speculative as no direct evidence for
hide boats have been found in Britain dating before or during the Iron Age.
In spite of the apparent bleakness for direct evidence of EIA/MIA seagoing
vessels, such as planked boats, there is a much better panorama for boats
used in estuarine and inner water environments, in particular logboats such
as the one found near Hasholme (Millett and McGrail 1985: 69) and the Poole
logboat. The latter, is one of the most meaningful pieces of evidence that
suggesting that people in the Iron Age were probably using this type of vessels
as maritime transport on the south coast of England. But the characteristic
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shape of her underside bow carved into a stem has been suggested by McGrail
(1998: 33–34) to be evidence that her builders were familiarised with plank
boats with stems (Figure 19). This will be discussed in chapter four with more
detail.

Figure 19: Photograph showing the carved stem of the LIA Poole logboat bow. Photograph Rodrigo Pacheco-Ruiz

2.4.3

The coast as periphery and maritime gateway

As we have seen previously, social models that define an Iron Age have been
focused on land management, the development of agro-pastoral activities
and the development of new social structures in Britain. The centrality and
importance of the agro-pastoral development in this period has left the
maritime aspects of these archaeological societies in the ‘periphery’ of the
system, and of the social models where agro-pastoralism is the centre of
attention (Cunliffe 2005; Hill 2011). It is recognised that settlement on the
coastline of Britain is very scant and with some exceptions, such as the
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Western Isles and the south west of England, settlement does not happen
as often as inland (Hill et al. 2013: 81). The assumed position is that Iron
Age societies are defined by landownership mechanisms, and that these
settlements should present certain characteristics such as enclosed spaces.
The interest in hillforts and associated field systems has overlooked the
ephemeral aspects of human occupation by the coastline, such as Hayling
Island (King and Soffe 1998: 36) in Hampshire, and Poole Harbour in Dorset
(Hill et al. 2013: 81).
The coastline throughout the Iron Age has been seen more as a link
between inland societies, both in Britain and in the continent, with coastal
settlement’s role as peripheral has been stressed by many (Cunliffe 2005: 600;
Cunliffe 2004: 55; Sharples 2010: 164). An example of this can be found in
some of the interpretations of LIA settlement of Hengistbury Head in Dorset.
It is probably one of the better understood coastal settlements in the south of
England, and therefore there is no need to painstaikingly describe it here (for
more see Cunliffe 1984 2004 2005; Cunliffe and De Jersey 1997).
What is important nevertheless, is what this place means in terms of maritime connections. Hengistbury is thought to be a major port of call linking
Armorica (northern France) with the south west of England through concentration of imported material (De Jersey 1993: 333; Holbrook et al. 2007: 151;
Taylor 1998: 115; Webster 2008: 128). However, one of the important aspects
is that the majority of authors agree that Hengisbury linked economically
with Armorica with the Wessex region for the LIA (Figure 20). Fewer people
though, have focused on Hengistbury socially as a centre of maritime culture.
Although Sharples (2010: 167–168) does put forward the idea that by 100 BC
most of the communal unity of the hillforts in Wessex was possibly threatened
by ideas of individualism, seen in personal adornment artefacts, introduced
by the ‘artisan’ societies settled by the coast in places such as Hengistbury
HEad, which had more contact with the continent.
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This emphasis on imported artefact distribution and the economic rele-

vance of places such as Hengistbury Head, emphasises on what Westerdahl
(1992: 267) would define as maritime cultural centre as this could be seen as
a place of absorption and distribution of culture undermining the ability to
produce its own cultural aspects. This point of view restrains the possibilities
of analysing a broader landscape as there is a quantitative jump from sitespecific to regional scale. It is necessary to understand the landscape to be
able to describe large scale changes in maritime cultures in the Iron Age. It is
necessary to perceive artefact distribution, but also the local aspects of the
coastline, as this has a potential to be a key element in the understanding of
maritime cultures in the south of England.

2.5

the iron age in the isles of scilly

A final close-up of this chapter’s analytical scale is described in this section,
which deals with the detail of human occupation during late prehistory in
the Isles of Scilly. The Isles of Scilly have not only been a loosely connected
area due to their location (Figure 21), they have also remained, to some
extent, isolated from archaeological research that focuses on the Iron Age.
Nevertheless, there is substantial archaeological information present in the
area. The idea that Scilly could have been linked culturally and socially with
west Cornwall is a constant in the archaeological literature of the archipelago.
The islands are thought to have been occupied since the Upper Palaeolithic, as
evidence of an Aurignacian (33,000 cal BC) ‘penknife point’ could represent, a
small-scale colonisation from west of Cornwall (Charman et al. 2012: 1). Also,
the indication of Early Neolithic (1500 – 2900 cal BC) occupation in Scilly
is sustained from evidence of early cattle breeding placing Scilly into the
discussions of Neolithic movement along the ‘Western Seaways’ (Jones et al.
2012: 16). For the EBA the situation seems to change in Scilly. In Cornwall the
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late introduction of Beaker and Collared Urns pottery styles suggests that
pre-existing local pottery traditions were much in use. The rare use of Beakers
in Scilly has been interpreted as an extreme of this situation. As such, some
suggest that a strong assertion of local identity probably originated in Scilly
as can also be seen by the unusual construction of 92 entrance graves, which
have also been located along the Atlantic in Ireland and Scotland (Jones et al.
2012: 28). However, it is not until the Iron Age that clear evidence of contact
with the south west peninsula can be identified.
Regardless of the blatant maritime nature of the Isles of Scilly (Figure 22),
little attention has been paid towards reading the maritime aspects of culture
in Iron Age Scilly. So far, three key issues could explain the reason for this. The
first is that research has been focused on placing links with the south western
peninsula, and therefore to a society that has been understood mainly as one
of farmers and cattle herders. Ashbee (1996: 139) clearly states that fishing has
always formed an essential part of Scillonian economy and it should not be thought
that earlier inhabitants were inefficient in the exploitation of this resource. Then, in
the shadows of better evidence of such activities and looking at similarities
in agro-pastoral landscape of Scilly and other places, says that fishing may
have been no more than a component of the integrated framework of food-production
enterprises that sustained early Scillonians (Ashbee 1996: 139).
Secondly, the attention towards migration and movement of people is
based on artefact dispersal. The best example for the Iron Age is when
Robinson (2007: 141) more recently shows that there is a clear influence from
mainland Cornwall in Scilly, showing signs of being better connected in the
Iron Age. His focus on explaining Scilly’s isolation and identity for the Iron
Age, seen in previous works (Butcher 2004: 15; Fulford 1989: 246; Hencken
1932: 141; Johns 2006: 63; Thomas 1985: 164), is geared towards movement of
material culture, rather than on the nature of society itself. Thirdly, evidence
for human maritime activities is less obvious than the more conspicuous
nature of monumental and building archaeology.
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Figure 22: Photograph of the sea waves breaking at Hell’s Bay in St. Martins, Scilly.
Photograph Rodrigo Pacheco-Ruiz

Archaeological evidence of Bronze Age occupation in Scilly is more numerous than that for the Iron Age period (Figure 23). The latter nevertheless,
has been well identified despite such unbalanced contrast. However, the LBA
and EIA occupation is still not clear, as there are many of these finds that
have been very difficult to date more recently. There is a clear gap in our
understanding of the material culture of this period. This lack of change in
the archaeological record has been interpreted by many as an indication of
cultural continuation (Johns 2011b: 18). LBA pottery in the Isles of Scilly for
example, is characteristic of being very homogeneous in style and fabrication.
It is coarse and grainy and therefore it does not survive very well archaeologically. Most of the elements of the pottery that have been found in small
fragments, which are difficult to analyse. Those that have been dated, have
thrown dates that range between the LBA until MIA, so from this evidence is
very difficult to draw a line between these two periods. As with the south
west of England, this difficulty of identifying the start of an Iron Age in
Scilly through pottery, has produced a series of concertina effects, which have
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impacted on our archaeological interpretations of society in the archipelago.
For example, not being able to recognise this early stage from the material
culture has made it complicated to distinguish multiple occupation phases
in most of the settled areas in the archipelago, as pottery has been the main
proxy for dating them. Therefore, it is common to see in the archaeological
literature of Scilly that societies change very little from the LBA to the MIA.
(see Figure 24)

Figure 24: Figure showing the late prehistoric ceramic typology for Nornour, Isles of
Scilly. EIA shapes are relatively easy to identify in the mainland, as this
South Western Decorated carinated bowl found in the isles shows here.
Bronze Age pottery is much more difficult to distinguish (after Robinson
2007: figures from 192 – 205)

2.5.1

Cliff-castles

Cliff castles in Scilly are seen by many as having very similar function as
those in Devon, Cornwall and the south of Wales. Therefore, they play an
important role in territory division and control of land, but their location
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could also aid navigation and seafaring. These are generally, promontories
protruding towards the sea with only one connection to mainland, which are
divided or enclosed by ramparts of one or more banks and ditches, where
the connection exists (see Figure 17). These structures are chronologically
difficult to understand as dating material remains scant in the area (Hill et al.
2013: 82). The orthodoxy, however, is that these mark the beginning of the
Iron Age in the south west.
At least two of these promontory structures in Scilly have been identified
as cliff-castles, Shipman’s Head and Giant’s Castle, although more have been
recorded as possible, but are not as clear as these two (Figure 25). Shipman’s
Head (Figure 26) is the smallest of the two and it is settled on top of a
promontory overlooking Hell’s Bay in the isle of Bryher. It is an univallate
cliff-castle delimited in the south by a single rampart and further north by
a cliff drop between the two land sections. From the rampart towards the
northernmost extreme of the promontory there is an continuous enclosed
area of 12,260m2 . However, the area of the cliff-castle can be extended further
north where the enclosed area is of some 33,460m2 . This would then make of
Shipman’s Head cliff-castle to be the largest enclosed area in the archipelago,
more than 91% the area of Giant’s Castle in St Mary’s.
There has not been any published intervention of an archaeological nature,
but Johns et al. (2004: 71) and Robinson (2007: 84) believe that Shipman’s
Head was used in the Iron Age as a socio-economic or ritual centre, instead
of as a fortified settlement. Pointing at a similar role to the structures found
in the south west of England (see Quinnell 1986: 116; Herring 1994 and as a
critique of those models cf. Cripps 2007: 147).
The second of these structures is Giant’s Castle (Figure 27), located at the
southernmost extreme of the isle of St Mary’s. The structure is a multivallate
(four stone and earthworks) curvilinear enclosure that cuts across a rocky
promontory, which extends towards the southern coast of the archipelago and
overlooks the Atlantic entrance of the English Channel (Figure 27). It has an
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enclosed area of 871m2 from the innermost rampart (rampart 4) and 3,321m2
from the outermost rampart (rampart 1). The only known archaeoogical
intervention dates to the beginning of the 20th century, when the site was
excavated before the construction of a Second World War lookout. From
the excavation of the outer rampart (rampart 4) only a fragment of duckornamented pottery was found, dating back to 300 cal BC (Robinson 2007: 71).
However, the lack of habitation evidence within the enclosed area supports
the idea of other function rather than domestic.
Despite these similarities, there are some contrasting points between the
cliff-castles in the south west and the ones at Scilly, as the latter have a
smaller enclosed area than the former do. For example, the largest in Scilly,
Shipman’s Head, has 33,460m2 whilst the largest ones in Cornwall, such as
The Rumps, have around 55,000m2 of enclosed area. The cliff-castle at Maen
in Lands End, Cornwall, has a slightly larger area than Giant’s Castle, but
presents probable evidence of a roundhouse next to the northern part of the
eastern rampart. Whilst these should be meaningful distinctions between
the Scillonian structures and those in the south west, there are still many
that believe that cliff-castles played a similar role of Iron Age agro-pastoral
societies reflecting tribal divisions in Scillonian society (Johns 2011b: 20).
This idea is very difficult to sustain, especially when evidence of Iron Age
occupation in Scilly is still under explored. Also, if we accept that these
societies were culturally and socially linked with the south west, we know
that territory and sub tribal divisions for the Iron Age in this region are
largely unclear.
The position of cliff-castles overlooking the sea has been an important
reason for people to think that these structures had an meaningful role
in prehistoric navigation. For the Isles of Scilly, the reconstruction of the
prehistoric maritime landscape by Robinson (2007: 79) has shown that there
are potential landing places, which could have served an important function,
and that these are closely related with these protruding monuments and the
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religious landscape, such as tors and cairns. Within this study, the author
recognises the importance of cliff-castles as a navigational aid, emphasising
the nature of rocky headlands on the periphery of the archipelago (Robinson
2007: 84). This is not very different for what it has been suggested of cliffcastles elsewhere. But it is definitely the first time that it is done for Scilly,
and therefore meaningful towards a reading of the maritime landscape in
Scilly.

2.5.2

Dwelling and living

There is an increasingly important record of late prehistoric dwelling in the
Isles of Scilly. So far, the general idea is that the main characteristic of Scilly’s
Iron Age settlement can be divided in a two-fold way. The LBA/MIA phase
is characterised by continuation and reuse of some of the roundhouses, and
the LIA phase is characterised by the identification of LIA imported material,
as well as the introduction of courtyard houses. Iron Age settlement is of
continuous occupation and reuse of Bronze Age round houses, based on the
stone-faced round house tradition, and traced back to the Bronze Age round
houses of the south west. These particular buildings are amongst the best
evidence for Iron Age dwelling in the Isles and, so far, they appear in groups
of houses or clusters. Isolated dwellings exist in the archaeological record,
but their proximity to cliff edges, intertidal zones, and urban sites makes it
difficult to verify their association with clusters of houses (Robinson 2007:
71). Two sites of particular importance in understanding the nature of Iron
Age occupation; Halangy Down on the isle of St. Marys and Nornour on
the Eastern Islands (Figure 16). In both cases the houses were constructed
on top of older buildings. This has been interpreted as having a relationship
with the household longevity and not the building itself, due to their robust
construction (Robinson 2007: 76).
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Halangy Down is located directly on a hill-slope at the northern coast of
St. Marys, Scilly’s largest isle (Figure 29). It consists of eleven round buildings,
four Bronze Age chambered cairns or entrance graves, and field systems. This
site is one of Scilly’s most studied archaeological remains, which presents
a remarkable occupation sequence that has been considered to start during
the Neolithic period and continue until the Late Iron Age (Ashbee 1996: 18).
Together with this, Halangy Down’s remarkable prehistoric landscape has
been the focus of considerable research, where in association with the round
buildings, the presence of prehistoric field-systems and ritual monuments
together are unique in Britain (Ashbee 1996: 18).
The cluster of round houses was first studied by Gray in the 1930s, where
he explored the limits of the settlement. During the course of his efforts
to assign Halangy Down a chronological sequence, he discovered that the
buildings on the top of the hill were later than the chambered cairns and the
field-systems. For Gray, these ‘tiny round huts’, ‘insignificant’ and ‘unsubstantial’ proved to be part of a considerable and very solid Romano-British
village (Gray 1972: 22-23). This was the first time this site was assigned
such a late chronology. According to Ashbee, Gray’s big contribution was to
demonstrate the correlation between settlements and the ritual landscape in
Scilly, but more relevant to the present study, was that Gray provided the
initial evidence for a later prehistoric occupation by identifying at Halangy
Down evidence for Romano-British courtyard houses (Gray 1972: 44).
When Ashbee traced Halangy Down’s round buildings towards the coastal
cliff’s edge, he noted that a major part of these dwellings were being lost by
erosion, but still visible within the section. In comparison with the higher part
of the settlements, these sites presented evidence of abandonment, probably
by the constant invasion of blown sand (Ashbee 1996: 11). In short, the sites
on the lower part of the hill-slope were supposed to be of earlier occupation
than those up-slope, denoting a temporal change in land-use. For Ashbee, the
reason for this was to do with the walls being under a considerable amount
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of wind blown sand layers, but also, according to his analysis, some of the
stones used in the lower, earlier, buildings were being reallocated, probably
to the higher, more recent houses (Ashbee 1996: 11).
A further reason for Ashbee to believe that the upper settlement was
related with a later occupational phase was the evidence that one of the
round house clusters presented a rectangular courtyard complex, typically
associated with Romano-British phases, and built above the Bronze Age
terracing (Ashbee 1983b: 7–8; Ashbee 1996: 11). This however, was not the
first time this characteristic was discussed. O’Neil, in his visit to the site
in the late 1950s, reported that these peculiar rectangular buildings were
important because not only did they date the ‘ancient village’ to a much later
phase, but also they linked Scilly with mainland Cornwall, and in particular,
with the Iron Age village of Chysauster in Southern Cornwall (St. J. O’Neil
1961: 71). Since then, comparisons with mainland Cornwall have been made
regularly. Further to this, one of the other shared characteristics between these
two sites is the recurrent appearance of small chambers within the central
courtyard. These features, termed aediculae, are believed to be small shrines
within the complex, with the only examples being those at Halangy Down
and Chysauster (Ashbee 1996: 135).
Contrary to its importance to the understanding of Iron Age settlement,
and alike most of Scillonian prehistory, Halangy Down is not, unfortunately,
particularly well known for being well-dated. Just one 14 C sample has been
extracted from a charcoal fragment, of a disturbed layer inside the buildings (Ashbee 1996: 28). This aside, most dates have been based often on
non-diagnostic ceramic assemblages, as well as crude interpretations of environmental episodes of wind blown sand and marine transgressions. Site
comparison was the best opportunity for Ashbee to understand Halangy
Down’s chronological sequence. Therefore, and in the absence of more reliable absolute dating, his approach to the problem was to study the similarites
between Halangy Down’s late periods and the 2nd millenium BC structures at
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Nornour’s (Butcher 1978: 29) and 2nd millennium BC structures at Halangy
Down(Ashbee 1983b: 37).
Nornour is located on one of the Eastern Islands, a group of small inhabited islands to the south east of St. Martin’s and joining, today, with Ganilly
at low tide (Butcher 1978: 29) (Figure 28). It extends roughly four acres, and
due to its high rocky crest, is a good landmark (Butcher 1978: 30). As with
Halangy Down, Nornour consists of approximately thirteen round houses
that were occupied for approximately two millennia (the early dates being
based on a 14 C sample and the later phase on magnetic dating readings), with
no more than two of them occupied simultaneously (Robinson 2007: 76). The
site is considered by Ashbee to present the same pattern of abandonment
as Halangy Down; the earlier settlement phases having been lost through
coastal erosion, and the later development being re-located up-hill (Ashbee
1983b: 37).
In contrast with Halangy Down, coastal erosion has affected much of the
southern section of Nornour. Butcher believed that the earliest occupation
began at sometime in the middle of the 2nd millennia BC, derived from two
consistent 14 C dates of 1450 – 1130 BC that came from building 9, whilst the
latest date of AD 90 – 240 came from building 7 (Butcher 1978: 64). The idea
of re-adaptation of buildings helps to sustain the concept that the site might
had a continuous occupation, just as Ashbee advocates for Halangy Down
(Butcher 1970 1978: 64). Whilst the lack of 14 C samples makes it difficult to
assign a chronological construction sequence from either Dudley’s excavations
of the western section of the settlement, or from those subsequent by Butcher,
it was suggested by Butcher (1978: 64) that if these existed contemporaneously
no more than two where occupied simultaneously.
Throughout the excavations performed between the 1960s and 1970s
little evidence suggesting maritime activities by the occupants of Nornour
was found. However, the remains of a limpet midden and its association
with marine faunal remains, in particular grey seal bones, have been used

Figure 30: Site plan of the excavated Nornour (after Butcher 1978: 32)
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as acceptable evidence of pre-Roman exploitation of marine resources. An
important observation as it provided Nornour with a comparable framework
to understand similar maritime contexts of other settlements within Scilly,
as was the case with Halangy Down (Porth) where limpet shells and seal
bones were also found (Ashbee 1996: 28-29). Although, a later re-assessment
by Robinson, implies that most of the faunal remains in the isles came from
complicated sequences of middens (Robinson 2007: 47). He uses as an
example the site of Little Bay excavated by Neal in 1981, where the percentage
of non-attributed species raises to 49.1% mammal 20.6% fish and 0.8% birds
(Neal 1981: 58).
The importance of Nornour not only resided on its privileged characteristic as a late prehistoric settlement with a long span of occupation; it was also
very important reference site to understand as it shed new light on the nature
of settlement in Scilly for such period in time. Apart from the similarities with
Halangy Down, it has been compared with the settlement of ‘Little Bay’ on St
Martins, Scilly, mainly due to the presence at both of a radial configuration
of walls within circular houses. However, at Little Bay, these were introduced
before the Late Iron Age and Roman period (Neal 1981: 58). At Nornour,
radial walls are present within house number 1 and 5. (Butcher 1978: 80).
Prehistoric settlement in the Isles of Scilly has also been related to field
systems. The clusters of round houses are clearly situated within the confines
of some of these fields and because the fields present terracing produced
by intense activity, recognisable on the evidence of lynchets. Halangy Down
is again the best, but not the only example. Evidence extracted from pollen
analysis at Nornour might suggest that the settlement was once related with
a field system and they might below the low-water mark. Putting aside the
assumption that Bronze Age field systems were also being reused in the Iron
Age, there is little evidence at present to suggest an Iron Age exploitation of
the land.
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Maritime activities

Ashbee’s exploration of St Mary’s is important as it yields evidence for quotidian maritime activities. As we know his estimations of the site occupation
were calculated to last for about a millennium —- a site that was first settled
near a retreating coastline (Halangy Porth) and sub-sequentially moved upslope towards the top of the cliff (Halangy Down), at some point in the LIA (400
BC). From the analysis performed on a small amount of pottery recovered
from the early occupation (Halangy Porth), oils and fats from marine fauna
were identified. Ashbee thought these reflected a focus on the settlement
inhabitants to consume marine resources and products (Ashbee 1983b: 11).
Most importantly the recognition of activities related to the workmanship of
skin boats. For him, it was evident that availability of wood was not enough
to think of late prehistoric communities in Scilly involved in building planked
vessels. Alternatively, and based on the marine oil residues of Halangy Down,
there is some indication of the LBA/IA communities implementing these oils
as lubrication of the leather vessels. Despite the importance of such finds this
is the only case of direct evidence of a local maritime production for this
period in the isles. In addition to the pottery, no more archaeological evidence
of skin boat building has been brought to light, which poses a big question
mark on Ashbee’s theory.
Though the identification late prehistoric boatbuilding in the isles was very
elusive from Ashbee’s excavations results, evidence of marine consumption
was better represented. Marine faunal evidence, such as limpet shells and seal
bones found at a midden at Halangy Down (Porth) was sufficient evidence
for Ashbee to consider this place significant as a port or harbour of Halangy
Down. However, the midden dates are not certain due to the lack of 14 C dates
or associated datable material present within the midden. Lithics found were
also associated with the exploitation of the maritime environment. The use of
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flint flakes and scrapers are believed to reflect that it could have been a place
for processing the products of fishing activities and food processing (Ashbee
1983b: 83).
The site of Pendrathen is unfortunately now lost due to coastal erosion.
Gray (1972: 26-27) gives Pendrathen a crude date (early prehistoric) based
on sea level (and therefore contemporary with Halangy Down occupation),
and considers it to be an important maritime site, due to its location in a bay
and by the shelter it could had provided for harbourage. Gray had previously
found, in a shell midden, stones from 6 to 10 cm in diameter and from 1 to 2
cm thick, with two notches cut at opposite edges. These, he considers to be
sinkers, for nets (Gray 1972: 26), and were associated with the lithic scrapers.
Unfortunatedly, the dates of these net sinkers are unknown and the context
was not mentioned by Gray.
Nevertheless, Robinson (2007: 98) finds similar artefacts in abandonment
contexts at Nournuor. These are deliberately selected granite boulders with
flattened shape and ranging from 10 cm to 60 cm in diameter, also thought to
be nets or line sinkers. Also rounded granite boulders with grooves around
their centres have been thought to be part of fishing equipment (Table 8).
Sadly, little has been mentioned of their dating other than they come from
the total Nournour’s abandonment layers. This might be significant as it is
known that Nornour has an important late prehistoric occupation (Butcher
1978: 64; 1970: 79; 2004: 5).

2.5.4

Burial practices

Since the Bronze Age, the landscape of the isles has undergone important
modifications. The construction of chambered cairns, not only played an
important role in local funerary practices, but it is also considered to be related
with how territory was distributed by the different groups established on the
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Figure 31: A, C, D and E are photographs of some of the perforated granite boulders
thought to be fishing line weights found at Nournour. B is a rounded
granite boulder with a groove around its centre (after Robinson 2007: 99)
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archipelago (Thomas 1985: 105). More recently, their importance as landmarks
has also been considered (Robinson 2007). Chambered cairns or ‘entrance
graves’, in regards to their configuration and methods of construction, are
known to be unique in Scilly, and have raised important arguments over
early Scillonian identity (Jones et al. 2012: 28). They are characterised by
urned cremations, the urns being stacked and then covered. In locations
such as Knackyboy Carn, several layers containing human remains have
been identified (Mulville 2007: 13). In terms of chronology, these funerary
monuments, as with settlements, are known to have been in continuous use
from the EBA to the end of the Iron Age, when new ways of treating the dead
are introduced.
Recently there has been some discussion that the change from the EIA
to the LIA is marked by the introduction of well-dated pottery assemblages,
and an increase in metalwork deposits . Earlier studies of Scilly have more
traditionally tried to explain the transition through changes in funerary styles.
According to Thomas (1985: 133), chambered cairns fall into disuse around
1000 BC, when they were being replaced by the introduction of contracted
inhumation in cist-burials. Chronological evidence for this shift has been
based on the dates of deposited metalwork, brooches such as those found in
Hughtown and Porth Cressa, St. Mary’s, and the mirror found in a remarkable
Late Iron Age sword and mirror assemblage (Figure 32) at Bryher (200 – 45
cal BC) dating from the 3rd century BC to the 1st century AD (Johns 2006:
24).
Evidence of cist-burials comes from various sites on Bryher, St. Martin’s
and St. Mary’s (Johns et al. 2004: 71). The cists were built of boulders found
on rocky outcrops at sea-cliffs, known in Cornwall (Whimster 1977: 62)
and Scilly as ‘carns’ (Robinson 2007: 70). Scillonian cist-burials also have
Cornish counterparts on sites such as Harlyn Bay, Trevone, Trelan Bahow and
Stamford Hill (Quinnell 1986: 118). In all of these sites, there seems to be
some continuation of this particular burial tradition, where it appears to have
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had a development during the Late Iron Age and persists into the Romano
British period (Robinson 2007: 10).
Finally, Henderson (2007a: 279) also considers that there is a relationship
between Scillonian burials and those found in the Atlantic coastline of Britain,
where both are located deliberately overlooking the sea. They also present
imported and common material culture such as the brooches, found at Porth
Cressa, as well as the sword and mirror in Bryher.

2.5.5

Pottery

One of the most frequently mentioned elements of Sillonian prehistoric
contexts is pottery, but it is also one of the least studied (Robinson 2007: 53).
Gray (1972: 32) records that for Halangy Down, he was able to collect around
one twentieth of a ton (sic.) and he had only scratched the surface.
The majority of dates obtained for sites in the Scillies are the product
of ceramic typologies. Due to the lack of absolute dating techniques the
establishment of a ceramic sequence has been a very important priority for
the area. Unfortunately, the Scillonian prehistoric pottery styles change very
little throughout the EBA until the LIA. Therefore, it has been very difficult to
establish a chronological sequence for this period (Robinson 2007: 53).
Robinson (2007: 53) notes that, apart from problems of homogeneity, the
ceramic styles present a very unique and localised development of forms.
This makes it complicated to associate the Scillonian ceramic assemblages
with any other European styles until the LIA (100 cal BC), when well-dated
pottery forms, such as South-Western Decorated Ware (Glastonbury Ware)
and Cordoned Ware appear (Ashbee 1996: 29; Robinson 2007: 53–54).
It has not been until relatively recently that a ceramic typology based on
calibrated

14 C

dates has been established for the Isles. Robinson’s earliest

calibrated date comes from the site of Knackyboy Carn’s Late Neolithic layers
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(a) La Téne II sword and mirror from the cist burial at Bryher in the Isles of Scilly.
Source English Heritage.

(b) Cist burial of Bryher where the LIA sword and mirror burial were found (Johns
2006: fig. 18)
Figure 32: Two photographs of the Bryher finds and the archaeological context
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Figure 33: Cordoned Ware vessel fragment from Nournour excavations by Dorothy
Dudley between 1962 and 1966, now at the Archaeology Museum in St
Mary’s, Scilly.
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(4000 – 3000 cal BC) and the latest from EIA contexts (700 – 300 cal BC) at
Nornour. Such study therefore presents a chronology based on sites, where
there is an overlap (both sites overlapping in the Bronze Age), providing for
the first time a ceramic sequence of almost 3000 years (Robinson 2007: 54).
From his results Robinson concludes that the Scillonian comb-impressed and
cord-impressed pottery represents the regional variation style of mainland
forms of Late Neolithic pottery, and re-assigns these styles to a thousand
years (4000 – 3000 BC), earlier than previously thought. For the later dates of
this regional variation, he uses data from Nornour and recognises that the
comb-impressed and cord-impressed wares survive until the LBA (Robinson
2007: 62-63).
More specifically, Robinson’s work is crucial for the understanding of
Scilly’s Iron Age, as he shows for the first time an EIA ceramic assemblage
from Nornour. From this assemblage two types are isolated, one is a sharply
carinated bowl, made from non-local fabrics and the second is the Scillonian
variation of the Late Iron Age Cordoned Wares. The first was found in
the stone filling of House one at Nornour and is suggested to have an EIA
counterpart on mainland Britain - All Canings (Wiltshire) Cross-Meon pottery.
The second style has parallels with sites St Mawan-in-Pydar and Carvossa,
Cornwall, where similar vessels were found as storage containers (Robinson
2007: 63).
Ceramics have also been used not only as a proxy to establish prehistoric
Scilly’s chronology, but also as a way to understand the nature of Scilly’s
insularity (Thomas 1985: 145). For Bronze Age work on pottery builds up
continuous analogies with forms seen in mainland Cornwall (Peacock 1968:
141; 1969: 42; Quinnell 1986: 129). Nonetheless, some assumptions regarding
Scilly’s contacts with Cornwall have been well accepted (Robinson 2007: 140).
Amongst these, Quinnell’s work on the Lizard peninsula (gabbroic clays)
(Quinnell 1986: 129) and further analysis of the fabrics of Iron Age materials
(Peacock 1968; Peacock 1969; Butcher 2004: 19) support the idea that South-
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Western Decorated pottery found in Scilly might have had a Cornish origin.
In general, it has been commonly accepted that the presence of Bronze Age
carinated bowls and Iron Age South-Western Decorated wares are probably
the product of an increasing contact with the mainland (Robinson 2007: 140).
On the other hand, there is currently little evidence for Scillonian exports.
According to Robinson (2007), this may be due to the nature of these exports,
such as oil or marine products, that leave no trace in the archaeological record.
In favour of this argument, it is possible to identify, on sites such as Halangy
Down, the production of marine oils. Residue analysis of sherds recovered
from Ashbee’s excavations showed that these contained oils and fats that
characterise marine fauna (Ashbee 1983b: 35). Nevertheless, it is difficult to
assess the periodicity of these processes and thus the reciprocal relationship
between Scilly and the mainland.

2.5.6

Metalwork

All the metals found on the islands have been dated to around the end of
the Iron Age and the end of the Roman period. With the exception of the
brooches found at Nornour (Butcher 2004: 15) and those from Halangy
Down’s courtyard complex (Ashbee 1996: 63), all the metal artefacts have
come from funerary contexts. St. J. O’Neil (1961: 10 – 11) was the first to assign
a Roman origin to the bronze brooches found in a burial cist at Old Man
island, Teän, where he found a comparison with the oval-cists at Hughtown
(St Mary’s ) (Ashbee 1954: 206–207). On the brooches found at Nornour
Butcher says that:
“These brooches reached all parts of the Roman Empire and occur sporadically on British sites, but the number found at Nornour is exceptional.
Although those from Continental origin are the largest group of plate
brooches from the site, there is also a significant number whith a mainly
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British distribution, which can also be distinguished by differences of
technique. These include the small enamelled plate brooches like hull
1968, nos 191-3 and 257, the horse rider (no 132), gilded oval (no 237)
and eagle (no133). They are unlikely to be products of the north-western
industry and the distribution and context of each type suggests diverse
origin and dates.” (Butcher 2004: 15)

Around three hundred brooches were found at Nornour. One of the
original interpretations was to suggest that Nornour was a brooch-workshop
(Dudley and Jope 1965: 19). This idea was short lived as further excavations
(Butcher 2004: 5) demonstrated that there was not enough information to
suggest clear definition of activities. Concurrent to the idea that Nornour was
a workshop, further ideas were considered.
Fulford (1989: 248) proposed that the material found at Nornour could be
related with the salvaged cargo of a Roman shipwreck. This was an even less
popular idea, especially given that the brooches’ dates are considered to fall
within a wide-spread chronology.
Thomas (1985: 167) proposed that Nornour was a potential harbour site
and pilgrimage centre by Roman times, this has been, so far, the best-accepted
explanation to understand the nature of the remarkable brooch assemblage.
This has led to suggestions that Nornour, and its location as a sailing landmark, could have been used as a small shrine dedicated to a marine goddess
(Thomas 1985: 164). Together with the brooches, several clay figurines, and a
unique assemblage of Scillonian miniature pots, as well as furniture that could
represent a sailor’s shrine (Todd 1987: 229) have been recorded. Nornour, for
the Late Iron Age-Roman period, has therefore been interpreted as a centre
of pilgrimage, dominated by a strong marine cult (Thomas 1985: 164).
Within the Isles, brooches have been found in domestic contexts, such as
those found at Halangy Down. From these, four were of bronze and one of
iron. One is a heavy bronze made fantail brooch, and is thought to belong to
Colinwoods group X. European conterparts of this brooch have been found
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at Camulodonum (present day Colchester), Bagendon (Glouchestershire),
in Cornwall at St. Mawgan-in-Pydar and, more locally, at Nornour Scilly
(Ashbee 1996: 67).

2.6

conclusion (key issues)

The purpose of this chapter was to analyse some of the of the most relevant
issues in the archaeological literature which currently shape our understanding of how people might have lived in the Iron Age in Britain. It shows that
Britain in the Iron Age was highly regionalised and that interpretations of
societies and regions is based strongly on subsistence strategies.
Additionally, from the available scales of archaeological evidence (regional
landscape to particularities of material culture), there are two main trends in
research. The first is that social organisation in the Iron Age has been inferred
primarily from the spatial characteristic of settlements (houses, enclosures,
fortifications), whilst the second, social relationships, have been shaped by
changes and distribution of material culture (imports and prestige goods).
Therefore, these trends fall short as a model to use if we are to explain coastal
societies, whose settlement evidence is poorly understood and represented,
or located in regions of little contact with richer areas of exchange. Such is
the need for alternative models that it is necessary to explore the following
question:
• What other elements, apart from the specifics of material culture distribution,
can contribute to understanding social relationships in the Iron Age?
• Is settlement configuration enough to understand social organisation in the
coast?
To answer these questions more specifically, section 2.3 looked at how the
agro-pastoral model has been applied to explain society and how these are
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thought to be represented by small powerful households in control of most
of the cattle production of the south of England. It is a place recognised to
be growing in relationships with their neighbours (as there is no evidence of
emphasis on territorial division) and to have unique contact with continental
Europe, as demonstrated by the continuous contact with the Armorican
peninsula during the 1st millennium BC. Nevertheless, this point of view
neglects the role of coastal locations, such as cliff-castles. From an agropastoral perspective these are considered to have a similar role as small
hillforts. But their maritime location and little relationship with the agrarian
landscape adds complexity to the social landscape of the Iron Age in the
region. Therefore, it is important to ask the following:
• What was the nature of late prehistoric habitation in the south west of England’s coastline?
• Are cliff-castles important elements to understand the maritime aspects of
culture in the Iron Age?
If so then we need to also ask,
• What are the relationships between cliff-castles and domestic sites in the south
west?
This chapter also shows the importance of understanding regional variability seen in changes in material culture as shown by the diversification
of pottery styles from the EIA until the Roman conquest, or the complexity
and regional representation of settlements. In this respect, Sharples’s (2010)
vision of changes happening within Iron Age societies, and not the result of
an imminent Roman invasion, opens a brand new palette of research options
to explore. By looking at a localised and regional development of an Iron Age,
there is also the opportunity to understand maritime cultures from a richer
perspective. The differences in maritime settlements not only will help us to
identify different ways of production, but even ways of life. Therefore, having
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the Isles of Scilly as a case study will help answer the questions outlined
above. But it in order to do there is a need to address the following issues:
• What is the nature of changes in the landscape throughout later prehistory, in
Scilly and how does this relates to settlement pattern?
• What relationship exists between the characterisation of maritime aspects of
culture in Scilly and the south west of England?
By expanding our possibilities of analysis, from studies of the changes
in the maritime landscape, we are creating a multi-proxy and multi-scalar
approach to a problem that otherwise remains fragmentary. This chapter
argues that the use of multiple scales and proxies to enrich chronological
horizons in archaeology are necessary as steps to understand archaeological
societies. It also argues that it is difficult to understand the Iron Age when
most of the chronological proxies used are not well defined as is the case of
the ceramic sequences, in particular for the EIA. Therefore, there is a need to
develop a sense of chronological continuity by using new proxies and develop
more gradual chronological sequences. Otherwise, traditional methods have
failed to gauge change gradually throughout the 1st millennium BC.
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3
T H E C H A N G I N G N AT U R E O F T H E
PA L A E O E N V I R O N M E N T

3.1

introduction

“Conceiving of space as a static slice through time, as representation, as
a closed system and so forth are all ways of taming it.” (Doreen Massey
2005: 59)

The following chapter is geared towards explaining landscape change in
late prehistoric Scilly. It is divided into four main sections the first one presents
to the reader the most important contributions of palaeolandscape studies in
the Isles. The purpose of the second section is to serve as a methodological
guide that describes the building of new high-resolution palaeogeographic
models. The third section goes through the results of the palaeoenvironmental reconstructions in Scilly and the west of Cornwall and the last section
characterises the nature of maritime space in the Iron Age in the region. It
does all this in order to to answer the following questions:
• What was the nature of change in the coastal landscape during the Iron Age?
• How have these changes affected the nature of the maritime and coastal space?
• How have these changes can then be compared with changes in the Cornish
coastline?
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To answer these questions I adopted a methodology based on highresolution palaeoenvironmental modelling of relative sea level (RSL) changes
in the area. Using geographic information systems (GIS) and palaeoenvironmental data gives this study a detailed temporal and spatial depth of analysis
to measure subtle changes in the coast of the Isles of Scilly and the south-west
of England.
The chapter moves from the large temporal (Holocene) and spatial (UK)
scales, gradually zooming into the Isles of Scilly. More particularly it looks for
evidence of the paleolandscape from RSL change models and environmental
studies relevant for the area. Whilst sea level change and palaeoenvironmental
studies have been done in the past, these are chronologically too broad and
there is a misrepresentation of the changes that occurred during the Iron Age
(mainly the work of Perez-Fernandez 2013; Ratcliffe et al. 1996; Robinson
2007; Thomas 1985). The following paragraphs focus on giving the resolution
needed in understanding the changes that occurred in the region.
What this research emphasises is the importance of the explanation of
maritime societies in Scilly. Through focused high-resolution reconstruction
of the maritime palaeoenvironment of Scilly a comparison with the Cornish
coastline will be key to understand the maritime aspects of Iron Age societies.
The aim is to expand our knowledge of this particular period and also to
enrich our understanding of the complexity of human activities.

3.1.1

General Holocene sea level change considerations

The rise of the sea level with respect to land can be summed up as the result
of two dynamic events. One is the global oscillation of water volume caused
by glacial melt, a process known as glacio-eustatic change (GEC) or eustacy
(Figure 34). The second is the localised tectonic deformation caused by glacier
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loading, known as glacio-isostatic change (GIC) or isostacy (Bell and Walker
2005: 116; Lambeck 1991: 379).

Figure 34: Eustatic Sea level curve showing Holocene changes in sea-level, based on
present day mean sea-level (after Sturt et al. 2013b). This curve is used as
the basis for GIA modelling.

Through observation of geomorphological events such as raised shorelines,
and changes in the lithostratigraphic composition from marine to freshwater
sediments, it is possible to assess the variation through time of RSL change.
These observations can be dated through the acquirement of what is known
as sea level index points (SLIPs) (Bell and Walker 2005: 116). In Britain SLIPs are
extracted from datable peat horizons (organic sediments) which form at the
point where contact from the sea and the shoreline happened. Being formed
in the transitions between fresh and brackish water environments SLIPs have
an indicative range (IR), a margin of error, that allow us to understand the
rates of sea level rise or fall, which means that IR allows for a gap where SLIPs
elevations are always higher than the actual coastline position.
Despite great efforts in collecting and dating SLIPs throughout Britain in
the past (Lambeck 1991), the task has been overwhelming and these are still
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not enough to produce comprehensive models of RSL change away from the
contemporary coastline (Brooks et al. 2011: 581; Sturt et al. 2013b: 3966). As
such, numerical predictive models (using SLIP data to create a prediction)
are introduced as a way to understand the effect of sea level change on
submerged areas more holistically. Modelling RSL change will be used as the
basis of my methodology to study the changes that the coasts of Scilly and
West Cornwall went through between 4 and 2 ka BP.

3.2

previous perspectives on society and environment

Crawford’s (1927) contribution to research on Scilly’s submergence begins
with the notion that the Isles were a probable candidate for the mythical
lands of Lyonnese. During his visit, he found that the stone walls off the
eastern coast of Samson, (one of the largest isles and today uninhabited),
visible at low tides, formed an important piece of evidence that the land
started sinking in prehistory (Crawford 1927: 6). In comprehending the walls’
location, Crawford noted that towards the centre of the Isles, stood a ring of
sand bars. These stratigraphical features were the result of sand blown by the
wind and Atlantic wave activity, thus creating an inner elevated plain, known
today as the ‘Samson flats’, which eventually became flooded (Figure 35). For
Crawford, Samson was the ideal location to find an explanation for the Isles’
submergence. It gave protection from the elements to the settlers, enabling
them to harvest the land, but also, it proved that these remains were buried by
a modern wind blown sand layer, giving the walls a rough date of prehistoric
origin. Expanding on his initial ideas, he further records differences in Scilly’s
Atlantic coastline (outer) versus the inner. In the Atlantic facing coast of Scilly,
there is evidence for substantially more erosion and, in comparison with the
protected inland coast, the Atlantic side was much more exposed, making it
less suitable for settlement (Crawford 1927: 9).
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The idea of prehistoric sites being engulfed by Aeolian sand dunes is a
recurrent topic that has always gone hand-in-hand with studies on Scilly’s
sea-level change (Scaife: forthcoming; Mulville 2007: 22; Johns et al. 2004: 94;
Johns 2006: 58; Ashbee 1983b: 3, 23-24, 33; Robinson 2007: 42; Ashbee 1996:
11, 18, 132-133; Ashbee 1986: 214; Ratcliffe et al. 1996: 27, 31). Apart from
the aforementioned, the isles of Samson, Nournour and Little Bay represent
two of the best examples of this environmental phenomena. Scilliy’s outer
Atlantic coastline is composed of exposed granite bedrock, which due to
differential erosion between the lasting granite and the ‘rab’ (or head) has
produced a crenellated coastline (Robinson 2007: 40). Robinson (2007: 38)
argues that in St. Agnes, Annet and St Mary’s, because of their exposure and
formation, there has been little change since prehistoric times, but places such
as Bryher, Samson, St. Martin’s and Tresco could have undergone substantial
changes. Therefore, ‘sanding’ is considered to be directly related to sea-level
change, as seen previously with Ashbee’s work at Halangy Down, and with
Barrow’s (1906: 23) studies at St. Mary’s and St. Martins flats, from which
Robinson notes that the process is formed by the creation of a new intertidal
zone, caused by flooding, allowing rich organic sediment (peat deposits) to
form.
Early environmental and settlement pattern studies undertaken by Crawford, have helped to develop the idea that landscape change in Scilly was
happening in a differential manner, and as a result of the archaeological
remains, engulfed by sand dunes, there has been a very basic proxy to date
such environmental changes (Robinson 2007: 40). In the context of Scilly’s
sea-level change studies, Crawford’s work is important as it shows for the first
time a probable correlation between settlement and environmental change.
Furthermore, he does not restrict his correlations of the above factors to
Scilly, but tries to connect the Isles with a wider environmental phenomenon
occurring throughout much of the southern English coast. The main source
of comparison is based on evidence for submerged forests, and occupational
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levels found in submerged valleys on the British Isles (Crawford 1927: 10).
Although it is not until significantly later than Crawford’s study, that organic
layers, corresponding to marine transgression, were to be found and studied
in Scilly (Johns et al. 2004: 91; Ratcliffe and Straker 1997: 70), there was
already present a general idea that the same environmental processes were
occurring in the rest of Cornwall, Brittany and the Channel Islands (Crawford 1927: 10). As a consequence of both the archaeological evidence for
submergence and the broader environmental correlation for sea-level change,
it was proposed that the Isles of Scilly were once a single island and that the
submergence that occurred in prehistoric times, separated them into the islets
we know today. This idea has influenced most of the subsequent research in
the Isles (Ashbee 1974: 73; St. J. O’Neil 1961: 6) but does not see an important
development until the publication of Thomas’s (1985) model.

3.2.1

Relative sea level change and environmental studies in Scilly

The first reconstruction of the palaeocoastline for the Isles of Scilly prehistory
was undertaken by Thomas (1985: 31). This was not based on SLIP data but on
archaeological evidence of submerged prehistoric settlement. Although aware
of sea level change phenomena, Thomas decided to explore sea level change
in the archipelago via the distribution of archaeological evidence. At that
time measuring isostatic and eustatic phenomena was an almost impossible
task. So much so that at some point Thomas describes the task as recording
the relative heights reached by two men, climbing at a different speeds up parallel
ladders resting on a trampoline — using for the purpose a theodolite or level with
an unstable tripod (Thomas 1985: 18).
Therefore for Thomas, the best way to identify temporal changes of sea
level rise, was by understanding the Isles’ prehistoric settlement along the
coastline. With this in mind, he undertakes the task of identifying the archae-
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ological sites that would have been relatively much closer to the shoreline
at each specific time (mainly through the use of ceramic typologies), and
consequently, would work as indicators of where the tidal range could be
located.
Thomas established a minimum occupational level (MOL), an abstract
concept based on the fundamental settlement concerns previously introduced
by Borlase (Thomas 1985: 24). MOL is therefore located just above each site’s
contemporaneous shoreline, at 1.8 metres above maximum astronomical tide
(MAT) and 5.3 metres above mean sea level (MSL). To know each site’s MSL, it
is necessary to subtract 5.3 metres from an inhabited site’s chart datum (CD)
height. Additionally, in the absence of radiocarbon dates, Thomas needed
a chronological reference for each site. For this, he made use of typological
analysis of material found in each location. The results of Thomas’ sea level
curve are plotted in Figure 41.
Hand-in hand with RSL studies, based on the palaeoenvironmental analysis
of the different areas of the Isles of Scilly, Thomas also developed a model to
reconstruct some of the diverse habitats. His main goal was to reconstruct:
woodland, patches of stream-drained marsh, sand-dunes and heathland
(Thomas 1985: 69). Together with the development of his MOL based on
coastal dynamics of the Isles, his palaeoenvironmental model was tied in with
his ideas about prehistoric settlement. Scilly’s settlement could be explained
as consisting of segmentary societies immersed in constant negotiations
for the control of the natural resources. The ‘spacing’ that such groups
demonstrated was based on the division of each autonomous community
within the land. The idea of boundaries, within the pioneering societies
of Scilly, was based on the egalitarian distribution of ‘territories’, which
coincide with natural features. Thomas believed that the configuration of the
palaeolandscape influenced how social structures developed during the early
stages of Scillonian prehistory (2000 BC).
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Five pioneer (settlers) sites have been put forward by this model: Knackyboy on St. Martins, Tresco’s huts and fields, East Porth of Samson, Halangy
Porth on St. Mary’s and a site below Kittern Hill at Gugh (Thomas 1985: 105).
A growth in population numbers by what he denominated the ‘early period’
(2000 – 1700 BC), and the poor quality of the soils for harvesting, triggered
an exhaustion of land. For him most of the primeval woodland clearance
was undertaken in the Neolithic Period. Nevertheless, a central wooded part
was deliberately maintained (on the central, submerged, plain between larger
islands) and by the late first millennium AD, little continuous woodland
was left standing (Thomas 1985: 73). For Thomas, population growth might
have reached a barrier where the only solution would have been to go back
to Cornwall. However, some contradiction arises when he also propounds
that the contrary could have happened, and that people from over-populated
Cornwall might have seen Scilly as a viable option to settle on (Thomas 1985:
119).
Within this model, for the later prehistoric period evidence generally
shows use of agricultural space in Scilly, and that an exploitation to the
maximum occurred, the result being that most of the native woodland had
been cleared for that period. Pollen from cereals found at Nornour, Innisigden
and the Higher Moors, and the presence of field-systems throughout the
landscape, are some of the evidence used by Thomas to explain the dramatic
change from a primarily deciduous dominated forest at around 7000 BC
(Thomas 1985: 71) to an agricultural landscape for the Roman Period, where
the adjustment to the landscape was subject to a mature mixed-farming
system (Thomas 1985: 123).
Thomas’ ideas became outdated and new development on environmental
research was needed. From the late 1980s through to the early 1990s, a
series of surveys were conducted on the Isles (see Ratcliffe et al. 1996),
with the intention of understanding the following: the palaeoenvironmental
constitution through the analysis of pollen sequences; the identification of
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intertidal peat deposits, in order to understand sea-level change and, most
importantly, to test Thomas’ settlement pattern based on submergence models.
These surveys were commissioned by English Heritage and were primarily
undertaken within the largest and most habitable isles, notably on St. Mary’s,
St Martin’s and Tresco. The surveys resulted in the discovery of several peat
deposits. The sea level curve produced from such studies Ratcliffe et al.’s
(1996) is plotted on Figure 41.
More recently, as part of the Lyonesse project by the University of Cardiff,
studies have become much more interested in palaeoenvironmental changes,
as seen in Perez-Fernandez’s (2013) PhD work, where additional samples of
environmental analysis and RSL modelling are used to add richer knowledge
on the nature of RSL change in the archipelago during the late Holocene. All
of these studies, whilst important, have rarely drifted away from the initial
ideas that Crawford and Thomas developed with respect of the focus on
agrarian activities. Whilst large amount of palaeoenvironmental research and
data has been collected to the present day, ideas of prehistoric society have
changed little. With the exception of the research done by Robinson (2007: 79,
114) on the nature of maritime spaces such as landing places or activities such
as navigation in the Isles, very little attention towards the maritime aspects of
prehistoric communities have seen the light.
However, what all of previous works do share is a broader chronological
view of the changes happening during the late prehistory and are less suitable
to understand the specifics of these during the Iron Age. Research has focused
on explaining more landscape evolution than society in the archipelago; from
the early Mesolithic settlers until modern times. Whilst these bring together
an important corpus of palaeoenvironmental changes adequate for regional
archaeological monographs, focused attention on particular periods is less rich
in this sense. This brings as a consequence some problems when interpreting
the maritime aspects of Iron Age society in the region.
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3.2.2

Palynological research in Scilly and Cornwall

Excavations at Nornour provided the archaeological evidence for agriculture.
The presence of querns and cattle bone remains, allowed Butcher (1978:
65) to consider this small island as a self-sufficient. In terms of a broader
environmental view, the discovery of pollen from cereal plants by Dimbleby
et al. (1981: 134) in the contexts of Nornour pitched the idea of anthropic
deforestation during late prehistory. The pollen sequence, in association with
Nornour’s occupation layers, allowed Dimbleby to confirm his hypothesis
of a prehistoric woodland cover and also to think about the possibility of
woodland clearance at St, Mary’s, from the lack of wooded species pollen
(Dimbleby et al. 1981: 134). From Nornour’s pollen sequence, Dimbleby
was able to argue that there was evidence of deciduous forest in the Isles.
Therefore, St. Mary’s was also probably covered by a forest, similar to that
of Nornour, but the evidence of Innisigden’s buried paleosols, suggests
clearance of such woodland for agriculture and therefore provides a probable
explanation for St. Mary’s absence of pollen (Dimbleby et al. 1981: 140-142).
However, based on the archaeological dates for the sites worked by Ashbee,
Dimbleby compares what was happening in Scilly with the deforestation
that started on the Cornish mainland in the Bronze Age. He argues that
for the Iron Age on St Mary’s, the landscape was considerably less forested
(Dimbleby et al. 1981: 142).
Samples were also acquired from St. Mary’s, but this time, they were taken
from topogenic peat mires that showed an extension inland. The Higher and
Lower Moors pollen sequence was retrieved from such samples and, so far,
the data has allowed researchers to trace Scilly’s vegetation configuration all
the way back to the Holocene, this being the longest vegetation record for the
Holocene in the Isles (Dimbleby et al. 1981: 129; Ratcliffe et al. 1996: 17; Scaife
2006: 28; Perez-Fernandez 2013: 133). The analysis of pollen sequences shows
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that, for the Higher Moors, by the middle Holocene (3630 ± 100 BP) there
was a Quercus sp. (Oak), Fraxinus sp. (Ash) and Corylus sp. (Hazel) woodland,
which was being reduced by 3100 ± 70 BP and more extensively cleared by
2360 ± 70 BP. Subsequently, the woodland started to regenerate somewhere
in the Middle Bronze Age, but the latest clearance of this area happened
at some point during the LBA/EIA (840 – 400 cal BC and 770 – 250 cal BC).
Therefore, this sequence corresponds with previous data for the Isles showing
an existent primary mixed oak forest, which was cleared for agriculture on
Nornour within the Bronze Age and at Halangy Down throughout the Iron
Age (Dimbleby et al. 1981: 127). Additionally, from the samples taken on the
Higher Moors, they showed that these peat deposits might have been used as
fuel in prehistoric times. Evidence for this has allowed further interpretations
of resource management within the isles, presenting new hypotheses on how
the inhabitants used these areas (Dimbleby et al. 1981: 127; Ashbee 1983a: 35;
Ratcliffe et al. 1996: 71; Scaife forthcomming).
Scaife categorised the work undertaken in the Isles into three groups.
The first includes pollen samples retrieved from contexts directly related
with archaeological features. In this category falls the work done by him and
Dimbleby in Halangy Down, Nornour, Innisigden and a further discovery
of plough marks in probable Iron Age field system at Bar Point, St. Mary’s
(Robinson 2007: 44). The pollen retrieved from the Higher and Lower Moors
and their immediate intertidal areas would fall into Scaife’s second group.
The last category is composed of pollen analysis performed from the recovered humic sediments within the Porthloo Breccia found on St. Mary’s at
Carn morval, Watermill Cove, Porth Askin, Porth Seal and at Bread and
Cheese Cove on St. Martin’s (Scaife forthcomming). These are samples of
Late Devensian period (Scaife forthcomming). The latter work was undertaken by Scourse (1985 1991 2006a b) and is one of the earliest Quaternary
vegetational record for the SW of England and the west of Devon (34, 500 +
850/ – 800 and 21, 500 + 890/ –800 BP) (Scaife forthcomming). In sum, the
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work carried out in the Isles of Scilly has provided us with a very important
vegetational sequence, based on pollen analysis, starting at the last cold stage
(Devensian) and finishing with the massive clearance in the Iron Age of the
native woodland.
Palaeoenvironmental studies in Scilly have been further developed from
evidence of vegetation macro-fossils. Domestic species and heathland vegetation have been identified from a few macro-fossil findings and correlate
with some of the palinological analyses, particularly for the Higher Moors
(St. Mary’s) sequence. The burnt remains of a naked six-row barley found at
East Porth, Samson, have thrown incipient light on some of the domesticated
plants of the Isles. From the Middle Bronze Age through to the Middle Iron
Age there has been occurrence of the horse (or Celtic) bean in sites such as
Porth Cressa (1524 –1316 cal BC), West Porth (826 – 410 cal BC) and Halangy
Porth (400 – 174 cal BC) (Robinson 2007: 46; Ratcliffe et al. 1996: 29 – 30).
The assemblages of agricultural weeds, together with the results of previous
pollen analysis at St. Mary’s, have shown this to be an important agricultural
area. However, it is difficult to calculate the true scale of the arable area in
the Isles, due to the different factors that might be involved in such estimate,
such as exposure to the wind, and protected gardening areas (Bar Point),
against open field harvesting (Robinson 2007: 47).
Finally, heathland species have also been detected for places such as Porth
Killier (1369 – 942 cal BC), West Porth (831 – 414 cal BC), Halangy Porth (760
– 385 cal BC) and Bonfire Carn (111 – 812 cal BC). On Porth Killier, burnt
wood has been interpreted as the use of fuel by the prehistoric societies,
but it has also demonstrated the complexity and variability of each site
and the differential modes that the environment was being used for (Scaife,
forthcoming).
Whilst an important corpus of palaeoenvironmental evidence and reconstructions of the landscape have helped explain human settlement in Scilly,
focus in the maritime aspects of Iron Age society has not come across as
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strong as studies on the characteristics of the landscape in the Isles. More
recently Perez-Fernandez’s (2013) higher resolution reconstructions of the
palaeocoastline and landscape suggest that there is an increased change on
the maritime landscape for the Iron Age. The intertidal area seems to grow
compared to the Bronze Age suggesting an important change visible in less
than 500 years (Perez-Fernandez 2013: 151). However, Perez-Fernandez (2013:
198) again, focuses on how this could have affected Scillonian agrarian way
of life and the chronological scope is as broad as previous studies.
Pollen studies have shown the lack of woodland coverage and increase
of domesticated grains for the Iron Age in Scilly (Ratcliffe and Straker 1997:
73). A great contribution on Perez-Fernandez’s (2013) work is to point out
that land reduction, due to marine transgression, and pollen evidence have
caused societies in the LBA and EIA to use the available land for harvesting
despite these not being ideal as the productive soils were being flooded (PerezFernandez 2013: 198). What might be more problematic is the perspective
that Iron Age societies in Scilly struggled with this change. A good example
of this is when Perez-Fernandez (2013: 205) says that in a totally dependant
society in agriculture, land reduction had big repercussions.
What the evidence of pollen in the palaeoenvironment of Scilly shows
so far is that there are important changes happening in the landscape of the
archipelago during prehistory. These changes seem also to be accentuated
between the MBA and the MIA where pollen evidence suggests a large clearance
of the woodland available. The results from pollen analysis also show the
growth in cultivable species for the Iron Age. What is less clear nevertheless
is the reasons for these changes in the environmental record. The argument of
an increase of the Iron Age population has been the established explanation
of these changes for example. More recently the work of Perez-Fernandez’s
(2013) however, seems to indicate that marine transgression had a large
influence flooding harvested areas and forcing Later Prehistoric societies to
clear woodland to grow plants.
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Whatever the explanation might be, the maritime environment seems to be
a nuisance and a problem. Perez-Fernandez’s (2013: 205) ideas that Scillonians
total dependence on agricultural land could be undermining the relationship
that societies had with the maritime world as it hinders on the negative
effect that marine transgression had in the exploitation of the land. Similarly
previous ideas of habitation in the archipelago seems to be scrutinised from a
landward position and overlooking to the overwhelming seascape of Scilly.

3.3

building a late prehistoric rsl model

So far, this research has laid out how the Isles of Scilly have been interpreted
from an archaeological and environmental point of view and has made clear
where the most important gaps are in our knowledge. When it comes to
understanding Iron Age life in this part of the world it is clear that the views
from these two spheres have sketched a rather coarse picture of it. To fill-in
these gaps this research has designed specific methodologies that will enhance
the resolution of these two optics. Following the idea of moving within the a
multi-scalar range of analysis, looking at long and short-termed events, this
section now introduces the methodology used to explore the longest and
widest of the scales, the changes in the sea level during the Holocene in the
south west of England.
As seen previously, this is not the first time that this kind of work has been
done in the area. The novelty of this research however, is based on the scope
and the resolution of the models. Concerning previous palaeoenvironmental
models, Perez-Fernandez (2013: 165) RSL reconstruction has been so far the
most complete. Nonetheless, this work expands from Perez-Fernandez (2013:
165) RSL models in scale and resolution.
In spite of the different, and controversial, ideas that exist about isolation
or integration of islands as social spaces (Broodbank 2002: 6 -7) I look
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at the evidence of human occupation in Scilly and Cornwall as a unit of
study. Studying these places together helps to gauge the nature of social
and environmental changes more comprehensively. This is why this research
offers a unique perspective in contrast to previous research as it does not
look as Scilly individually but as part of a wider perspective. Whilst the focus
remains in the archipelago the scope of the analysis widens towards the west
of Cornwall as well.
Modelling RSL change in the Isles of Scilly and Cornwall together, brings
a new set of challenges along the way. The first and more obvious is the
increase in the amount of data required to build a seamless working model.
Whilst the following lines are destined to describe the methodology in detail,
perhaps it is good to start with explaining briefly how the process works.
RSL

models require a precise temporal and spatial definition. As such,

digital elevation models (DEMs) are representative of the spatial dimension
and should cover the full extent of the study area. Whilst these cover the
spatial scale, the temporal scale is defined by the outputs of the global isostatic
adjustment (GIA) models and datable SLIPs. The combination of these two
dimensions at any defined point in time and space represents a time slice.
Unlike dissections, the advantage of slicing chrono-spatial models is that this
can be repeated as many times as required without affecting the original
model. However, there are so far some limitations given the fact that the
shortest time-slice using Sturt et al. (2013b: 3965) GIA model is of 500 years.
This might not sound like much for the study of human occupation in the
archipelago but for this study 500 years time slices allows a comprehensive
dissection of the late prehistory into five different moments.
Additionally, without a high-resolution DEM this ‘time slicing’ for the area
and period can be misleading; under-representing the vertical variation and
exaggerating the extension of the marine transgression/regression events.
Large scale high-resolution DEMs are built here from a combination of smaller
size DEMs that only represent either land heights (topographic) or oceanic
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depths (bathymetry) data. It is the high-resolution of these that allow a
seamless integration of the data without loosing too much quality. In building
a large corpus of different datasets, that work together, many geospatial and
palaeoenvironmental datasets were consulted Table 10. Here I describe the
methods and approaches that I used to build a RSL model for the Isles of
Scilly and Cornwall during the Iron Age.
In Figure 36 a schematic description of the components used to build a late
prehistoric RSL model are shown. From such diagram it is appreciated that
the mosaicked DEM are composed of modern bathymetry and topography.
Modern datasets are used to build palaeobathymetries as it is impossible to
quantify for sediment loss and coastal erosion (Sturt et al. 2013b: 3969). At
least not with the level of detail required for the temporal boundary of this
study.

Figure 36: Conceptual map of the development of a RSL for Scilly and the south west
of England

In this case, such primary components are of different scales and resolutions. The process of mosaicking solves this issue by merging all the different
datasets into a seamless model of the entire area. The methods used in this
research to successfully mosaic the different datasets are described below.
The resulting seamless palaeobathymetric data is the best approach for
a high-resolution study of the RSL change in Scilly and in the south west of
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England. The resulting palaeobathymetry models therefore are the best-fit
solution to understand palaeocoastal change in Scilly and Cornwall.
Using a common Datum
One of the biggest challenges was to create a model that quantified change
in the coastline of Scilly and the south west of England. The integration of a
single datum to measure sea level changes is a complex task as different datums are used to measure vertical heights in land and at sea today. Therefore
the first step was to account for these variations, by using a vertical offshore
reference frame (VORF), a tool designed specifically to join different datums
in coastal areas of the UK.
Developed by the United Kingdom Hydrographic Office (UKHO) and the
British Geological Survey (BGS), VORF has been recently used to transform
data between different vertical datums into MSL (Iliffe et al. 2006: 32). So
far, the coverage of VORF is of 16 different land datums including those
relevant to this research, St Mary’s (Isles of Scilly) and Newlyn in Cornwall.
The resolution of VORF surfaces is of approximately 900m in Latitude and
500m in Longitude and it covers the entire UK and Irish continental shelves
(Figure 37).
Previous to this research RSL change in the Isles of Scilly was calculated
using only the local St Mary’s CD (Perez-Fernandez 2013; Ratcliffe et al. 1996;
Thomas 1985). This was acceptable as long as the analysis was not to be
extended to a wider area. Whilst the focus of this research is on the Isles of
Scilly, the extension of the analysis to include a part of the Cornish coast
requires the homogenisation of the vertical datum with Newlyn using VORF
surfaces which converts from CD to ordnance datum (OD).
The output of the VORF correction can be seen in Figure 37 and from
the green and blue gradient it can be seen that heights differ across the UK.
The orange outline surrounding the UK are all of the measurements based
on Newlyn OD whilst the yellow outlines surrounding the Channel Islands,
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Scilly, the Isle of Man, Ireland, the Hebrides, Orkney and Shetlands are those
heights on CD.
Whilst the resolution of the VORF outputs for the UK is too large for the
correction of Scilly and Cornwall the advantage of this is that it is presented
as a gridded output. This means that it is possible to create an interpolation
from the output with a suitable resolution for the area of study (red rectangle
in Figure 37). The method to do this relies on the use of the inverse distance
weighted (IDW) tool in ArcGIS 10.1. Imported as points, the VORF output was
then interpolated into a grid raster surface (for syntax see subsection A.3.1).
As the resulting output will be a gridded raster of the entire UK this was
then clipped using the clip tool from the Data Management toolbox in ArcGIS
10.1 to the extent of the research area (in red Figure 37).
Generating a high-resolution DEM
Correcting some of the datum variations with the VORF surface was the
first step towards modelling a palaeobathymetry for the Isles of Scilly and
Cornwall. The second most important step was the modelling of a DEM which
allowed the analysis of palaeocoastline change as well as human activity.
This also needed to be of the highest resolution possible. High-resolution
DEMs

are difficult to build given the diverse nature of the datasets available.

Generally, when multiple datasets are used to mosaic into a single DEM these
vary in resolution. Forcing the seamless DEM to be sub-sampled to the coarsest
dataset resolution.
The decision to use multiple elevation datasets in this research has been
conditioned by the need to explain change in Iron Age landscape through
time and space in Scilly and in the south west of England coastline. Two
different sets of DEMs have been produced to explain this on different spatial
scales. The first DEM is composed of modern light detection and ranging
(LIDAR) topography raster datasets of the Isles of Scilly with a resolution of
1 × 1m. The LIDAR mosaic for the topographic extent of Scilly comprised of 12
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gridded rasters which were mosaicked using mosaic to new raster in the Data
Management tool of ArcGIS 10.1 (the full syntax found in subsection A.3.1).
This produces a seamless DEM that covers the topographic extent of Scilly.
To integrate the bathymetry to this mosaic the result of the previous mosaic is
mosaicked with the CE! (CE!) bathymetry of a resolution of 24 × 24m. Using
the same tool (subsection A.3.1).
The result of this is a seamless DEM of Scilly and the continental shelf at
24m resolution as LIDAR is downsampled. With this improvement of resolution
came also a larger coverage not only concerning the Isles of Scilly but also a
large part of the Cornish coast (Figure 38).
A second DEM was created with the intention of comparing the nature of
settlement changes in Scilly and Cornwall in the Iron Age. Topographic data
for Cornwall however had a lower resolution than bathymetry. The DEM was
then mosaicked to the topography of Cornwall using mosaic to new raster from
the Spatial Analyst toolbox in ArcMap 10.1. This down-sampled the second
DEM

to 50 × 50m instead of the 24m resolution of previous DEM. Despite

this, such DEM now covers the Isles of Scilly and the coast of Cornwall (see
subsection A.3.1 for syntax).
Both DEMs had to be corrected against the VORF surface to convert from
CD.

To achieve this last step the VORF surface was clipped to the extent of the

largest DEM extension by setting the latter as a mask within the environment
parameter of each mosaic function.
Then, to successfully produce a working DEMs with VORF correction, in
ArcMap 10.1 raster calculator tool the values of the VORF surface where added
individually to each DEM (see subsection A.3.1)
Creating a palaeobathymetry
Thanks to recent work on palaeonvironmetal research in the Isles by Johns
(2011a), peat samples have been dated through different dating techniques;
three limiting C14 dates, two optical stimulated luminisence (OSL) dates
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and six samples of radiocarbon dates from the salt marsh. These SLIPs are
important as they represent the water line at some point in the past. From the
three sea level curves produced so far, the one used in this study is that one
that was extracted using Bradley et al. (2011) GIA model. As seen previously,
Thomas (1985) RSL reconstruction did not took into account environmental
dating or SLIPs and the results from Ratcliffe and Straker did not consider GIA
model to calculate sea level change. It is clear from Figure 41 that Bradley’s
model falls within the environmental samples. This is the reason why I chose
to follow Bradley’s sea level curve.
When compared with Bradley et al. (2011) GIA model, the curve correlates
with the dates from the environmental survey. Nevertheless, it seems to follow
the line below these dates. This does not imply that Bradley’s model is wrong,
SLIPs

fall within the expected indicative range (IR) as these form within the

interface between fresh and brackish water environments. Therefore always
higher with regard of the elevation relative to water level at any time (Haslett
2008: 141 – 142). Bradley’s curve falls within the expected IR (see Figure 41)
and therefore suitable to be used as reliable proxy to reconstruct Scilly’s late
prehistoric RSL change.
Five different GIA outputs of 4, 3.5, 3, 2.5, and 2 ka BP (Figure 39) form
the basis of this study’s chronological analysis, as these are used to extract
the palaeocoastline described in subsection 3.3.2. These were transformed
into raster surfaces from point data (*.xyz) and interpolated using ArcGis
10.1 IDW interpolation tool (see subsection A.3.1 for syntax). The result of the
interpolation of Bradley et al.’s (2011) GIA outputs is what will be used as the
temporal boundaries for the palaeoenvironmental reconstructions, whilst the
seamless DEM for Scilly (24m) and Scilly and Cornwall (50m) work as spatial
boundary. To do this once more the raster calculator tool was used following
the syntax listed in subsection A.3.1. This is repeated for the Isles of Scilly
24m resolution bathymetry at 4, 3.5, 3, 2.5 and 2 ka BP and similarly with the
batyhymetry of Cornwall and Scilly at 50m resolution.
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Calculating palaeotidal range

3.3.1

To understand the configuration of the palaeolandscape in Scilly and the
potential impact that this had on Iron Age coastal societies, a quantification
of the area lost to marine transgression together with the development of an
intertidal zone are also modelled here. In contrast with previous palaeoenvironmetal research in the Isles of Scilly (Perez-Fernandez 2013) this study does
not assume that the tidal range in the Iron Age was the same as it is today.
However, this has proved challenging as direct evidence of palaeotides in the
environmental record is restricted to a few cases around the world (Hinton
1998: 282 – 283) with limited information to reconstruct the palaeotidal regime
for the UK. Numerical modelling on the other hand, provides a great option
to what it has been impossible to do so far using only palaeoenvironmental
evidence.

Table 2: Palaeotidal outputs for the Isles of Scilly. Data based on Cazenave (2012: 244,
figure 6.5).

Time in ka BP

Palaeotidal ranges in metres OD

4

4.6

3.5

4.61

3

4.76

2.5

4.8

2

4.76

Using hydrodynamic modelling, Cazenave (2012: 244) and Uehara et al.
(2006: 7) have shown that palaeotidal regimes in the north-western continental
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shelf have varied since the last glacial maximum. These changes have been
recorded and modelled to be greater before 8 ka BP in many regions in the
UK. However this does not mean that conditions have remained unchanged
after 8 ka BP. In the UK there is great variation of tidal ranges after 8 ka BP as
seen in Figure 40. The outputs from Cazenave (2012: 244) are seen in Table 2

Figure 40: Tidal range evolution of the north-west European continental shelf. A.
Sample of the stations. B. Change in absolute tidal range. C. Tidal range for
each site as a percentage of it’s present day magnitude. Note that although
there is a tendency to equilibrium after 8 ka BP, figure C. shows a difference
in the tidal range of the Isles of Scilly (lighter blue dot) in the Iron Age
Cazenave (after 2012: 244, figure 6.5)

This research uses Cazenave’s (2012) outputs for the palaeotidal regime
in the southwest of England. It matches the same chronological time slice as
Bradley et al.’s (2011) GIA model. Palaeotidal values are extracted from Table 2
directly.

3.3.2

Building a land-loss model for the Iron Age

The final step in creating a late prehistoric RSL model was to have a best-fit
model of the Isles of Scilly’s palaeotidal range. This not only allows for a
better understanding of coastline change by defining the intertidal area but
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it also creates a better model to understand areas of interaction in the Iron
Age. For this reason I used Cazenave’s (2012) outputs of tidal range which
fell within the temporal range of this research of 4 to 2 ka BP. It is important
to say that these values (Figure 40) have not been created using Bradley’s
GIA

model. Instead, the outputs are based on Peltier’s (2004) ICE-5G (VM2)

model and Uehara et al. (2006) paleotidal boundaries for the UK continental
shelf. In contrast with Bradley et al.’s (2011) GIA model, Peltier’s (2004) ICE-5G
(VM2) model does not take into account the underlying topography of the
former British and Irish Ice Sheet resulting in a less realistic interpretation of
RSL

of Britain during the Holocene Brooks et al. (2011: 576). In spite of this,

Cazenave’s outputs used to model palaeotidal regime for our area of study
are yet the best option until new hydrodynamic numerical modelling using
Bradley’s improved GIA models are developed.
The results of Cazenave’s (2012) model (Figure 40) show that a change of
0.30m have occurred within the paleotidal range of the Isles of Scilly after 4
ka BP. This is of importance as it shows that it could be misleading to assume
that tides during the Iron Age in the region can be assumed to be similar to
the tidal regime we experience today.
The following categories were adopted to further understand these changes
with regards to human occupation in the Isles and the coastline of west Cornwall:
• Total land (above mean low water spring tide (MLWST))
• Land available or dry land (above mean high water spring tide (MHWST))
and
• Intertidal (between MLWST and MHWST),
Each category was extracted from the DEMs produced, described previously, by extracting the areas of tidal regime from the palaeobathymteric
models. This was done by extracting the values using ArcGis 10.1 raster calcu-
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lator. To identify for each period of time and resolution the land above MLWST
the syntax on subsection A.3.1 was ran on ArcGIS 10.1 for Scilly. This syntax
returns a boolean raster file for each process where 1 is the positive result of
the query (the land above MLWST) and 0 for the negative result.
Similarly, to extract ‘dry-land’ the process was repeated but instead of
taking the lowest values of the tidal range for each period I took the highest
values (see subsection A.3.1 for the python syntax used). The same as with
MHWST,

the outcome was a raster of positive and negative values only with

the positive values being those that fell within the query and the negative
those that did not match the query.
To gauge the extent of the intertidal zone in Scilly and in Cornwall the
python syntax was used with the same tool in ArcGIS 10.1 and can be
consulted in subsection A.3.1. These produce another set of rasters for each
time slice and area which, together with the other rasters, were converted
from raster to polygons by using the raster to polygon tool from arc toolbox
with the following parameters for each of the rasters (see subsection A.3.1).
Throughout this section the procedures and processes performed to
achieve comprehensive and high-resolution models RSL change in Scilly and
Cornwall using GIS have been disclosed. These are the result of the seamless
integration of bathymetry and topographic data to give the model a spatial
extent and, on the other hand, a temporal definition through the use of GIA
models and hydrodynamic numerical outputs for the UK continental shelf.
The following section then uses these models to reconstruct the coastline of
Scilly during the later prehistory.

3.4

the coastline of scilly in later prehistory

As mentioned above, from the three RSL curves available so far for the Isles of
Scilly, this research uses the latest data by Bradley et al. (2011) to produce a
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based RSL curve and reconstruct the palaeocoastline of the archipelago in

later prehistory. This has to do with the importance of a relatively new corpus
of environmental data used to date and to detect SLIPs.
The curve is based on new research produced by Bradley et al. (2011) on the
effects of tectonic movements and ice sheet load, which has affected Holocene
sea level fluctuation and better known as global isostatic adjustment (GIA).
The curve is plotted in an x/y axis, where x is equivalent to years calibrated BC/AD and y is the height of the sea based on the OD in Newlyn.
Bradley’s curve for the Isles of Scilly begins at 6000 cal BC and ends on 2000
cal AD. Previous work for example, saw sea level change as linear rather than
a curve. However, plotting Bradley’s results show a logarithmic expression
of the data in comparison with the linear representation from Thomas and
Ratcliffe and Straker (Figure 41).

Figure 41: Graph showing the different RSL curves proposed for the late Holocene
in the Isles of Scilly. The greyed area marks the chronological frame of the
British Iron Age.

As expected, the interpretations by Thomas and Ratcliffe of RSL change
agree that today’s sea level is represented by 0 metres above sea level. Nev-
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ertheless, there is a difference of almost 12 metres between them at 5000 cal
years BC. This difference by late prehistory starts reducing but still remains
marked, ranging between 6 and 4 metres.
Comparing Thomas’ RSL and Bradley’s curves, the difference at 6000 BC
is of only 0.5 metres, the former gradually peaks towards 5000 BC where
there is a larger difference of more than 4 metres between theses two curves
(Figure 41). Although there is a tendency from Bradley’s curve to stabilize, by
the late prehistoric period there is a gap of more than 4 metres between each
curves. Despite these having a strong correlation of R2 = 0.86797 the largest
differences are in the later prehistoric period.
Additionally, the comparison between Bradley’s curve and Ratcliffe’s
shows large differences dating to the Neolithic (6000 to 4000 BC) where the
difference between curves is of more than seven metres. Whilst this represents
the largest difference between the curves it also shows the effect that the
use of GIA models have in the study of the Later Prehistoric period. The
differences between Ratcliffe and Bradley curves are exponential Figure 41.
Then there is a decrease after the late prehistoric period where the difference
between the LBA and the LIA never exceeds 2 metres. The reason for this lies
on the fact that both curves share the same SLIPs.
The comparison between the different interpretations of RSL change in
Scilly yields very contrasting results. Thomas’ earliest interpretation of sea
level change was based on the distance that prehistoric settlement had with
the coastline, arguing that for each period (Bronze Age and Iron Age) there
was a minimum occupational level (MOL), an arbitrary distance based on the
distance of sites from the coastline. The main outcome of this was that Bronze
Age sites (now underwater) were closer to the coast and the position of higher
Iron Age sites could represent a reaction by the archaeological communities
to marine transgression.
Contrasting this with palaeoenvironmental evidence of marine transgression an immediate difference becomes apparent between the curves produced
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by Ratcliffe et al. (1996: 49-50), based on dating peat exposures of the Isles,
and Thomas’ MOL (Figure 41). Additionally, the comparison between the GIA
outputs and newer radiocarbon dates collected in 2010 by the Lyonnesse
project shows a good overlap between predictive modelling and palaeoenvironmental data. Such correlation not only presents a robust argument for the
use of GIA predictive modelling for the reconstruction of the palaeolandscape
in Scilly, it also shows the great difference between approaches.

3.4.1

Marine transgression in the landscape

This section introduces the results produced from interpolating Bradley’s GIA
model outputs and the high-resolution DEM produced by this research. Before
this it is important to describe the physical properties of the archipelago, as
these play an important role when simulating RSL change using GIA models.
Today the Isles of Scilly’s underlying nature as a granitic batholith gives
the archipelago a particular elliptic shape, which orientates on a south west
and north east axis (Figure 42). Scilly rises steeply from the British continental
shelf from a maximum depth of -95m reaching a maximum of 58m above
OD.

Nevertheless, the inter-island area of the archipelago rarely exceeds -15m

(Figure 43). Within this inter-island space the deepest parts are to the west
of St Mary’s, at St Mary’s Road, and at the east of St Mary’s at Crow Sound
(Figure 42).
Most of the archipelago today lies today underwater, the proportions of
this can be seen from the hypsometric curve in Figure 43, where up to 70% of
the terrain is found between -90 and -70 m MSL and 20% between -20 to 0 m
MSL.

The remaining 10% of the land (0 to 54m) represents today’s dry-land

(MHWST). The contemporary coastline of Scilly is located between -2.3 and
2.3m MSL, (represented by light brown in Figure 43). It can be seen from the
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proportions curve, also in Figure 43, that more than 2% of the archipelago
land-mass lies within today’s tidal range.

Figure 43: The top chart is an hypsometric curve of contemporary topographic and
bathymetric elevations of the Isles of Scilly. The area in blue represents land
below MLWST, the light brown area is the intertidal range, whilst the green
area shows the values that correspond to land above MHWST. The bottom
graph shows the percentage of the elevation values.

The characteristic bowl-shaped archipelago outlined by the elevations of
St Mary’s, St Martin’s, Tresco, Bryher and Samson could be divided into
three different spaces. These are based on changes seen in the paleolandscape
reconstructions and are driven by accessibility, navigation and distance from
the coast. An inter-island area based on calm shallow and protected areas
extends between St Mary’s St Martin’s, Tresco, Bryher, Samson and St Agnes;
a more exposed area towards the inner part of the archipelago in the Western
Isles, where island hopping pilotage is possible, and an open water area
outside the boundary of the archipelago (Figure 42).
Today, it is possible to navigate during high and low tides between islands,
however local knowledge is essential as it is possible to get stranded on
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an island with the rise of the tide. During equinoxes and lowest tides, it is
possible to cross by foot from many locations within the inter island area. This
dynamism and landscape use is embedded in the way people move within the
archipelago today. This research aims to understand how landscape changes
during the late prehistory could have affected prehistoric societies in a similar
way.
To do so, five different time slices (4, 3.5, 3, 2.5 and 2 ka BP) of land loss
have been modelled after interpolating Bradley et al. (2011) GIA model and
the high-resolution DEM. The aim was to extract from each time slice the
location of MHWST and mean low water spring tide (MLWST). This presented
the opportunity to understand and categorise the landscape for each time
slice. In doing so, the landscape presents interesting changes from the Bronze
Age to the Iron Age in particular with respect to the intertidal area, defined
here as the area between MLWST and MHWST.
Dry land during later prehistory
The figures plotted in Figure 44 and Figure 45 show that from the period
of 4 ka BP to 3 ka BP there is almost 40% reduction of land lost to marine
transgression in the Isles and that by the end of the British Iron Age (c. 2 ka
BP) dry land in Scilly was 55% smaller than in the MBA.
As can be expected from a marine transgression, there is a loss in the
amount of dry land throughout this period of two thousand years. Change
happens at its greatest between 4 and 3 ka BP, broadly encompassing the
British MBA and the LBA. A total of 12km2 were lost during this period
changing dry land availability in a significant and important way. To the
north west of the archipelago by 4 ka BP there was a single island constituted
of today’s Samson, Tresco and Bryher. This then divided into the more familiar
landscape of today Scilly by 3 ka BP (Figure 45).
Another area of meaningful change is the area of St Martin’s dry land,
where a reduction of more than half of the available area (51%) was lost by 3
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Figure 44: Top graph shows percentage change in dry land, intertidal area and total
land lost from 4 ka BP in Scilly. Bottom graph shows area change in each
period.

ka BP. In a lesser degree, change continues to happen on the rest of the Isles
and St Mary’s area was only reduced by only 20% from 4 to 3 ka BP as well
as the case of St Agnes, with a loss of 30% of the available dry-land by the
LBA

(3 ka BP).

By the Iron Age (3 – 2 ka BP), change in the amount of dry-land is minimal
compared to what happened in the Bronze Age. There is a total of 14% of
dry-land lost during this period for the whole archipelago. However, Samson
suffers 28% of dry-land reduction to marine transgression. The majority of
this loss happens in today’s intertidal area of the Samson flats (Figure 35). The
rest of the Isles suffer less change from the LBA to the LIA. St Martin’s losses
14%, St Agne’s also, whilst Bryher 13%, St Mary’s around 7% and Tresco 9%
of dry-land. In the case of St Mary’s little change is calculated during the
Bronze and Iron ages. Therefore, St Mary’s configuration today is a good
representation of the Iron Age landscape of Scilly.
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Intertidal area
From the results of Scilly’s palaeocoastline reconstruction, the intertidal area
of Scilly expands by late prehistory as dry-land gets smaller and smaller. In
comparison to 4 ka BP the archipelago area grows almost 50% by 3 ka BP
and then reduces by 10% at the end of the Iron Age, when new navigation
channels are formed between Tresco and Bryher and Tresco and St Martin’s
(Figure 44). As expected from the reduction of dry-land in the north west part
of the archipelago and St Martin’s, there is a clear increase of the intertidal
area. Southwards, the MLWST boundary is pushed towards the north and
inner part of Scilly, transferring the intertidal zone towards that direction
(Figure 45).
There is a total of 8km2 of area increase in the intertidal zone of Scilly
between 4 and 3 ka BP. Most noticeable is the change that happened as a
consequence of dry-land inundation in Samson, Bryher and Tresco and to
a lesser extent St Martin’s and the isles of St Mary’s and St Agnes. From
Figure 45 at some point during the MBA (4 ka BP) the union between Samson,
Bryher and Tresco formed an intertidal embayment previously separated
from the inner part of the archipelago. With the inundation of these and other
area of dry-land, the area known today as New Grimbsby Sound (Figure 42),
became larger towards the end of the Bronze Age (3 ka BP).
By the Iron Age (3 – 2 ka BP), instead of there being an increase of
intertidal area there is a loss of 7% compared to the period relating to the LBA
(3.5 – 3 ka BP). There is however a loss of intertidal area at the northern part
of the archipelago, an area which is lost when New Grimbsby Sound, Old
Grimbsby Sound and the area between Tresco and Bryher formed during 2.5
and 2 ka BP Figure 45. With this comes a considerable 35% of growth in the
intertidal area towards the Iron Age and, as a consequence, a greater division
and separation of the Isles, shifting more and more towards the contemporary
islandscape of Scilly.
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Total land lost
From the 49 km2 available (land above MLWST) at 4 ka BP, only 40km2 are left
by 2 ka BP. This means that there was loss of land of 18% during a period of
2000 years in Scilly — a total of 9 km2 . It can be appreciated from Figure 44
that there is a steady area loss from 4 to 2 ka BP due to RSL rise. If this is
compared with the amount of dry-land lost and the expansion of the intertidal
area, land below MLWST is lost more gradually and in a less dramatic way
than that above MHWST. From the MBA until the LIA there is a loss of area
below MLWST mostly in the area between St Mary’s Road and St Mary’s sound
in the south west part of the archipelago and most of the change that occurs
between St Mary’s and St Martin’s takes place in what today is the navigable
area of the Crow Sound (Figure 42). In addition, there are important changes
on the northern part of the archipelago, in particular between Bryher, Tresco
and St Martin’s where the creation of navigable straights connect the outer
and northernmost part of the archipelago with the inter-island area by the
LIA.

There is an important high rate of change seen particularly in specific

areas of Scilly as the north eastern part of St Martin’s and Nornour in the
Eastern Isles (Figure 46), areas such as these change from being dry-land to
completely inundated in a period of 2000 years.
RSL

change in the Isles of Scilly modifies the coastline in many ways

during the MBA until the LIA. It is through modelling these changes that it is
possible to identify different areas of change during this period. In general
there is an important reduction of the available dry-land at the same time
that there is a growth of the intertidal area. Results also show that there
is a generalised loss of total area due to marine transgression, this can be
appreciated thanks to the high-resolution of the analysis, both in temporal
(500 years interval) and spatial scales (24 × 24m DEM).
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Figure 46: Map showing the intensity of coastal change of dry-land in the Isles of Scilly during late prehistory.
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3.5

characterisation of scilly’s iron age coastline

3.5.1

Maritime spaces

Changes in the seascape of Scilly are most noticeable during the Iron Age.
Regarding the space between the islands, there is a marked difference from
the Bronze Age until the end of the Iron Age. It is until the LBA that Scilly
remained as a single island dividing gradually towards the LIA. From this
time onwards the sea began to shape the island landscape which it is more
familiar to us today (Figure 47). In this section I focus on the changing nature
of the water space of the archipelago. In contrast to previous research where
land change has been of main interest, here I will describe the consequences
that marine transgression could have presented to Iron Age societies in their
relationship with the sea. Whilst the importance of available land changes
have been outlined above, the main interest in explaining a maritime Iron
Age in Scilly must come from the sea itself.
The space available to move in a maritime context is restricted by the
upper limits of the tidal ranges of a specific place. In the case of the Isles
of Scilly the influence of RSL change and our ability to quantify this from
high-resolution models has opened a new range of possibilities to interpret
the maritime space during the Iron Age. The results of the analysis show that
until 5 ka BP the archipelago was a single large island formed by today’s St
Mary’s, St Martin’s, Tresco, Bryher and Samson. At the same time a much
larger St Agnes shows on the south western part of the archipelago. In terms
of the maritime space this is delimited mainly to the outer open waters
surrounding the archipelago (Figure 47). Until 4 ka BP maritime movement
within the Isles was only available from the western part of the Isle to the
west towards St Agnes and the western rocks. Whilst inter-island navigation
was possible this was largely determined by tidal ranges.
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Moving forwards in time, by the end of the LBA, marine transgression

would have divided this large island into three islands, a ‘north western
Isle’ formed by today’s Tresco, Bryher and Samson, St Mary’s and a much
larger St Martin’s. It is from this point in time that maritime spaces change
in a meaningful way and what was once dry-land, becomes a network of
intertidal spaces (see 4 ka BP on Figure 45). To the west of the north western
Isle a newly created bay can be interpreted marking the opening of a new
intertidal area to the east of the ‘north western Isle’ (Tresco) and St Martin’s.
However, is not until the Iron Age (c. 3 to 2 ka BP) that an important change
can be seen in the configuration of maritime spaces in Scilly. As a result of
marine transgression during this period, this north western island separates
and becomes what we know today as Samson, Bryher and Tresco, forming
an intertidal space between St Mary’s, St Martins and Tresco. The nature of
the maritime space in Scilly by this time changes from mainly open water
navigation and some outer-island spaces to a combined inter and outer island
interconnected maritime space (Figure 47).

3.6

wider implications of marine transgression

Changes in the Isles of Scilly’s landscape are difficult to gauge without a
comparison to the larger regional scale. The outputs from RSL modelling of
a larger area produced interesting results that point out the importance of
landscape change in Scilly during the Iron Age. Comparing both Scilly’s and
Cornwall’s coasts is not only because of their closeness but also because of
the cultural similarities during later prehistory as seen in chapter two. Such
comparison allows to understand the importance of landscape change and
the potential difference between maritime spaces in the region.
At first glance, a comparison between Cornwall and Scilly may seem to
be an unbalanced one. For example, the size of the available land in Cornwall
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throughout 4 to 2 ka BP is of 98% the size of that in Scilly. This is an average
of 1230 km2 of dry-land within Cornwall compared to only 23 km2 in Scilly
during this period. However, it is shown to be meaningful in terms of the
contrast between the effects of landscape change that the Cornish coastline
went through in contrast with Scilly (Figure 48).
The effects of marine transgression across the the Cornish coastline covered by this study are different throughout the area. Whilst most of the coast
is affected by RSL change there are regions such as Mount’s Bay and St Ives
Bay that undergo quick dry-land loss during late prehistory (Figure 48). In
general, there is decrease of dry-land and intertidal area. The latter an interesting contrast with Scilly as the intertidal zone of the archipelago increases
throughout this period.
The coastline of Cornwall from the LBA (3.5 – 3 ka BP) reduces its size,
with regard of dry-land (MHWST) only 4% (Figure 49). This rate decreases
steadily towards the Iron Age loosing only 1% of dry-land by 2 ka BP. Parallel
to dry-land transgression, there is a similar trend to the total land loss, where
there is a reduction of the coastline below MLWST of 1.8% from the LBA until
the LIA.
Comparing the amount of land above MHWST in Cornwall and Scilly
produced a very contrasting result. The Isles of Scilly and the area of the
Cornish coast selected in this research lose a very similar amount of land in
terms of area. Despite the fact that Scilly is only 2% the size of the Cornish
area there is a loss of 48km2 of dry-land compared to 38km2 from Cornwall.
This suggests a large shift in the landscape of Scilly in contrast with a less
marked change in the Cornish coast.
In terms of the areas of intertidal zones, there is a marked difference in
later prehistory between Scilly and Cornwall, whilst Scilly’s intertidal area
is increased by almost double from the LBA to the EIA in Cornwall intertidal
zones of the coastline are reduced. The reduction of the intertidal zone of
the Cornish coastline is of 23% of intertidal zone. It seems to have happened
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Figure 49: Top graph shows the percentage of changes in the Cornish coastline due
to marine transgression. On the bottom graph the changes in area are
quantified.

dramatically in five hundred years (2.5 and 2 ka BP), contrasting greatly with
those changes seen in Scilly at the same time (Figure 48).
Whilst the Isles of Scilly and Cornwall have been linked in the past
in terms of their spatial and cultural relationships, a clear contrast in the
nature of their maritime spaces can be appreciated from the results of this
research. Having a contrasting point shows the dramatic land and seascape
rearrangement of the Isles during late prehistory. Meanwhile the Cornish
coastline underwent changes due to marine transgression, these were sparsely
distributed along the coastal areas focusing on areas such as Mount Batten’s
Bay and St Ives Bay. In the case of the Isles of Scilly there is a generalised and
strong change in the overall outline of the coastal landscape from 4 to 2 ka
BP modifying the maritime space in a millennia.
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3.7

conclusions

This chapter’s backbone is the importance and detailed study of the temporal
and spatial variability of maritime spaces in Iron Age Scilly. It showed that
although there is a large corpus of research based on palaeoenvironmental
conditions, most of these are geared towards explaining either life inland or
wider aspects of Holocene palaeolandscape changes. Whilst this is important
on many levels, focusing attention on the maritime aspects of space in Scilly
during the Iron Age has shone new light on the nature of landscape dynamics
in which societies living in the area could have been encountered on a daily
basis.
However, such comprehensive understanding of maritime space can only
be achieved through the development of detailed multi-scalar models of
palaeolandscape reconstruction. To understand the nature of change in the
landscape during this period this chapter showed the methodology used
to build such models based on palaeoenvironmental data and modelling.
Dissecting time through these models however, could not be meaningful
without the usefulness of scale contrast between Scilly and west Cornwall.
The results from this study show that the Scillonian archipelago was
subject to a series of important changes of its maritime space in terms of
dry-land availability, intertidal areas and navigation areas. In a similar way,
these changes affected the archipelago in particular showing little correlation to those changes experienced along the coasts of Cornwall. There is a
very different story between Cornwall and Scilly as these are affected very
similarly by RSL change but experience different modifications due to their
paleogeographic characteristics. One of the most important is the marked
contrast between the increase of intertidal area in Scilly and the reduction
of this in Cornwall. More locally the changes of the seascape in Scilly are
also meaningful as it shows the shift from an archipelago in which maritime
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communication was mainly open water during the Bronze Age to a mixture
between this and inter-island movement by the end of the Iron Age.
In addition, the results of previous research on pollen analysis and the
palaeoenvironment of the Isles show that there is an important change in
the vegetation cover from the LBA intil the LIA where deciduous oak dominated woodland is replaced by open managed landscape in many parts of
the archipelago. This is important when thinking of the resources for the
contruction and use of maritime transport. The next chapter will touch on
this aspect from a wider European point of view.
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S E A FA R I N G I N T H E I R O N A G E

4.1

introduction

One of the most exciting moments in the history of human entrepreneurship
must be the idea of moving to and from places by sea. However simple this
might be, to do so it is necessary to possess a certain level of knowledge and
experience. It is therefore of no surprise that the study of how people move
from one place to another by boat has been a major topic in almost every
aspect of scholarship. This is particularly true in archaeology, where seafaring
and boat-building have been key elements in the explanation of socio-cultural
developments in almost every period of human history.
Boats therefore play an essential role as evidence in understanding such
developments and these are as varied and unique as the cultures that had
built them, but it is possible to group them in specific categories depending
on their purpose, the way they were built and the materials that makes them.
Boats can therefore be divided into logboats, planked boats, skin boats and
bark boats. These are characterised by presenting a watertight hull and by
the ability of floating through the displacement of water. This is contrary to
rafts and bundle reeds, which allow water from the outside through the hull
and float thanks to the buoyancy of their components, boats need to maintain
water tightness to be able to float.
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Logboats are carved mainly from a single tree trunk. Through the use of
gouges, adzes and other stone and metal tools, as well as other techniques
such as fire, a hollow is carved following the longitudinal axis of the tree.
The water tightness of the logboat is given by transforming the tree trunk
into a shell. Large trees were heart rot is present it is common to find the
bow or stern or both of being made of more than a single tree. Similarly to
the way that logboats are constructed, planked vessels are also formed from
wooden elements. However, these differ from the former in that they are
made from more than one single piece of timber. Planked boats are formed
by overlapping or aligning wooden planks. These are composed of a skeleton
or a frame and the outer planking or skin. Joining planks can be done by
stitching, sewing, nailing and gluing one with each-other and by caulking the
seams to make them water tight.
Skin boats rely on the construction of a lightweight structure made from
wood branches or large animal bones. Similar to logboats and planked boats
skinboats are made water tight through draping the outer side of this shell
like structure to permit it to float and displace water. Skins are made tought
around this shell through stitches and lashes and by sealing the points in the
skin with resins made from boiled animal bone and sinew and plant resins.
Seafaring has been an integral part of social activity in Britain since at
least the 5th millennia BC. However, it is difficult to specify at what point
people started using the sea with regularity as Garrow and Sturt (2011: 68)
point out; it is more about understanding the development of seafaring as a
gradient rather than a well-defined moment. Having in mind that the way
that people approach the sea is a complex phenomena deeply embedded in
time and space, is fundamental to understanding the maritime aspects of
society. Whilst the Neolithic certainly arrived by sea in Britain, the idea of
seafaring was not new to the indigenous Mesolithic population (Garrow and
Sturt 2011: 69).
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This should also be the case for 1st millennium BC societies in Britain. The
Bronze Age for example, is pictured as a moment of intense contact between
people living in Britain, Ireland and the Continent. A world of relationships
linked by the importance of rare metal objects and shared cultural traditions
built on short and long-distance maritime links (see chapter 2). By the LBA,
these archaeologically visible connections across the coastlines of the English
Channel, the North Sea and the Irish Sea are supported by the appearance of
sewn planked boats in some parts of Britain.
The explanation of these important socio-cultural interactions have focused the attention towards explaining the introduction and role of such
vessels and how these are linked with social connectivity. Using Mediterranean trade and seafaring as a theoretical template, British LBA maritime
connections are looked at with a similar perspective. As such, the maritime
nature of LBA societies is qualified as the result of the intensity of the connections and the availability of maritime technology. In other words, the richer
these seagoing connections became society showed an increased interest in
the sea.
These aspects have geared most of the literature on LBA seafaring to
be conceptualised on the premises of the fulfillment of social contact and
communication. However, this satisfies a part of what ‘boat-building tradtions’
are constituted. In a wider sense, boat-building traditions are represented not
only by a specific need but also by the acceptance of many social practices
and actions that motivated people to build a boat and to use it. Therefore,
a ‘tradition’ can be defined as an array of material, technological, aesthetic
and symbolic characteristics which can or cannot necessarily be diagnostic or
exclusive individually but form a coherent system of ideas in time and space
(Adams 2001: 302; Hasslöf 1963: 164). Therefore, thinking of any Bronze or
Iron Age boat-building traditions as being top-heavy in terms of their purpose
to satisfy communication with different groups could be and unbalanced
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representation as it adds more weight to the technological aspects that those
of materials, symbolism and aesthetics.
This way of thinking about LBA society and about seafaring has plunged
Iron Age societies in Britain into a maritime ‘dark age’. It pictures Iron Age
people as less interested in the sea in contrast to the Bronze Age. The Iron Age
archaeological record in Britain has so far been seen as suggestive of a lack of
interest in oceangoing connections from the results of a scarcity in imported
bronze metalwork, higher cultural diversification and regionalisation, and
less evidence of seagoing vessels.
Whilst trade, exchange and the movement of things are more visible in
the archaeological record these are not the only activities that result from
seafaring. Therefore it seems simplistic to think that changes in these through
time can relate to the totality of maritime aspects of any archaeological
society. Alternatively, prehistoric seafaring can be interpreted from a number
of fragmentary clues in the archaeological and paleoenvironmental record.
Evidence needs to be looked at together as a way to build models which are
as close to reality as possible. Understanding boats and boat-building can
tell us a great deal about the maritime aspects of societies, not only from a
technological point of view but also from the ways that the maritime space
was used as well as the importance of boats to society.
This chapter looks at these many fragments of evidence that refer directly
or indirectly to people sailing and using the maritime landscape during the
Iron Age. The aim is to paint a picture of Iron Age seafaring as a social
activity rather than just a means-to-an-end. It does so as a way to grasp the
gradients of change that maritime societies could have experienced in the
Isles of Scilly and the south west of England during this time. To do so it
sets aside any preconception given to boats regarding these as seaworthy
or not. Instead it looks at boat-building and boat-use purely as a maritime
trait avoiding stamping these with modern preconceptions of performance,
or safety.
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Complementing the palaeoenvironmental reconstructions seen in previous
sections of this research, this chapter focuses on the technology available to
maritime societies as a way to interact with such changes in the environment.
It looks at and studies the different types of evidence for boat-building and
sailing through the following question:
• What does the present state of seafaring evidence for the Iron Age of Britain
and Europe tell us about maritime aspects of culture in Scilly?
This question suggests yet another change in this research analytical scale.
Using a photographic camera as analogy, the structure of this chapter can be
compared to moving from the focused, but slow speed, of a macro lens to the
faster capture of a wide-angle lens. The analogy is based on compressing the
analytical time-frame from the previous late Holocene analysis to a shorter
moment of time; the 1st millennium BC. Changing the lens of our hypothetical
archaeological camera from a macro to a wide-angle lens also brings a wider
field of view. This wide-angle view of seafaring in the Iron Age opens-up
to cover the north of Europe rather than focusing on a particular region.
The reason for this is two-fold; first there is a need to look beyond Scilly
and the south west as direct evidence of seafaring is very rare. Secondly to
compare the events reflected through the detailed study of everyday life in
Scilly within a wider maritime world.
In Scilly and the west of Cornwall area, there has not yet been any
archaeological boat discovery dating from the Iron Age. Whilst there are
several boat finds in Britain the nearest ones are found north of Scilly in the
Severn Estuary near Caldicott and Goldcliff and in the English Channel within
Poole harbour (see chapter two). The comparison of British 1st millennium
BC boat finds with other European and Scandinavian traditions drives this
research to explore the nature of such relationships. Whilst the focus is still
on the south west of England, the change in boat-building traditions needs to
be looked at from a much wider perspective due to these reasons.
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Throughout this chapter I introduce evidence that suggests that maritime

transport in Britain in the 1st millennium BC was based largely on the use of
logboats, skin-boats and planked boats. However, it is important to stress that
so far, only two types of boats have been found archaeologically: planked
vessels and logboats. The former having survived only to the Bronze Age in
Britain. These are claimed to be more seaworthy than other vessels and ideal
candidates for the avant-garde in charge of meeting the demands of LBA maritime connections. Logboats on the other hand, have been traditionally seen
as vessels restricted to be used in rivers, lakes and, on calm days, along the
coastlines of Britain (McGrail 1983: 299 – 300; 2007: 444). Despite these being
more numerous in the archaeological record than planked boats they have
been largely ignored as sufficient evidence of prehistoric seafaring. Questions
on the seaworthiness of such are amongst the most important reasons of
their exclusion, but also the difficulty in establishing a strong chronology
based on typological characteristics. To look into the relationships between
the archaeological evidence of boats in Europe as a way to understand the
multiplicity of roles that these had in the past this research asks:
• What is the spatio-temporal relationship between the archaeological boat finds
dating to the Iron Age in Europe?
It is clear from this that the focus of this chapter is not to clarify which
vessels had better seagoing capabilities or to choose the ideal vessel to represent Iron Age maritime societies. It moves away from these discussions by
looking at all of the archaeological evidence available and aims to provide
a chrono-spatial framework, mapping the different boat finds dating to the
Iron Age in Britain and Europe as a way to better understand what drove
society to change or retain some of the boat-building traditions.
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sources of evidence

To understand seafaring in the past it is first necessary to establish what
form it could have taken historically and archaeologically and which kind
of evidence could be more representative than others. Seafaring is a skill
which requires knowledge at different levels (Farr 2006: 92) but it is mainly
represented by the use of maritime transport and the understanding of
navigation and the environment (McGrail 1983: 302). The analysis of the
maritime space is covered by chapters three and five, in this chapter I focus
solely on the boats found in Europe and Britain in the 1st millennium BC.
Seaworthy Iron Age boats in northern Europe are thought to be rare despite
an important number of boat finds dating to this period. Most of these finds
in Britain have been thought to to be less seaworthy than their precursors
dating back to the Bronze Age (McGrail 1983: 307 – 308). The aim of this
chapter is to reassess Iron Age boat finds based on their role as long-lived
cultural trademarks and less so on their performance, an aspect that is tainted
by the modern concepts of navigation, efficiency and risk. The following
sections provide a different perspective into Iron Age seafaring as a way
of life rather than as the result of human achievement. Evidence for the
practicality of seafaring in the 1st millennium BC in Scilly is considered in
previous (subsection 3.5.1) and subsequent chapters (subsection 5.2.2) thanks
to the results of palaeoenvironmental models and archaeological contexts
specifics this chapter focuses on the specifics of boat finds in Europe and
Britain.

4.2.1

The spatial and temporal extent

This chapter presents the evidence used to identify the nature of Iron Age
boat-building from three different angles, literary, iconographic and archae-
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ological. The first places to look for such evidence are to be found near
coasts, estuaries, rivers and lakes of Britain. However, to understand the
wider context of seafaring at this time, evidence is sought also in Scotland,
Ireland and Wales. Looking further to the south, across the English Channel,
the northern and western coasts of France, the coasts of Belgium and the
Netherlands and their inner waters are also places of great cultural relevance.
This research also looks at evidence in the northern and western coasts of the
Iberian Peninsula, which have played an important role explaining seafaring
during the Iron Age linking Atlantic communities with those in the Mediterranean (e.g. Aubet 1995 2000; Balil 1970; Cunliffe 2008; Fernández Ochoa
and Morillo Cerdán 1994; Gonzalez-Ruibal 2004). The similarities between
Britain and the Scandinavian region, especially in boat-building traditions
could not be left aside as many have seen these to develop in similar ways,
therefore it is important to mention here some of the most relevant analogies
(Crumlin-Pedersen 1990). Finally, there cannot be any study of European
seafaring in later prehistory that ignores the richness of boat evidence from
the Mediterranean.
Given the large regional scale of the evidence presented in the next
pages and having in mind the chronological focus of this research I have
decided to reduce the chronological depth of this chapter to encompass the
1st millennium BC. This has the aim of maintaining the focus on British
chronological phases for the Iron Age with the idea of comparing wider
events across Europe. Despite this, only archaeologically relevant evidence
will be bracketed between 1000 BC and 500 AD as this has a two-fold purpose,
one is to understand the development of boat-building traditions deeper in
time (from Bronze Age to Iron Age), as radiocarbon dating ranges tend to
vary across time, and the second to compare the finds with contemporary
changes in palaeoenvironmental record, introduced in previous chapters.
Literary and iconographic evidence will be in correspondence with the dates
relevant for the duration of the British Iron Age (1000 BC – 43 AD).
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Figure 50: Figure showing today’s northern European political boundaries as well as
some of the water bodies mentioned in this chapter. The area shaded in
light green represents the countries from which archaeological information
regarding boat finds was extracted. The dots on the map represent those
boat finds dated to the first millennium BC until the third Century AD.
Underlying bathymetry data is derived from the GEBCO 08 Grid, version
20100927, http://www.gebco.net.
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4.2.2

Archaeological evidence

Archaeological evidence for first millennium water transport in Europe has
been primarily found along the coasts and on the sea-bed of the Mediterranean. Parker’s (1992) compilation of Mediterranean shipwrecks is still the
main source to site location and description of all of the known sites found
previous to 1992. However, many of these shipwrecks have not been studied,
and from the 1189 finds that date to between 2500 BC and 1500 AD only 200
date from 1000 BC to 200 AD and present any evidence of vessel’s structure
(Parker 1992). These are distributed along the coasts of Spain, France, Italy,
Tunisia, Croatia, Greece, Turkey, Cyprus and Israel.
Outside the Mediterranean, archaeological evidence for maritime transport
off the coastline of the North Atlantic Ocean, the English Channel, the Irish
Sea or the North Sea has not yet been found. However, many inshore and
coastal finds of boats have been discovered in Ireland (Farrell 1989; Fry 2002;
Lanting and Brindley 1996; Robinson et al. 1999 1996), Britain (Marsden
1967; McGrail 1978; Millet and McGrail 1987; Millett and McGrail 1985;
Mowat 1996; Rule 1990; Rule and Monaghan 1994; Strachan et al. 2012;
Switsur 1989), Continental Europe (Arnold 1996; Arnold and McGrail
1995; Mowat 1996; Parker 1992) and Scandinavia (Crumlin-Pedersen 1990;
Crumlin-Pedersen and Trakadas 2003; Mowat 1996).
Planked-built vessels and logboats, both of these built from wood which
requires highly skilled craftsmanship (Adams 2001: 304). Despite their similarities both set of craft are very distinctive from each other in terms of
their shape and method of construction (Figure 51). These differences are
addressed with more detail in section 4.3, however it is important to mention
that logboats are fundamentally different from planked-boats in the method
of construction.

Figure 51: 3d model and schematic view of two examples of British Iron Age archaeological vessels. On the
left hand-side the Hasholme logboat (second century BC) (based on Millet and McGrail 1987: 145)
and on the right hand-side the third century AD Barland’s Farm planked boat (based on Nayling
et al. 2004: 105). Elements in the models representing wood material are those found originally
during excavation, whilst those in glass are conjectural reconstructions. The red and yellow scales
are 5m long.
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Logboats
Archaeological logboats in Europe were hewn most of the time from a single
tree trunk, mainly oak (Quercus sp.) and pine (Pinus sp.), but occasionally elm
(Ulmus sp.) lime (Tillia sp.) and birch wood (Alnus sp.). This presents a great
advantage for dating using radiocarbon techniques, despite sometimes dating
logboats being problematic (Switsur 1989: 1013), as many as 70 of these
have been dated using radiocarbon dates that fall within the 1000 BC – 300
AD bracket. As well as radiocarbon dates, dendrochronology has also been
used and some 23 logboats have successfully been dated between 1000 BC
and 200 AD (Arnold 1996; Arnold and McGrail 1995; Parker 1992). Whilst
these techniques are preferable, occasionally, finding logboats in contexts with
many other well-dated artefacts have also proved to be useful, as is the case
of the recently excavated EIA (800 - 400 BC) decorated logboat found in situ
at the later prehistoric site of Must Farm, England (Figure 52/http://www.
mustfarm.com/discoveries/). Between radiocarbon, dendrochronology and
other types of dating logboats a total of 123 logboats (see Table 3) dating to the
1st millennium BC and first to second century AD have been found in France
(Arnold 1996; Arnold and McGrail 1995), England (McGrail 1978), Scotland
(Mowat 1996), Ireland (Fry 2002; Gregory 1997; Lanting and Brindley
1996), Switzerland (Arnold 1996; Arnold and McGrail 1995), Germany
(Arnold 1996; Arnold and McGrail 1995), Italy (Arnold 1996; Arnold
and McGrail 1995), Netherlands (Parker 1992), Sweden (Crumlin-Pedersen
1990) and Denmark (Crumlin-Pedersen and Trakadas 2003), showing a great
distribution spatially and chronologically.
Table 3: Table showing the number of logboat finds dating between 1000 BC and 200
AD. Sources found in Table 11.

Country

No. of logboats

England

30
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. . . continued
France

27

Switzerland

17

Ireland

11

Denmark

8

Northern Ireland

8

Germany

7

Italy

4

Netherlands

4

Scotland

4

Sweden

2

Belgium

1

Total

123

Logboats found in the archaeological record across the northern parts
of continental Europe, Scandinavia and the British Isles have been dated as
early as the Mesolithic (Crumlin-Pedersen and Trakadas 2003: 219). This fact
has become one of the main reasons to think that logboats are the oldest
form of maritime transport so far. However, less emphasis is made on their
predominance in the archaeological record as these have endured beyond the
prehistoric period and, in many places, even until modern times showing
little changes in their morphology (Gregory 1997: 169).
A problem that affects the chronological sequence of logboats is that most
of those dating to the Iron Age were found in Europe during the 19th century
and these went unrecorded using modern archaeological techniques. If these
survived after recovery most have been left without further conservation
suffering important structural and morphological changes. Despite this, many
attempts to classify logboats by morphological features have been tried in
the past (McGrail 1978: 105; Gregory 1997: 101; Fry 2002: 18). Soon, people
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across Europe realised that there are no clear patterns on size and shape of
logboats which could suggest a chronological sequence. Isolated patterns
have emerged in some cases, in Scotland and Ireland there has been a trend
towards finding larger logboats in large bodies of water (Gregory 1997: 90).
Other patterns have been loosely identified indicating for example that
most of the large logboats are hewn from oak trees and these present ridges
as a way to avoid cracks in the structure after the trunk has been hollowed
and dried (Crumlin-Pedersen and Trakadas 2003: 220). Millet and McGrail
(1987: 112) suggest that larger and older oak trees, from which logboats were
made, could potentially present heart rot. This forced boat builders to dig
out the whole tree longitudinally using other timbers to add a transom stern
and bow as can be seen on the Iron Age Hasholme logboat (left boat from
Figure 53). A technique that eliminates from the record the tree ring sequence
of the tree making dendrocronological analysis more complicated. The shape
of the bottom and the size of the logboats could also indicate the preference of
the boat-builder to overcome environmental or activity constraints suggesting
that shapes and sizes are determined by purpose and not by technological
capacities (Gregory 1997: 90).
The intermittent nature of changes in logboat building traditions throughout time, has forced a strong reliance on radiocarbon dating to understand
these in Northern Europe. Many indicate that morphological features in logboats are not adequate characteristics to create a valid chronological sequence
(McGrail 1978: 105; Gregory 1997: 101; Fry 2002: 18). Until better ways of
understanding logboats chronologically are developed, absolute dating is so
far the most appropriate way to understand logboats and their contexts.
Planked vessels
In contrast with logboats, wooden plank boats were built using more than
one tree and consisted of more than one component in their assembly. As
many as 131 have been recognised archaeologically and dating from the 1st

Figure 52: Figure showing the Early Iron Age (800 - 400 BC) Must Farm 1 logboat found in the fens of east
England. This logboat is the only example of an externally decorated oak logboat in Europe. Source
http://www.mustfarm.com/discoveries/
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millennium BC until the 3rd century AD. Planked vessels have been dated
more widely by relative dating techniques than absolute ones. In Booth’s
(1984) reassessment of radiocarbon dates for maritime vessels only the ‘Brigg
raft’ (825 - 760 cal BC) found in the Humber estuary in England, the planked
boat of Zlarin (250 cal BC) in Croatia and one of the imperial Roman lake
ships, Nemi A (35 - 50 cal AD) appear amongst the list of planked vessels.
However, this does not prove to be a problem as many of the planked-built
vessels, in particular those found in the Mediterranean, have been associated
with artefacts in transport and associated to the hull structure, allowing for
very different chronological frameworks (Parker 1992: 28; Pomey et al. 2012:
342; Sherratt and Sherratt 1993: 364).
Few planked vessels have been found outside the Mediterranean. In
Britain, the Humber estuary has good 1st millennium examples in the likes of
the ‘Brigg raft’ (825 – 760 cal BC) (McGrail 1981) and the North Ferriby V (410
– 350 cal BC) (Wright 1972). However a unique example of a planked vessel
outside the Mediterranean is the Hjortspring boat. Found as a bog offering in
the island of Als in Denmark, this MIA sewn planked boat has been one of the
best preserved Iron Age boats and probably considered the most important
Iron Age boat find outside the Mediterranean so far (Crumlin-Pedersen and
Trakadas 2003: 226) and discussed on page 158.
One of the fundamental differences between these and logboats is that
planked boats are not restrained by the length of the parent tree as their
construction requires many components, and as many trees, to give a specific
shape (Figure 53). Many categories of vessels have been introduced based on
morphological characteristics and building sequences in this case. Studying
planked vessels shipbuilding techniques and technology has been traditionally used by many archaeologists to understand boat tradition evolution for a
number of Iron Age finds in Europe (Marsden 1976: 53; Marsden 1967: 34;
Johnstone 1980: 87-90; Basch 1972: 52; Negueruela et al. 2001: 478; McGrail
2001: 182). Planked boats have been traditionally categorised in one of two

Figure 53: 3d exploded schematic view of the construction elements of the Hasholme logboat (Millet and
McGrail 1987) and the Barland’s farm Romano-Celtic boat (Nayling et al. 2004). It shows the
components that characterise these two vessels and the differences between both archaeological
boat types. The red and yellow scales are 5m long.
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different ways; one relies on the boat builder, or builders, to raise the vessels’
framing system and the second step to make this structure water-tight by
adding an external ‘skin’ of wooden plank, better known as skeleton first
built vessels. Alternatively planked vessels can also be built in a shell first
sequence where the shape of the hull is defined by assembling the hull planks
and then adding the frames to give the hull structure, a good example of this
can be seen on the medieval clinker-built vessels found in Scandinavia.
Planked boats in Northern Europe appear much later than logboats in
the archaeological record. The first planked vessels in Britain are the Dover
boat (1575 – 1520 cal BC) found in the south east coast of England, North
Ferriby I (1880 – 1680 cal BC) and North Ferriby II (1940 – 1720 cal BC) from
the Humber Estuary in the eastern coast of England. These long and flat
bottomed vessels were built from planks hewn from single trees and fastened
together by a complex system of integral cleats carved on the inner part of the
planks which receive a transverse timber to keep the planks together whilst
these are stitched together (Figure 54). Together with the later examples found
at Caldicot, in Wales (1110 cal BC) and Ferriby III at the Humber estuary
(2030 – 1780 cal BC) this way of building sewn planked boats in the Bronze
Age has been particularly suggested to belong particularly in Britain (Van de
Noort 2004: 94; Chapman and Chapman 2005: 43; Van de Noort 2006: 267).
The archaeological boat lacuanae
The decline of sewn planked boats into the 1st millennium BC has been seen
by some to reflect a lacunae in maritime development in the north of Europe
(Adams 2001: 307), specially after the boom in watercraft development seen
in the Mediterranean. However, this must not be seen as strictly representing
a lack of interest in boatbuilding, but more to do with fundamental changes
in the way vessels were seen and built. (Adams pers. comm.).
By the beginning of the 1st millennium BC a number of early wrecks
dating to the Phoenician (1200 – 900 BC) and later Punic period (814 – 146
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Figure 54: Photograph of the North Ferriby I sewn planked boat in storage. From this
angle it is possible to appreciate the stitches between the planks and the
integral cleat system used to give the hull better structure. After Van de
Noort (fig. 10.2 2004: 92)

.
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BC) are found in the coasts and sea bed of the Mediterranean and with these
the technological development of the mortise and tenon first identified in
Bronze Age wrecks of the eastern Mediterranean. Pomey et al. (2012: 342)
sees this as the perfect way to explain an evolution of boat-building traditions
in the Mediterranean as continuous technological changes are visible in the
archaeological record throughout the end of the Roman period (400 cal AD).
Whilst Mediterranean planked vessels increase in number and size, and
became ships such as La Madrague de Giens (70 – 50 BC) (Figure 55), which
transported from 5000 to 7000 amphorae, throughout the 1st millennium BC,
outside of the Mediterranean only two examples of planked vessels are found.
One is the Hjortspring boat (390 – 197 cal BC) found in Denmark and the
‘Brigg raft’ (825 – 760 cal BC) found in the Humber estuary. Both the ‘Brigg
raft’ and the Hjortspring boat are sewn planked vessels and both present
similarities with the earlier Bronze Age vessels of Dover and Ferriby in that
these are also built using integral cleats (Figure 54). The main contrast with
Bronze Age sewn tradition is that whilst the ‘Brigg raft’ can be compared
with some of the Bronze Age boats the lack of any curvature of the hull
and its reconstruction as a flat-bottomed boat has been seen by many as
a different vessel from the earlier Ferriby and Dover boats. According to
Crumlin-Pedersen and Trakadas (2003: 224) Hjortspring, on the other hand,
presents a much more slender hull and it is lighter than its ancestors, as well
as presenting other elements that earlier models do not have such as thwarts
and projected bow and stern (Figure 56).
In summary, archaeological boat finds dating to late prehistory in Britain
show great differences from their counterparts in the Mediterranean. Whilst
the latter tend to be mostly planked vessels and have a continuous presence
even before the Phoenician period and until the Roman period, planked
vessels in the northern part of Europe are different in construction dimensions
and numbers. Logboats on the other hand, dominate the archaeological record
in numbers and through their chronological permanence. These however, are
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Figure 55: Photograph of internal hull structure and cargo of the planked 1st century
BC Mediterranean wreck of La Madrague de Giens. Photo A. Chéné, Centre
Camile Jullian, http://ccj.cnrs.fr/spip.php?rubrique55.

Figure 56: Photograph of Tilia Alsie replica boat of the original Iron Age Hjortspring
boat being paddled on rough weather. Source Nationalmuseets Marinarkaeologiske Forskningscenter.
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seen as less stable and less suitable for cross channel or open water navigation
due to their low free-board and unstable nature. Planked vessels dating to the
Iron Age can only be found in small numbers, whilst isolated, the Hjortspring
boat remains a good example of this. These differences have played an
important role in how the interpretations of the maritime aspects of Iron Age
society have been constructed in Britain.

4.2.3

Literary sources

It has been a long tradition amongst many archaeologists interested in the
1st millennium BC to focus a great deal of research on classical sources
and historiographic documents (Cunliffe 2005: 375; De Jersey 1993: 331;
Johnstone 1980: 99). Narratives that mention people and the sea have been
used as main sources to explain the particularities of society. Written sources
are well-known for the Mediterranean region, from accounts to narratives,
the mare nostrum has been dotted with histories of personal achievements
and great deeds at sea. Sources relative to navigation and war campaign
accounts are numerous used to introduce greater comprehension in other
works (Cunliffe 2008). Therefore I will not spend much time describing these
for the Mediterranean. However, it is important to briefly discuss those that
talk about navigation and life at sea in relation to Britain.
In the fourth century AD Avienus wrote his Ora Maritima, a poem describing how Mediterranean sailors knew from quite early days about the Atlantic
seaways, at least as far as Brittany, and could sail there and return successfully
looking for sources of tin. Such documents describe routes probably used
by Tartessan and Cathaginian traders sailing from the Mediterranean into
the Atlantic and northwards (Henderson 2007a: 7). What has been more
difficult to ascertain from these is the frequency of such voyages. Despite this
document having been written at a much later date, it contains fragments
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from the Massiliote Periplus and therefore probably some of the contents of
Avienus writings and so it contents can be traced back as early as c. 500 BC.
Therefore, the earliest source to mention life at sea in beyond the Straits of
Gibraltar.
Cunliffe also describes the deeds of Pyhtheas, a Greek explorer (4th century
BC) who traveled through the pillars of Hercules (today’s Gibraltar Straight)
to the Atlantic. These voyages take into account the description of places
which could represent the Casiterides (or tin islands) an important place and
source of tin related with Britain. Cunliffe’s interpretation of Pytheas travels
comes from the writings of Pliny the Elder and thought to be an accurate
description of Iron Age travels from the Mediterranean to Ouessant (Ushant)
and back (Cunliffe 2000: 375; McGrail 1983: 305). It describes the use of
many vessels during his travels c. 300 BC and how such vessels were capable
of sailing and being navigated in the open sea. Such work shows that there
was a growing interest in the use of the Atlantic routes from at least the
middle of the British Iron Age and that these were possible voyages carried
out at that time.
Later in c. 300-250 BC Timaeus, quoted by Pliny (Nat. Hist. 4, 16, 104)
mentions the existence of an island called Mictis, where tin was available and
that the Britons sailed to it in Coracles (wicker-work boats covered in skin).
The name of Mictis coined by Timaeus has however caused some debate as
Diodorus Siculus also describes an island by the name of Ictis. It has not been
established if these were the same place or different islands, most of it due to
their precise location not being known (Hawkes 1984). In spite of this, the
importance of these documents cannot be overlooked as these are helpful
fragments of quotidian life near or by the shores of Britain during the LIA.
Diodorus Siculus writes on 60-30 BC about the tin exported from Belerion
(modern Cornwall) and this is taken to an island called Ictis, which cuts off
at high tide where from a place that it is believed to be one of the gateways of
tin to the Continent, exporting the latter to France. Whilst there no reference
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to maritime transport in particular, the mention of these exports to France is
important as this once again shows that the contact with the Continent by sea
voyage was known at the time. Again, whilst this has been a topic of debate
in the past, the evidence seems to point to the settlement at Mount Batten
in Cornwall were it has been put forward as a probable location mainly by
Cunliffe to be the mythical Ictis of Diodorus Siculus (Henderson 2007a: 9).
Finally, one of the most cited classical authors that talk about the use, in
later times, of the Atlantic seaways by Iron Age sailors is the geographer
Strabo (Geog. iv, 4, 1) who wrote c. AD 15-20 the description of the ships of
the Venetii with high detail basing most of his accounts on Julius Caesar’s
writings c. 50s BC and who first saw the use of wooden ships together with
the use of skin boats by the Venetii. (McGrail 1998: 186; Johnstone 1980: 87,
90; Henderson 2007a: 56).
Regarding the accounts that date to the LIA and Roman it is Julius Ceasar’s
Gallic wars descriptions that are the source par excellance in the description
of maritime transport so far. Caesar’s descriptions of the planked boats of
the Venetii, as large vessels with robust framing fastened with iron nails and
leather sails has been taken by many archaeologists to be directly comparable
with some of the LIA and Roman planked vessels found in the English
Channel, and inshore France, Britain and Swizerland (for more detail on
the findings see Marsden 1967; McGrail 1983; Rule and Monaghan 1994).
Whilst the general description might fit some of the archaeological record
De Weerd (1988: 42) shows that archaeologists could be making misleading
translations directly from Ceasar documents and that his description of the
Venetii planked vessels do refer to different parts of the vessels and not
directly to the framing system as thought by many.
However, the integration of historical sources have not always been well accepted by archaeologists who believe that the integration of historical sources
and archaeological evidence can be problematic. This has been strongly criticised mainly from a historiographic point of view where one of the strongest
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critiques has been made directly by Bermejo Barrera (1996: 23) arguing that
classical sources differ from ethnographic studies in that the purpose of the
narrative is unknown. This is to say that classical writers were not anthropologists or did not aim to describe with the scientific perspective that modern
studies require. This is important to take into account in particular if we consider that classical sources in Britain regarding maritime activities are more or
very limited and in many times not very specific. Whilst archaeology presents
first hand information regarding watercraft technology classical sources do
help to add context to some of these finds (Whitewright 2008: 28). It seems
to be however, that whilst literary sources are important and numerous for
the Mediterranean, the use of these to understand the archaeological context
in Britain might be more fragmented than those for the Mediterranean but
still helps to understand some of the social aspects that maritime societies
experienced during this period.

4.2.4

Iconographic record

In contrast with other periods, there is not much evidence of Iron Age vessels
in the iconographic record of north western Europe. However, the Broighter
gold boat model found in the late 19th century in Ireland is probably the most
famous (Figure 57). The model dates to the 1st century BC in association with
other materials (McGrail 1998: 186). It represents a symmetric hull shaped
boat with a mast and yard, thwarts, oars in their row-locks and a steering
oar or paddle at the port side located aft-wards. The interpretation of the
Broighter model has been controversial however. It has been pointed out that
the model could be a good candidate to represent those skin boats described
by Pliny (McGrail 1983: 299; Wooding 1996: 8). However, (Gregory 1997: 29)
thinks this could also be a planked boat. Despite these variances and repairs,
following the damage by ploughing, the Broighter boat remains as the only
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surviving iconographic example of an Iron Age boat in northern Europe so
far (Willis 2007: 117).

Figure 57: Photograph of the Broighter golden model boat found in association with
other 1st century BC artefacts at Co. Derry, Ireland. Source National Museum of Ireland.

Whilst the Iron Age is devoid of boat iconography in north western Europe,
previous periods have a richer record. Boat representations in Bronze Age
(1700 cal BC) Scandinavian rock-art has been interpreted in every conceivable
way. Crumlin-Pedersen (1972: 212) mentions that such representations have
been seen as bark boats, skin boats, rafts and even logboats. However, the
shape of some of the boats have been compared with the shape of the Iron
Age boat of Hjortspring found in Denmark by Crumlin-Pedersen (1972)
suggesting a probable link between these and the archaeological evidence.
On the positive side what these two sources of iconographic evidence
demonstrate is that there was an important variability and the coexistence
of a multiplicity type of boats. Similarly, what the iconographic record also
seem to suggest is that there is good evidence of people thinking about boats
in a special manner. Alas, iconographic material has proved to be, so far,
insufficient as a direct source of evidence to understand seafaring in Iron Age
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Britain, it shows the importance that evidence such as these could transcend
in cultural expressions through representations such as the Broighter boat or
earlier Scandinavian rock art.

4.3

established views on boat-building traditions in the iron
age

Human interaction by water and land was large scale by the the 1st millennium BC. Many of the Mediterranean societies involved in these interactions
are well known from the historic and archaeological record. In the rest of
north western Europe, in particular Britain, knowledge of maritime societies
comes mostly from indirect archaeological evidence. Archaeological and historical research in the Mediterranean is focused greatly on such interactions as
there is rich information of trade and commerce by the sea. Supported by the
evidence, the Mediterranean is considered the place of origin of large-scale
seafaring by many (Sherratt and Sherratt 1993: 361; Gonzalez-Ruibal 2004:
291; Broodbank 2006: 204; Whitewright 2008; Cunliffe 2000; McGrail 1998).
As a way to explain the strong continental links, based on archaeological
similarities in Britain, Ireland and the European Continent during the LBA
and Iron Age, many authors have assumed that similar systems of maritime
interactions known in the Mediterranean were in use in the Atlantic (Cunliffe
1999 2000 2004; Gonzalez-Ruibal 2004; Henderson 2007a b; Johnstone 1980;
Moore and Armada 2012; Naveiro López and Pérez Losada 1992; Ruiz
Galvez 1991) and the English Channel (Cunliffe 1984 1988 2004 2005 2008;
Cunliffe and De Jersey 1997; McGrail 1983 1993). Despite the differences
between the sources of evidence there are still great efforts to explain north
western European seafaring as Mediterranean. The focus relies mostly on
maritime transport and on boat and ship building traditions which look into
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ways of equating those characteristics typical of Mediterranean seafaring, in
particular the ability to navigate in the open seas.
Now largely outdated, Johnstone (1980) referred to early 1st millennium
BC boat-building as being ‘poor’ and that the LBA boats of Ferriby are the
unique picture of sophistication in the Bronze Age (Johnstone 1980: 146).
When he refers to boat-building traditions in Britain he suggests that only
skin and planked vessels would have existed. The vast amount of archaeological evidence of the existence of logboats was ignored as these were not
adequately understood and thus too complicated to be used to build typological sequences (Johnstone 1980: 153). This had the consequence of privileging
a smaller sized evidence for boat-building represented by planked vessels
and skin boats, arguing that these two boat-building traditions were most
likely to be the dominant types of vessels in use during the 1st millennium
BC in the coasts of the Atlantic and North Sea.
The preference of many authors to accept skin boats and planked boats
as most likely to be the vessels in use for seafaring in north western Europe
is mainly based on modern standards of success and reliability. Aiming at
demonstrating each vessel’s seagoing capabilities, studies have been produced
for logboats (Arnold 1996; Arnold and McGrail 1995; Gregory 1997; McGrail
1978) and planked vessels as well as experimental archaeological studies
based on archaeological finds and replicas of planked vessels (CrumlinPedersen 2006; Crumlin-Pedersen and Trakadas 2003), skin vessels (Severin
and McCourt 2010) and logboats (Strachan et al. 2012). McGrail’s (1983) study
of navigation across the English Channel in the 1st millennium BC shows the
influence that Mediterranean studies have had in the understanding of British
maritime development. With the intention of exploring those routes most
likely to be in use by people involved in the exchange between Armorica
and the south of Britain, McGrail draws comparisons with Mediterranean
seafaring. In this case skin and planked vessels are preferred over the use
of logboats as these vessels were better fitted for the task of transporting
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goods across the channel. Logboats were considered to be riverine crafts
or calm weather vessels (McGrail 1983: 307-308). The work of McGrail
has been a corner stone in the study of many authors interested in later
prehistoric contact between Britain and the European Continent (Cunliffe
1984 1988 2004 2005 2008; Cunliffe and De Jersey 1997).
Skin and planked vessels have steadily gained the academic acceptance as
the vessels of preference in the development of seafaring in the north western
European Iron Age. Skin boats are thought to have moved into the Atlantic
area via western Mediterranean influences (Johnstone 1980: 26). Johnstone
(1980: 93) propounds that contemporary examples existing today in Portugal,
Spain and Ireland, could be the result of such long term continuity, this
despite the great archaeological silence. Planked vessels on the other hand,
are regarded as seaworthy vessels as these have many similarities with their
Mediterranean counterparts. These vessels are most likely to be used in many
of the cross-channel activities, until they disappear towards the Iron Age and
‘replaced’ 1000 years after by the Romano Celtic ships and boats at the turn
of the Christian era.
The contrast between the sophistication of planked vessels and the prehistoric look of the logboats as well as their chronological sequencing has seen
the replacement of logboats by planked vessels as a logical step, in particular
Scandinavian traditions through the Hjortspring boat, the Slusegard funerary
vessels (Crumlin-Pedersen and Trakadas 2003: 220) and later postulations
by Crumlin-Pedersen (1990: 98) regarding the development of Viking boatbuilding traditions. The archaeological finds at Slusegard in Jutland, a large
site composed of a number of burials and in association with a number of
extended logboats has been considered as an important discovery as there
is good indication of a the link between the use of logboats as precursors of
medieval clinker built vessels in Scandinavia (Crumlin-Pedersen 1990: 98).
The addition of washstrakes found on the Slusegard logboats is considered
as good evidence of continuity of the building techniques used in later boats
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such as those found at the Nydam bog (Crumlin-Pedersen and Trakadas
2003: 141).
In a similar way, the Romano Celtic tradition of riverine vessels, found
in French, Dutch, German, Belgian and Swiss rivers, have been interpreted
Arnold (1999: 36) and McGrail (1995: 140) to derive primarily from the
development of logboats. These Romano-Celtic vessels were built on a flat
bottom, or planked keel, whose side-planks raise from the bottom to the
sides of the vessels giving the section of the hull a characteristic ‘L´ shaped
hard chine which were both carved from a single tree. Many have suggested
that this is the result of splitting a logboat longitudinally and adding planks
between the middle of the split logboat and the washstrakes (Marsden 1976:
52).
In summary, north western European boat building traditions in the 1st
millennium BC are constantly compared with those developments happening
contemporaneously in the Mediterranean. This view however is supported
by a highly fragmented archaeological record and the premise that people
in Britain had the same social needs than those in the coasts of the Mediterranean. This has narrowed down the scope of research to specific types of
vessels such as skin and planked boats. As a consequence, Iron Age boatbuilding traditions have been thought to be on a lacunae in terms of maritime
development. What this section demonstrates is that evidence for seafaring
in the Iron Age in Britain can be found in a wide number of places. It shows
however that there is a need to look at the evidence equally and that seafaring
is not restricted to satisfy the need of exchange and communication but a
more complex activity.
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boats in time and space

To build a boat one is armed with a set of skills that come from observation
and from practice. In a pre-literate world oral traditions are the most important way of accumulating knowledge in a social context. The lack of texts
and literary sources to pass knowledge and experience in prehistoric societies
suggests that in late prehistoric period all of the traditions were transmitted
by maintaining links of master and apprenticeship (Van de Noort 2006: 280).
Boat building is not only a social activity that requires the focused attention of
many members of the social structure, it is also an activity deeply embedded
in traditions and the gaining of experience. The knowledge of building a boat
has also been shown to be very resilient to change and innovation. Experimentation and changes seen throughout time on the design and construction
of maritime transport have been regarded by many to be the product of great
innovation and strong social acceptance (Maarleveld 1995: 4; Van de Noort
2011: 176; Westerdahl 1994: 266).
This section looks into the archaeological record of boat finds in Britain.
Through the use of spatio-temporal models, the following lines explore the
differences that archaeological evidence of logboats and planked vessels show
through time and space and how these can be integrated to better understand
these during the 1st millennium BC.

4.4.1

Integrating 1st millennium BC boat finds

To assess in the best possible way all of the archaeological information
available I built a geodatabase of all of the finds on Bronze and Iron Age
finds in Europe found in all of these sources. With this in mind I categorised
the vessels using the criteria in Table 4.
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Table 4: Table of the criteria used in this research for Iron Age boat finds and additional
categories for logboats.

General boat criteria

Additional logboat criteria

Name of the boat finds

Dimensions

Type of vessel

Logboat aftwards morphology

Construction method

Logboat forwards morphology

Fastening method

Logboat bottom morphology

Country where the find was made

Carved keel

Location

Number of ridges

Dating method

Number of ribs

Context of the find

Number of bulwarks

Range of dates

Presence of thickness gauges

Calibrated dates

Presence of repairs

The context found

Presence of holed sides

Type of wood

Presence of rowlocks

Dimensions

Wood species of parent log

Hypothetical reconstruction

Presence of washstrakes

dimensions
Presence of mast step
The first step in the generation of the data was to add all of the criteria
for each vessel on an Excel spreadsheet. The information about the finds was
found in published papers, reports and personal databases (Table 10). The
location of the sites are dependant on each find as some publications did
not have geographic coordinates and the locations are extracted place names
and geographic site plans. These maps were scanned and georeferenced into
ArcGIS 10.1. This was done using the georeferencing tool in ArcGIS 10.1 and
by implementing Bing terrain and satellite data as base map.
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When each of the finds were assigned a position and the individual
criteria for each were collected, the Excel database was then exported into a
geodatabase as a comma separated values (CSV) file and added to ArcGIS 10.1
as a layer. Subsequently, these file were converted into working shapefiles
containing all of the criteria specified in Table 4.
Building a detailed geodatabase for logboats
The geodatabases outlined above integrate in a seamless spatio-temporal
framework for Iron Age boats published to date. These worked as the main
proxies for the analysis on distribution of boat types, showing the correlation
of logboats and planked boats during the Iron Age in Britain. Despite the
fragmented nature of some of the finds, and their restrictions in terms of their
interpretations as well as dating issues, this research aims to integrate them
in a seamless chrono-spatial framework. A work that has not been done so
far in such detail for the Iron Age in Europe.
The boats in numbers
The best way to understand the chronological development of these vessels
is through absolute dating. This requires the dating of the parent log from
which they where hewn. As it has been difficult to date logboats by their
morphological characteristics the following results are based on the dates
published for each vessel. From each vessel the earliest dates are used as a
way to give a terminus post quem to the finds.
The frequency through time of archaeological boat finds from England,
Scotland, Wales, Ireland and Northern Ireland seems to suggest that there is a
steady increase in the number of logboats from the Bronze Age into the Iron
Age. This steady incline begins at some point during the MBA/LBA transition
c. 1600 cal BC where 10 logboats date to this period. By the end of the LBA
and begining of the EIA a sum of 35 logboats top this period, of merely 400
years, and a steady increase of the number of logboats towards the Iron Age
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carries on. By the end of the Iron Age the number of logboats found in Britain
dating from 2800 cal BC to 43 cal AD would rise to more than 55 logboats
(Figure 58).
The appearance of sewn planked vessels happens roughly at the same
time as the increase in archaeological evidence for logboats. With the Dover
boat dating to 1550 cal BC and the first of the sewn planked boats. It is
between the LBA and the EIA when most to the planked vessels are dated.
However, Ferriby V marks the terminus post quem for sewn planked vessels
until 100 cal AD when the earliest of the Romano-Celtic vessels appear in the
record.

Figure 58: Plot showing the numbers of logboats and planked vessels in Britain dating
to the Bronze and Iron Ages. The grey area in the plot shows the dates of
the British Iron Age.

If we are to compare what was happening in Britain and the rest of Europe
in terms of the distribution, Britain stands out as an area dominated by
logboats on the basis of the evidence so far discovered. The maps in Figure 59
show the contemporaneity of logboats and planked vessels. The first map
from the top left corner shows the spatial and chronological distribution
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of both of these traditions during the MBA. It shows the presence of sewn
planked increase in England whilst logboats are more common in Ireland,
Scotland and the Continent. By the LBA, logboats begin to dominate the
offshore and inshore areas of Britain and Europe whilst sewn planked vessels
are found only in the Severn and Humber estuaries.
It is not until the Iron Age however that Britain could be pictured as a
place predominated by logboats. These have been found not only on the
coastlines of the Atlantic Ocean, English Channel and Irish Sea but also on
the North Sea and inland, as seen on the maps in Figure 59. By 500 cal BC
Britain is dominated by logboats at the same time that Mediterranean planked
vessels appear in the map. It is at this point that the Atlantic coastlines of
Britain and Ireland, as well as the southern North Sea coastline of Britain
begin to get populated by logboats.
Whilst a higher number of logboats for this period can be attributed
to preservation conditions, their dominance in the archaeological record of
Britain cannot be overlooked, neither can their increase in numbers from
the MBA all the way to the EIA. Logboat building compared to Bronze Age
sewn planked boats continues even when the latter disappears from the
archaeological record. This suggests that logboats played a more important
role than previously acknowledged in contrast to planked vessels.
Logboats and the environment
Recently the study of the palaeoenvironment of logboats has shown that these
could have been used in a multiplicity of contexts during the Iron Age in
Britain. The exceptional case of the recovery of the Hasholme logboat shows
that the almost 12m long logboat was abandoned in a part of the Humber
estuary that during the Iron Age was probably connected to open waters
(Millet and McGrail 1987: 146). The study suggests that the logboat was
located on a tributary of the Humber with possibilities to sail out into the
North Sea (Millet and McGrail 1987: 99). Additionally, the work that ?’s
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Figure 59: Maps showing the distribution of logboats (blue) and planked boats (red) from 2000 BC to
500 AD. Underlying bathymetry data is derived from the GEBCO 08 Grid, version 20100927,
http://www.gebco.net.
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(?)101]Gregory1997 did on Irish and Scottish logboats suggests that larger
logboats tend to be found in larger bodies of water. This also corresponds
more to Nymoen’s (2008) ideas that logboats were also built to meet environmental challenges. In this case Nymoen (2008: 13) suggests that logboats
in Scandinavia tend to fulfil specific environmental challenges as it is in
accentuated areas with a mixture of lakes, rivers and land that the transition
from one place to another would require to carry the boat by portage and
this could have been performed by small light logboats.
In addition, Figure 60 shows that the distribution of logboat morphological
features also vary in time and space. From the analysis two different patterns
starts to emerge; one in the North Sea and the other on the Atlantic. The
diversity of sizes and simple shapes in the Atlantic zone are scattered more
evenly across the seascape and the landscape whilst on the eastern part of
Britain the dominance is on complex shapes and larger dimensions of logboats.
Two important differences in the landscape distribution can be therefore
appreciated; one is that whilst the Atlantic examples are less elaborated these
are used more across the landscape, at the North Sea these tend to be found
in estuaries, near to the coastline. Whilst this could be an important trend let’s
not forget that this is not the same across Europe where large and complex
logboats have also been found on the Alpine region, far away from the coast.
What is evident however, is that logboat distribution and frequencies are
important element to look at when understanding the maritime aspects of
Iron Age society as these show that such vessels were widely adopted and
used in north west Europe and Britain.
Thinking of logboats as contemporary rather than a precursory tradition
in the study of planked vessels enriches our understanding of the latter. In
particular if further research is focused on the changes between the sewn
plank boats and the Romano Celtic boat-building traditions in Britain. The
evidence of integral cleat systems is not only particular for LBA sewn planked
boats for example. The use of these are also seen, in smaller scale, as repairs
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Figure 60: Maps showing the distribution of logboats and planked boats from 2000 BC to 500 AD. The different
colours are representative of the dominant fastening techniques used. Underlying bathymetry data
is derived from the GEBCO 08 Grid, version 20100927, http://www.gebco.net.
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on logboats such as the Brigg logboat (Millet and McGrail 1987: 148), or as
a technological solutions seen in the construction of the Hasholme logboat
(Millet and McGrail 1987: 112). In agreement with Chapman and Gearey
(2004: 456), the Humber estuary was an important focus of innovation during
the Bronze Age as well as during the Iron Age, where the coexistence of
logboats and planked vessels using integral cleat systems show how some
technological implementations were used instinctively regardless of the vessel
type. Figure 60 shows the development of different systems of fastening
from 2000 cal BC until 500 cal AD. It further shows that whilst the system of
integral cleats and the technique of sewing planks was important in Britain
throughout the second millennia BC, by the Iron Age these are abandoned
and it is not until the 1st to 2nd centuries AD that iron nails fastening are
adopted.

4.5

implications of late prehistoric boat-building traditions
in scilly

From the evidence collected in this chapter there is little doubt that Iron Age
societies in Britain had a strong tradition of boat building. However, direct
evidence of such in Scilly and the south west of England still escapes our
grasp. Whilst this is unfortunate, this chapter has shown that such evidence
can be found elsewhere in Europe. Even more encouraging is the fact that in
Britain during the 1st millennium BC, there is a boom in the production of
water transport, in particular logboats. These found not only inshore but also
by the coast, suggesting their versatility as maritime transport.
The wide range of logboat locations in Britain and Europe and their
constant presence throughout time, suggests that these were most likely the
vessel to be used in Scilly and the south west of England during the Iron
Age. This of course does not discount the use of planked vessels or skin
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boats. However, it is from the archaeological evidence of their distribution
and numbers that suggests logboats to be the most popular vessel in use
within the region. This is of importance for this research as it shows that the
technology to build watercraft in Scilly and west Cornwall was available and
well known. A more difficult task however, would be to know if logboats
were built locally in the archipelago or brought from somewhere else. This
is a very difficult question to answer but palaeoenvironmental evidence in
Scilly for woodland clearance allows this research to postulate the availability
of raw material in the region.
As mentioned in the previous chapter (subsection 3.2.2) evidence from
pollen sequences show a decrease of deciduous oak woodland cover from
the Bronze Age until the Iron Age in Scilly. Clearance of oak woodland in
Scilly could have potentially yielded enough oak logs for these to be used
in boat building. From all of the evidence available from archaeological boat
finds in Europe, a large proportion of these were made from oak (Quercus sp.).
From the 260 boat finds in Northern Europe dating from the 2nd millennia
BC until 400 AD only 90 have been clearly identified. From that sample 77%
are made of oak whilst the following wood preference is pine (Pinus sp.)
with only 19% examples (Table 5). Numbers such as these shed new light
into understanding the role of boat-building traditions in the Isles of Scilly.
Whilst the evidence is still very fragmentary as to whether people in the Isles
built and used logboats during the Iron Age, the preference in the use of oak
for their construction elsewhere and the availability of this from woodland
clearance is an exciting prospect.
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Table 5: Table showing the types of wood used on boat finds in Europe dating between
2000 BC and 400 AD.

Wood

Frequency of boats per

Percentage of boats per

specie

specie

specie

Quercus sp.

69

77%

Pinus sylvestris

17

19%

Alnus

2

2%

Fraxinus

1

1%

Ulmus laevis

1

1%

Total

90

100%

4.6

conclusions

This chapter makes special emphasis of the importance of archaeological
sources to understand changes in maritime traditions throughout the 1st
millennium BC. It shows that whilst other sources of information have been
available sometimes the strong emphasis on literary sources or iconographic
material could affect the nature of the archaeological interpretations.
Many of the issues regarding the study of maritime development in the
north western European Iron Age are linked with a preconceived idea that
societies in this part of the world were interested in the same activities as
those living near the Mediterranean.
The main emphasis of this chapter revolved around the understanding of
logboats and planked boats as contemporary boat building traditions and less
so as mutually exclusive. Looking at the north western European context with
Mediterranean eyes not only has narrowed our view of maritime activities
in Britain, it has also overlooked the importance of first-hand archaeological
information by privileging second-hand sources over this. This is in particular
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true regarding the arguments in favour of the prevailing use of skin and
planked vessels for the Iron Age.
Based on archaeological data, this research has shown that technology and
resources for boat building in Iron Age Britain were available widely. From
the number of archaeological finds it is suggested that logboats were used in a
number of different locations in Britain including the Isles of Scilly. The interpretation of data through the use of seamless spatio-temporal models showed
that boat-building traditions in the Iron Age present a richer and coherent
overlap between each. This therefore moves towards the rejection of the idea
that the Iron age in Britain was a period of boat-building impoverishment.

5
F R O M PA L A E O G E O G R A P H I E S T O L I V E D S PA C E

5.1

introduction

“The Aborigines cooperate with the ocean, just as they cooperate with
one another, for they live with it every day. Its power is part of everyone’s
body and soul. The sea journeys of sacred beings and their teachings pass
down the generations in narrative, song, and ritual. These ancient values
still survive as modern-day Aboriginal fisherfolk venture into deep water
or take journeys of the imagination.” (Fagan 2012: 58)

With the aim of setting out a dynamic scenario for human coastal activities
we have travelled first from the intricacies of long term palaeoenvironmental
change during the late Holocene in the south west of England to then sharply
tune-in to the specifics of human interest in water transport throughout
Europe. This chapter now focuses on the Isles of Scilly and the west of
Cornwall to study intimately the detail of human occupation during the
Bronze and Iron Ages. In doing so, it asks.
• What aspects of the archaeological record are representative of a maritime way
of life?
The importance of this question is outlined if we take a step back and
look at the main issues introduced in the early stages of this thesis. Chapter
two suggested that maritime Iron Age societies have been studied mainly
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from an agro-pastoral point of view and the changes in material culture and
landscape. These are deemed to be important due to their conspicuous nature
within the landscape and the archaeological record. Chapter three explored
the changes in the palaeoenvironment following the raise in RSL change in the
Isles of Scilly and west Cornwall whilst chapter four looked at the evidence
of boat-building traditions during the Iron Age in Britain and Europe.
As such, we know that on the south west of England there is enough
evidence to suggest a readjustment of the Bronze Age agrarian landscape and
the development of cattle management, reflected mainly on the evidence of
enclosed farmsteads or rounds (Cunliffe 2005: 286; Quinnell 1986: 124). The
region is understood to be as mainly agro pastoral in their way of life and
this model is used widely to explain the emergence of enclosed farmsteads
and defended settlements. These developments are not that clear during the
1st millenium BC landscape of the Isles of Scilly, suggesting a different story
to that of mainland Cornwall. The maritime aspects of Iron Age occupation
in Scilly and west Cornwall have been based on the evidence of trade and
exchange and less so in quotidian life.
This chapter deals with the archaeological evidence of human occupation
from the Isles of Scilly and the west of Cornwall as a way to understand
coastal settlement more holistically. It aims to bridge the gap between land
and sea and explain the nature of change between the Bronze Age and the Iron
Age by integrating a multi-proxy approach to human occupation based on
the details of previous excavations and new models of human/environment
analysis.
Distinguishing maritime activities from land based activities might be
challenging. It is not the aim of this research however, to draw a strict line
between those settling by the coast and those living inshore. This work
demonstrates how both are sometimes indistinguishable and why looking at
clean-cut divisions between them could be misleading. As a result of this, I
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look at all of the available evidence for human activity in Scilly and the west
of Cornwall through the following question:
• Is there a clear distinction between coastal and inland settlement in Scilly and
Cornwall?
• What is the nature of human occupation near the coastline?
• How are human activities in Scilly and Cornwall related with the maritime
environment?
The following section introduces the methodology used to answer these
questions. It focuses on the work done during this research based on fieldwork,
archival research and spatial analysis. It uses palaeoenvironmental reconstructions and archaeological evidence as proxies to generate human/environment
models of interaction during the 1st millenium BC in the Isles of Scilly and
west Cornwall. The aim is to move from large scale interpretations of landscape change towards the intimacy of human activities within the landscapes
and seascapes of the region. Therefore it begins by looking at how societies
could have used the landscape based on the changes in the configuration of
settlement pattern as well as the details of archaeological contexts based on
habitation, funerary practices and the development of taskscapes.

5.2

5.2.1

human and environment interaction models

Fieldwork

In order to understand the nature of late prehistoric settlement in Scilly a
visit to the collections repositories and archaeological sites was performed.
The aim of these visits was to acquire first-hand knowledge of the material
culture whether excavated previously or found in situ. This was to reassess
the importance of some of the elements excavated and to quantify the nature
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of surface recovered finds with the aim of comparing these with the published
material. A visit to the Isles was undertaken in the early stages of this research
in 2011. The field trip took place during spring tides from the 3rd to 12th of
May. This was planned to coincide with the season of low tides in the year.
The contrasting nature of a spring tide was important to experience the daily
rhythm of the coastal change in the archipelago. The aims of this fieldwork
were:
• To allow familiarisation with the material culture excavated in Scilly
dating to the LBA/IA.
• To identify the material culture elements mentioned previously (Ashbee 1983b: 35; Robinson 2007: 48) as forming part of late prehistoric
maritime activities.
• To expand the actual state of knowledge regarding such materials on a
first hand basis.
• To understand the relationship between different Iron Age sites in
Scilly and their context. In particular the excavated material culture of
Halangy Down and Nornour
Material culture
The material culture dating to late prehistoric contexts in Scilly is dominated
by pottery and stone artefacts. The latter however, come mostly from surface
finds and little is known about their relationship within specific maritime
contexts. A few of them have been studied and interesting results have come
to light. One of the few examples of the use of pottery in maritime contexts
was put forward by Ashbee (1983b: 35) after his excavations at Halangy Down
on the isle of St Mary’s. From the results of the residue analysis made on
some of the potsherds found within the site, oils and fats from marine fauna
were identified and linked with their consumption. Alas, no more was said
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about these fragments of pottery besides their attribution to the production
of such oils, but it was mentioned that these could have been involved in the
process of skin boat building as such oils, as well as the skins were possible
evidence of these specific watercraft construction.
More examples of maritime activities have come forward after the finds
of perforated rocks found at Nournour in Scilly. These were probably used as
anchors according to Robinson (2007: 105). Stone anchors and fishing weights
found within the site of Nornour have been attributed to be of Bronze Age
or Iron Age as most of the occupation evidence in this place dates to that
period. Nevertheless, these finds have not received enough attention and they
lack any further analysis. In the case of the stone anchors and fishing weights
their precise dating are yet unknown (Robinson 2007: 105).
To further understand these materials a trip to the main repositories of
Nornour and Halangy Down excavations was planned. The aim of the visit
was to audit the Isles of Scilly museum archives looking for excavation reports, documents or archives that had more information about these artefacts.
The main source of archaeological materials was the repository of St Mary’s
archaeological museum. Permission to analyse and photograph the collections was kindly granted by Amanda Martin, curator of the museum. The
collections in the archives come mostly from Dudley (1967) and Butcher’s
(1978) excavations of Nornour. The material analysed and photographed was
mainly from this site and discussed further in page 200.

5.2.2

Spatial analysis

Euclidean distance analysis
Telling the difference between coastal and inland settlement is not always
a straightforward task. In many cases the difference between these rely on
the activities performed in each place and also the links that exist between
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these sites. However, it is difficult to deny today that the distance to the coast
when using the sea is not an important factor to account for. So was it also an
important factor in late prehistory?
As a way to explore the difference between coastal and inland settlement
I look at the variation on settlement pattern and the changes of the coastline.
In previous chapters, modelling coastal transgression showed the dynamism
of changes happening in the coastline of Scilly and Cornwall during the late
prehistoric period, here I will study how these changes could have affected
Iron Age societies.
To better understand areas of interaction I have grouped the evidence of
all the archaeological sites used in this research into five different categories
of interpretation: habitation, agrarian spaces, enclosed spaces, funerary and
activity areas. These categories are based on the site type definition given on
the Cornwall historic and environmental record (CHER) for sites dating to the
Bronze Age and Iron Age (Table 6).
Table 6: Table of site categories used in this research.

Categories of

CHER Bronze Age site

CHER Iron Age site

interpretation

categories

categories

Habitation

hut circles

hut circles

settlements

settlements

buildings

Agrarian

field systems

field systems

clearance cairn
field boundary
wall

Enclosed space

earthworks

cliff-castles
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. . . continued
hillforts
rounds

Funerary

barrow

cist

cairn
cist
entrance graves

Activity area

occupation site

occupation site

artefact scatter

artefact scatter

findspot

findspot

midden

midden

These categories allow for a comprehensive model of human integration,
an important platform to quantify dynamism in coastal settlements. What is
important in this research is the integration of a high level of detail (individual
sites) with a wider regional perspective, providing seamless chrono-spatial
models.
The first step into exploring differences between coastal and inland human
activities is to physically identify which sites are closer to the coast and which
ones are further away. Euclidean distance analysis allows the measurement
of multiple points in space and to correlate these across time. The method is
ideal to process a large amount of data taking into account that these have
to be processed subsequently for each time slice of the palaeoenvironmental
models. By measuring each sites distance from the coast this research looks
to identify meaningful patterns of human activity by then comparing each
site category and each time frame (500 years). As such, and based on the
high-resolution (24 and 50m) palaeocoastline DEMs models introduced in
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chapter three, the idea was to create distance buffer from the coastline at 4,
3.5, 3, 2.5, and 2 kya BP. To achieve this a GIS model using each site x and y
coordinates was created. Then for each site, a distance from the coast was
calculated using ArcGIS Euclidean distance tool and based on previous models
of RSL change to extract the coastline at MHWST and MLWST. From these the
distances were calculated at every 500 year interval for Scilly and the west of
Cornwall.
To measure distance from the coastline, it first needs to be defined for each
period. The first step was to acquire two sets of each of the 500 year-interval
palaeocoastline models which values above MHWST, one set at 24m resolution
for the Isles of Scilly and a second set at 50m resolution for the west of
Cornwall. Running the analysis based on MHWST guarantees a standardised
measurement of dry-land values rather than a mixture of intertidal and
dry-land. To do so a raster calculation of each DEM was performed using
the raster calculator tool from ArcGIS 10.1. using the syntax described in
subsection A.3.2.
This calculation was done for each period of 4, 3.5, 3, 2.5, and 2 kya BP
which produced five new raster files with only two numeric values, one and
nil for each resolution set. The values that satisfy the query (those below
MHWST)

are represented by the number one and those that do not satisfy the

query are represented by nil.
As the Euclidean distance tool in ArcGIS works on polygons and not in
raster files, the second part of the development of a palaeocoastline required
the transformation of the newly created rasters into polygon shapefiles using
ArcGIS 10.1 raster to polygon tool from the conversion toolbox (Figure 61b)
and following the syntax in subsection A.3.2.
To calculate the distance from the coast each of the new polygon shapefiles
were used as input to run the Euclidean distance tool from ArcGIS 10.1 Spatial
Analyst toolbox. This created raster files with the values from each of the
polygon resolution (24m if it was for Scilly and 50m if it was for west
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(a) Palaeobathymetric model output

(b) Palaeocoastline polygon output

(c) Euclidean distance raster output

(d) Euclidean distance clipped to MHWST

Figure 61: Sequence of steps to create a Euclidean distance model from the palaeocoastline models.
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Cornwall) (Figure 61c). The syntax for Scilly and Cornwall are described in
subsection A.3.2.
To ensure that the distance values were always measured from MHWST
towards dry-land it was necessary to clip the Euclidean distance rasters in
each of the files. This was done using the clip tool from ArcGIS 10.1 raster
toolbox. The output extent was the extension of the area of study. The file
used to clip the rasters was based on each MHWST polygon at each 500 years
intervals.
The produced clipped MHWST rasters for Scilly and west Cornwall were
used as base maps from which all of the archaeological site locations in Scilly
and Cornwall were overlaid. To know the distance from the coastline of each
site a value of extraction was performed for each corresponding site and for
each period. This was done by running the extract values to points tool from
the Spatial Analyst toolbox in ArcGIS 10.1. The resulting ten files (six ranging
from 4 to 3 kya BP and four for 2.5 to 2 kya BP periods) were subsequently
exported into a single database file (with *.dbf extension) from which the
Euclidean distances were appended to each site.
Thiessen polygons: proximity and distribution analysis
This research explores the relationship between site locations and the coastline
between 4 and 2 kya BP looking at probable changes in settlement pattern as
a result of an encroaching coastline in Scilly and the west of Cornwall. To do
so, it uses Thiessen polygon analysis to explore inter-site relationships and
the use of space. Thiessen polygons have been used in archaeology widely
to explain territoriality and proximity (Wheatley and Gillings 2003: 189).
In this case the use of Thiessen polygons are used as a way to understand
space distribution in the landscape and less so as interpretation of political
boundaries (Renfrew 1973: 545). The polygons are based on the proximity of
each site in the landscape based on the mean distance between the nearest
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of each point, generating a different colour depending on the category it
represents (Figure 62).
The use of Thiessen polygons has the intention of identifying changes
in habitation and landscape organisation of each individual island and to
compare these with the settlement in west Cornwall. The analysis only takes
into consideration dry-land marked by the MHWST limit for each period
of time. The results from the analysis in Scilly were compared to those in
Cornwall aiming to understand the wider use of the maritime landscape in
the region.
Similar to Euclidean Distance analysis, the generation of Thiessen polygons was based on the outputs of palaeocoastline produced in chapter three.
ArcGIS toolbox was therefore to generate Thiessen polygons for site and
period of time in the Isles of Scilly and the west of Cornwall. These dry-land
areas were used to clip the polygons above the MHWST mark. The result of
this was the output of maps in Figure 67, Figure 68, Figure 69, Figure 70
and Figure 71 which quantified the use of space based on site locations. It
is important to note that this study only takes into consideration the use of
land space using this methodology. Being aware of the known fact that many
cultures sometimes extend the use and property of land offshore as in the
case of modern northern Aborigines (Fagan 2012: 58), this study only deals
with evidence of human occupation on land as these mechanisms are very
difficult to grasp from the available evidence. It is also important to remember
that the use of this method does not assume land territoriality. The aim of
using this method is to quantify changes in settlement distribution from the
Bronze Age until the end of the Iron Age.
The two primary datasets used in the proximity analysis are those which
indicate site locations and areas of dry land (land above MHWST). Site location
shapefiles were divided into Bronze Age and Iron Age based on the chronologies and nomenclatures used by the Cornwall historic and environmental
record (CHER). On the other hand, the elevation rasters representing dry land
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were acquired by extracting five different coastline datasets (at 4, 3.5, 3, 2.5
and 2 kya BP) from the palaeobathymetric models generated previously in
this research and previously described (Figure 61a and Figure 61b). Using
the raster calculator tool from the Map Algebra toolbox in ArcGIS 10.1 the
results were five raster files for Scilly (24m resolution) and five for the west
of Cornwall (50m resolution).
The second step on this methodology was to run the Thiessen polygon
analysis twice for Scilly and twice for Cornwall. Once for the Bronze Age and
Iron Age sites in Scilly and then for the sites of the same period in Cornwall,
resulting in four Thiessen polygon maps. Again this is done by using ArcGIS
10.1 toolboxes, in this case Thiessen polygon tool within the proximity toolbox.
The tool calculates the mean distance between neighbouring points Figure 62
therefore only x and y dimensions were considered as input for the analysis.

(a) unclassified point scatter

(b) Thiessen polygons by categories

Figure 62: Example of Thiessen polygon analysis output.

Thiessen polygon analysis in ArGIS, does not distinguish boundaries as
part of the calculations. Therefore there is a need to specify the location of
the palaeocoastline using each of the 500 year MHWST coastline polygons
produced. The output from the analysis also needed to be transformed
from polygon to raster format as clipping in ArcGIS only works with raster
files. The datasets were clipped using the clip tool from the extract toolbox
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in ArcGIS for each MHWST polygon in Scilly and Cornwall. The resulting
datasets were three clipped Thiessen polygon datasets for the Bronze Age
in Scilly (4, 3.5 and 3 kya BP), three for the same period in Cornwall; then
two for the Iron Age in Scilly (2.5 and 2 kya BP) and two for the Iron Age in
Cornwall. Finally, each polygon was assigned a colour representing each of
the point site categories (Figure 62).
Raster calculation and reclassification
Aiming to explain not only the use of space but also human interest in the sea,
this research classifies the use of the maritime environment based on direct
evidence of human consumption strategies. Only evidence from excavated
contexts in Scilly has been used as the main proxy to classify space based on
faunal remains. The reason for only using contexts in Scilly and not those
available in Cornwall is because those contexts in Scilly provide a unique
insight into island life where a maritime strategy was designed either to
collect the resources or to import them. Those found in midden contexts such
as Mount Batten (Cunliffe 1988: 37) are more difficult to assign a definite
maritime origin as these could have also involved other transport strategies
by land.
Animal and plant species are well-known to have specific behaviours and
habitats. Human consumption based on each different species distribution
and behaviour works as an indicative proxy to better understand human
activities as well as the use of space (Sturt 2006; Thurston 1999: 662). The
Isles of Scilly present one of the the best archaeological records for marine
resources exploitation of the British Iron Age. Using direct evidence of marine
species as proxies, this research aims to reconstruct a basic marine taskscape. This is done differently for each specie and the ways of classifying the
landscape will also vary. However, the method will be similar throughout,
therefore raster calculator analysis based on in-land, inter-tidal and offshore
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species distribution will be used to analyse the correlation between each
species’ expected area of distribution and human exploitation.
This time modern models of bathymetry data are used to query, depending
on the animal distribution, the probable distribution of the archaeological
species found in midden contexts throughout Scilly. The main criteria for the
query being:
• Water depth. Depending on contemporary values for marine species.
As the information for fish taxa used on this research comes from modern
surveys of contemporary fish species it is not pertinent to calculate these
values using palaeobathymteric reconstructions. The reason for this is that
variability on depth values is so complex that the difference in RSL changes
for the late prehistoric period would be unrepresentative. Therefore, modern
bathymetry was used in this case as it reduces the amount of calculations
done. Additionally, the extent of some of the catch such as cod and hake are
outside the boundaries of the GIA model so the use of general bathymetric
chart of the oceans (GEBCO) world bathymetry was used instead of the one
provided by the The Crown Estate (TCE) for Scilly and Cornwall. In this case
each species depth range was extracted from modern bathymetry DEM by
using raster calculator tool from ArcGIS 10.1 Map Algebra toolbox and using
the python expression for each of the species values (see subsection A.3.2 for
syntax).
From the results of the raster calculator analysis a binary raster was produced, number one used for the values within the expressed criteria and
nil for those values that did not satisfy the query. This was done individually for each species values acquired from the Marine Life Information
Network (MARLIN) online database (http://www.marlin.ac.uk/index.php).
• Intertidal area. Species such as sea birds and fish that mainly habit the
intertidal areas. The intertidal area extracted from palaeogeographic
models will be use for each period.
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• Offshore rocky islands. These locations are well known to be particularly
important to faunal species, in particular birds and mammals. These
locales will be extracted not only from the palaogeographic models but
also from contemporary accounts and ecological figures.
The work of Ratcliffe et al. (1996: 12) on faunal analysis based on excavations from middens found in Scilly are the main source of information of
prehistoric faunal remains and found in occupation layers dating to the first
millennium BC. The account of species found and studied were used as main
source complementing with specialist reports, such as Serjeantson’s (2001) on
the great auks of Scilly. Additional faunal reports on contemporary grey seal
colonies in Scilly and Cornwall were also consulted (Summers 1978).
This research acknowledges the constraints that using faunal remains
as proxies for human movement have in archaeology. However, evidence of
these in the Iron Age are so rare that their use as proxies to explain maritime
space are of great importance. The aim of this research however is not to
point out areas of human movement or places for fishing and hunting, what
it aims to explore is the capabilities of Iron Age societies to use and explore
the maritime environment whether this is collecting shell-fish, trapping sea
birds or performing deep-sea fishing.
Aspect analysis
It has been Robinson’s (2007) work on the prehistoric landscape of Scilly that
has dealt mainly with the changes in the maritime landscape and the use of
the lived space in the Isles. However, his work presents a coarse chronological
resolution and little comparison with Cornwall in terms of understanding
the Iron Age specifically. His interpretations on settlement and the use of
harbours in the Bronze and Iron Age are based only in a single reconstruction
of the Bronze Age coastline. In the case of Halangy Down he suggests the
site was located near a bay shared between St Mary’s and Tresco during
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the Iron Age. From the results of this research it is argued that space was
different than that suggested by Robinson (2007) and that the inter-island
space was larger than previous thought by late prehistory. As a consequence
interpretation of the landscape from the Bronze Age until the end of the Iron
Age suggests a more complex scenario.
This section explores the probable use of the maritime space in Scilly
during the Bronze and Iron Ages. It begins by looking at the effect that prevailing wind conditions would have had in Scilly using the paleogeographic
reconstructions produced in this research. Wind direction not only affects
sailing and movement around the archipelago it can also have an impact on
settlement, agriculture and other land based activities. As such, prevailing
wind conditions will be modelled for each of the settlement categories defined
above and for each of the five palaeolandscape models produced.
Wind direction during late prehistory in Scilly has been calculated recently
by Perez-Fernandez (2013: 162) and this is to be of a westerly direction and
having a predominant axis of south west-north east. This research explores
the nature of the archaeological occupation and the relationship with the
palaeoenvironment by analysing the coastal landscape through surface aspect
analysis at each 500 year interval.
With the aim of identify patterns of settlement in the Isles based on
orientation, sheltering from the prevailing winds and harbourage in protected
bays, this section sets to the task of reconstructing the palaeowind conditions
in the Isles of Scilly during the pariod of 4 to 2 kya BP. The first step was to
create an aspect surface of the Isles using the outputs of the palaeogeographic
models and DEMs. Using ArcGIS aspect analysis tool from the surface toolbox,
each DEMs were processed. The tool was run for each of the 500 year interval
palaeobathymetric rasters produced for Scilly using the rasters as parameters.
In each case the palaeobathymetric datasets were clipped, using the clip tool,
with the models of land availability for each 500 year MHWST. The syntax in
subsection A.3.2 was used to produce such aspect rasters.
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Once each 4, 3.5, 3, 2.5 and 2 kya BP aspect terrains were clipped these
were subsequently reclassified to simplify landscape classification into cardinal points represented by the angle of the aspect analysis. To simplify the
classification of places protected from the wind and those on the windward
side of Scilly, a nomenclature classification on a scale of 0 to 9 was attributed.
As such, all of the sites on the most protected side of the Isles would be those
of a north easterly orientation and will be represented by 0 in the reclassification, whilst those facing the predominant wind will be classified with the
highest value of 9 (Figure 63a). The reclassification was done using ArcGIS
10.1 reclassify tool from the Spatial Analyst toolbox. The input parameters for
this tool were the previously clipped aspect analysis rasters. The parameters
of the reclassification values of the rasters were divided into the eight cardinal
points represented by angles (go to Table 7 to consult the conversion values).
In Scilly however, not all of the land above MHWST is in contact with the
coastline therefore there was a need to further divide the landscape into two
areas; one area inside a 100m buffer from MHWST and the rest of the land
outside such buffer. 100 metres was chosen as an arbitrary measurement to
distinguish those areas with close contact with the shoreline and those that
are less directly related. This buffer does not imply accessibility to the coast
as many of the areas that fall within the 100m buffer are high or rocky coastal
features and therefore blocking or denying easy access to the coast. Using the
Euclidean distance analysis raster output a 100m buffer from the coastlines
of each period was produced. Then using the raster calculator tool the syntax
in subsection A.3.2 was run and extracted a 100m buffer from each 500 year
interval MHWST polygon for the Isles of Scilly.
Table 7: Table showing the different Reclassify tool parameters used in the numerous
stages of the aspect analysis.
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. . . continued
Prevailing wind
Cardinal

reclassification

New values

representation

values

0.000082 - 45

0

N

2

45 - 90

45

NE

0

90 - 135

90

E

2

135 - 180

135

SE

4

180 - 225

180

S

6

225 - 270

225

SW

8

270 - 315

270

W

6

315 - 360

315

NW

4

Old values

This created a new raster which values tresulting to be greater than
100m away from MHWST yielded a numeric value of 1, whilst the rest a
numeric value of 0. In addition, to unify the aspect analysis outputs and
the newly created buffer rasters it was necessary to reclassify the aspect
raster values from degrees into a numeric value within an incremental scale
of even numbers starting with 0. Again, this was achieved by applying the
reclassify tool on ArcGIS 10.1 to the aspect raster (see Table 7 for a table of
reclassification conversions).
Subsequently, a new model of prevailing wind was built from the results
of aspect analysis and the distance from the coast. To quantify the values for
the leeward side of the archipelago and those on the windward side, once
more the reclassify tool was used on the aspect raster, this time the new aspect
raster values (seen in Table 7) were values depending on their position in
prevailing wind conditions (see Table 7 for the prevailing wind conversion
parameters), the higher shelter an area presented the lowest denomination
(numerical 0) was represented in the raster. Similarly the more exposed to the
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prevailing wind an area had, the maximum value was reflected in the raster
(in this case 8).
Finally to distinguish those areas in contact with MHWST from those located at more than 100m from the coast these two rasters where added
using once more the raster calculator by applying the syntax shown in subsection A.3.2.
The final rasters (at each 500 years interval) were a combined raster output
equivalent to MHWST mark for each time slice, showing prevailing wind
values. Those areas that fall within the 100m buffer were represented by even
numbers whilst those outside the buffer were odd numbers (Figure 63a).

(a) Diagram of classification method

(b) Output of classification used on DEM

Figure 63: Diagram showing the process of raster reclassification based on predominant wind direction in Scilly. Even numbers represent those areas within
the 100m and in contact with MHWST, whilst odd numbers beyond the
100m buffer.

In addition and to explain the process of modelling these conditions,
the model in Figure 64 shows the steps followed in ArcGIS model builder
tool to create the raster surface. This classification of the palaeolandscape of
Scilly provides a comprehensive platform to quantify if Bronze and Iron Age
settlement in Scilly had any influence on the way people dealt with maritime
conditions. Each of the archaeological sites recorded in Scilly’s CHER database
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will be contrasted against this predominant wind model based on each of the
sites categories.

5.3

archaeological context analysis

5.3.1

Material culture

Material culture selected for analysis was previously analysed by Ashbee
(1983a) and Robinson (2007) and was suggested that it could be indicative of
maritime activities in the late prehistory. Ashbee looked at pottery remains
from Halangy Down whilst Robinson focused on the stone artefacts found
at Nornour. For this research, only the material from Nornour were studied
as these were available and on display at the archaeological museum of St
Mary’s. Nornour material has been considered to be the best example of late
prehistoric occupation in the Isles (Robinson 2007: 57). The site is the second
largest in the Isles and the material culture recovered from several excavation
seasons presented evidence of continuous occupation from the Bronze Age
all the way to the Late Iron Age (Butcher 1978: 64; Butcher 2004: 5; Dudley
1967: 63).
From the collection only 70 pottery fragments were photographed. The
size of these was between 5 and 10cm and range from black to dark brown
tones. From these only 22 have incised decoration, the rest are plain uncharacteristic sherds. These are also thick and coarse, thickness ranging from 2 to
3cm.
As mentioned in chapter two, only a few artefacts from Scilly have been
related with maritime activities in late prehistoric Scilly. In the case of Halangy
Down comprehensive analysis of pottery belonging to the archaeological site
was previously carried out as a way to investigate more about the traces of
marine oil residues found in few selected pot sherds (Ashbee 1983b: 35).

Figure 64: Steps followed in ArcGIS Model Builder tool to create a predominant wind model of Scilly.
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Nevertheless, access to these collections was not granted and there is minimal
work to be done regarding such artefacts.
Those labelled as anchor stones have a trapezoidal outline. If oriented
with the longest of the sides, there is a hollowed hole in the top corner
of each of these artefacts as seen in Figure 65. These are similar to those
recorded by Robinson and classified as type A and E, shown in Table 8. The
dimensions of these two artefacts range from 50 to 20cm in diameter. There
is a probable morphological relationship with these artefacts and some of
the ‘stone anchors’ found in the south east of England as is the case of the
stone anchor found in Bouldnor, Isle of Wight, and believed to date to the
Late Iron Age according to Trott and Tomalin (2003: 173). Despite it being
of similar dimensions as the ones in Scilly, the latter example presents clear
differences in shape and material as the latter it is made of limestone and
presents additional squared perforations on the basal extreme (Figure 65b).

(a) Photo of the alleged anchor stone
0
50 cm
archived at St Mary’s Archaeological museum. Photo Rodrigo Pacheco(b) Stone anchor found in the southern
Ruiz
English coast (after Trott and Tomalin
2003: 173)
Figure 65: Examples of Late Iron Age stone anchors found in England.

Stone artefacts labelled as net sinkers had a torus-like shape, with the
perforation in the centre of the artefact. These are also made from very coarse
and robust granite blocks but are smaller than the trapezoidal artefacts. These
range from 20 to 25cm in diameter and resemble the artefacts described
by Robinson (Table 8 labeled C and D). The lack of nets associated with
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these artefacts in Nornour and the fact that these were found in the layers of
Nornour believed to be part of the abandonment of the settlement suggest
these could have been discarded elements of abandoned fishing gear.
Table 8: Material culture from the site of Nornour and analysed at the archaeological
museum in the Isles of Scilly. Typological definitions from Robinson (2007)

Material

Dimensions ()

Assumed function

Type

granite

50 cm

stone anchor

a, e

granite

24 cm

stone anchor

a, e

granite

23 cm

net sinker

c, d

granite

20 cm

net sinker

c, d

granite

22 cm

net sinker

c, d

On a special visit to Nornour on 2013 with members of the Universities of
Southampton, Liverpool and Cardiff, more stone artefacts were found lying
in the immediate area of the round houses at Nornour. A broken stone anchor
was found suggesting that more evidence of the maritime role of Nornour
(Figure 66) is in need of further exploration. Sadly, little can be added about
these artefacts without future archaeological exploration in similar sites.
Whilst these artefacts represent a unique record of probable maritime
activities in later prehistory in Scilly, nothing much can be added until
new finds and excavations yield more complete assemblages. As such, it
has been difficult to find from these artefacts better ways of interpreting
the specifics of Nornour. Although indicative of potential net sinkers and
stone anchors, the problems of dating such artefacts and minimal previous
contextual description of these are evident. Therefore these artefacts remain
suggestive rather than definitive as maritime artefacts. What is meaningful
nevertheless, is the location of such artefacts within the clear maritime context
of Scilly. These artefacts, found a few metres from the sea are important in
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Figure 66: Photograph of a stone anchor found lying on the surface of the settlement at
Nornour, Scilly, on September 2013. Photograph by Rodrigo Pacheco-Ruiz

terms of the everyday life of maritime Iron Age sites in Scilly and are crucial
to investigate further in context (Figure 66).

5.4

bridging the gap between land and sea

This chapter has explored so far which key questions about human occupation
in the coast on Scilly and west of Cornwall are important to study regarding
the understanding of maritime ways of life in later prehistory. It also has
shown the methodology behind this chapter to answer such questions by
building multi-proxy human/environment models mainly through the use of
spatial analysis, archaeological contexts and fieldwork. The following lines
show the results of the application of such models and how these new insights
on coastal habitation can be applied as interpretative tools.
What this section aims to answer is if there was distinction between coastal
and inland settlement. The results shown below are part of a comprehensive
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geostatistical and archaeological analysis on the nature of settlement in the
Isles of Scilly and west Cornwall during the 1st millennium BC. The results are
represented on a 500 year interval time-slices based on the palaeolandscape
models which complement the fractured nature of archaeological evidence
discussed in previous chapters.
Palaeolandscape reconstructions based on GIA modelling of sea level
change have shown that Scilly goes through an intense period of coastal
change during the 1st millennium BC whilst changes in the coast of west
Cornwall are less significant. Euclidean distance analysis of each site from
the coastline has the potential to demonstrate if there was any correlation
between settlement and this dramatic palaeoenvironmental change.
By analysing all of the archaeological evidence for human occupation
in Scilly and the west of Cornwall a richer understanding of the nature
of human activities by the coastline is sought. This has the intention of
improving the way of thinking about Iron Age maritime societies widely
discussed and introduced in chapter two. The following spatial analysis takes
into account every aspect of the social sphere: from habitation, land use
and sacred landscape. However, prior to analysing the spatial distribution of
human occupation and the coast, it is necessary to understand the nature of
the inter-relationship between changes in human occupation from the Bronze
Age until the Iron Age in Scilly and Britain. The results of the proximity
analysis based on Thiessen polygons will be introduced for Scilly and the
west of Cornwall as a way to quantify if these two places experience similar
changes in the use of space.
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5.4.1

From islands in the Bronze Age towards an archipelago in the Iron Age

Inter-site relationships
The results from distance and inter-site proximity analysis in the Isles of Scilly
suggest that society moved from being settled within different islands and
with a degree of autonomy, towards an integrated archipelago during the 1st
millennium BC. Results of marine transgression models show that by the MBA
in Scilly there were three main islands; St Mary’s, a much larger St Martin’s
and what I have designed as the north western Island — the union of Bryher,
Tresco and Samson. These were separated by the beginning of the Iron Age
two and a half thousand years ago and slowly transforming into the more
familiar landscape of today’s Scilly by the early medieval period in AD 100.
Thiessesn polygon analysis showed that at some point during the MBA these
three large islands had a well-balanced cultural landscape represented by
habitation sites and field systems as well as a rich sacred landscape (Figure 67
and Figure 68).
St Mary’s for most of the Bronze Age was inhabited by people living in
round houses and permanent buildings (red polygons) which were located
on the northern side of the island within the excavated settlement of Halangy
Down. In the analysis the size of the polygons is representative of the clustering of sites. As such, the smaller the polygons, the larger the concentration
of sites in the landscape. In addition, there is an important concentration of
Bronze Age human activity in the northern part of St Mary’s and these are
associated with field systems most of them immediately located nearby the
area of the settlement at Halangy Down. There is a marked spacing however
in the rest of the Isles in terms of habitation. The area of Porth Cressa beach,
in the southern part of St Mary’s, represents a more sparsely distributed
settlement in contrast with the tightly packed polygons at Halangy Down.
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Figure 67: Map showing the results from the Thiessen polygon analysis of space distribution in the Isles of
Scilly during 4 ka BP. The analysis was performed on the hypothetical area from dry-land based on
MHWST for each period.
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Figure 68: Map showing the results from the Thiessen polygon analysis of space distribution in the Isles of
Scilly during 3.5 ka BP. The analysis was performed on the hypothetical area from dry-land based
on MHWST for each period.
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Figure 69: Map showing the results from the Thiessen polygon analysis of space distribution in the Isles of
Scilly during 3 ka BP. The analysis was performed on the hypothetical area from dry-land based on
MHWST for each period.
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Figure 70: Map showing the results from the Thiessen polygon analysis of space distribution in the Isles of
Scilly during 2.5 ka BP. The analysis was performed on the hypothetical area from dry-land based
on MHWST for each period.
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Figure 71: Map showing the results from the Thiessen polygon analysis of space distribution in the Isles of
Scilly during 2 ka BP. The analysis was performed on the hypothetical area from dry-land based on
MHWST for each period.
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The sacred spaces of St Mary’s are a predominating feature of the MBA
and LBA landscape of Scilly. These occur in numbers near the settlement of
Halangy Down but also on the cliffs dominating the open sea landscape of
the south as shown by the vast extension of yellow Thiessen polygons in
Figure 67, Figure 68 and Figure 69. These, as (Robinson 2007: 119) suggests
could have been important features in the maritime landscape of the Isles
due to their location overlooking the sea and their significance as navigation
markers in particular those showing tight clusters in the south of St Mary’s.
Moving north east of the archipelago, also during the Bronze Age (Figure 67, Figure 68 and Figure 69), a much larger St Martin’s shows a very
similar landscape configuration to that seen previously in St Mary’s. Again,
there is evidence of the closely knitted red and green Thiessen polygons,
showing a concentration of agrarian activities and settlement evidence on the
eastern part of the island. On the other extreme of the isle, on the north west,
yet another concentration of round houses can be seen near the vicinity of
today’s town of Lower Town. In the same way as St Mary’s, in St Martin’s
there is an important concentration of sacred areas in the landscape clustering
near the coastline represented by yellow polygons (Figure 67, Figure 68 and
Figure 69).
The identification of a similar settlement pattern can also be outlined
in our hypothetical Bronze Age north western Isle. From the red and green
cluster of polygons on the western part of the Isle (today’s Samson and Bryher)
there is a similarity to St Mary’s and St Martin’s, again a concentration of
habitation and agrarian spaces can be seen by the MBA. There is evidence of
a large distribution of sacred spaces, in particular in places of importance
for maritime activities. This pattern is also recurrent from the MBA in the
Isle of St Agnes more towards the south western extreme of the archipelago.
Here, there is also a similar pattern of habitation sites and agrarian spaces
clustering with a large distribution of sacred landscape use.
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This organisation changes by the Iron Age and it is most notable in the
partition of the MBA landscape by 3.5 and 3 kya BP and by a reorganisation of
the island cultural landscape by 2.5 and 2 kya BP. As seen previously, marine
transgression divides the north western Isle between 3.5 and 3 kya BP. By
the end of the Iron Age the cultural landscape of Scilly shows interesting
differences from that shown in the Bronze Age.
In relation to the above, there is a strong correlation between the emergence of cliff-castles in the Iron Age and the nearby Bronze Age funerary monument clusters, which also overlook the open waters of the archipelago.The
former representing a probable replacement to what the abandoned Bronze
Age cairns and entrance graves could have represented. The blue polygons in
(Figure 70 and Figure 71), showing enclosed spaces appear where the largest
concentrations of Bronze Age cairns in Scilly exist. These can be seen in the
south eastern areas of St Mary’s, the west of St Agnes and the north of Bryher.
Despite the reduced number of identified Iron Age sites in Scilly, St Mary’s
and St Martins show a continuous relationship between permanent buildings
and field systems. On the other hand, only Samson and Tresco seem to present
evidence of permanent habitation by the end of the 1st millennium BC. The
fact that it seems to be little changed within the habitation and agrarian
spheres. Evidence of the use of landscape from the Bronze Age until the Iron
Age could suggest that changes did not affected these spaces as much as it
cold be imagined, in particular with the large amount of land lost during this
period. However, the marked changes in the use of the sacred landscape as
well as the introduction of enclosed spaces, mainly cliff-castles in the Iron
Age shows a turning point in the definition of the cultural landscape.
How far from the coast?
To explore some of the arguments introduced above the following section
shows the results of the spatial analysis in the Isles of Scilly. With this in
mind, it is almost impossible to avoid the dominance that the coastal area
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represents today and probably in the past of Scilly. In Scilly the furthest away
from the sea a place might be is roughly a kilometre. A constant reminder
of the ubiquity of the maritime environment in which societies lived and
appreciated by the distribution of many of the Iron Age site locations visible
today. From the MBA until the LIA there is a tendency of all sites to being
found between 25 and 350m from the coastline. In the Bronze Age most of
the sites are found between 55 and 200m away from the coastline. Sites dating
to the Iron Age are predominantly found between 25 and 100 from MHWST.
To distinguish the relationship between coastal distance and specific
activities we can study the distance from the coastline by category. Starting
with habitation, evidence of round houses and buildings away from the
coastline seems to change from the Bronze Age into the Iron Age. This could
be as an important response to marine transgression. Following the results
plotted in Figure 72 it can be said that there is a uniform distribution of
settlement sites located between 50 and 200m depending on MHWST for each
time slice. This is also notable for the Iron Age where more than five sites
are within this range. However, in contrast to the logarithmic expression
of settlement distribution in the Bronze Age, there is a second step in the
cumulative graph of the Iron Age showing also sites between 300 and 350m
from MHWST in the Iron Age (see habitation plot in Figure 72). This supports
Thomas’ ideas that people living on Halangy Down settlement in St Mary’s
decided to move away from the coastline by the end of the 1st millennium BC
due to marine transgression and wind blown sands (Thomas 1985: 25).
Linked with habitation sites are additionally the presence of field systems
these which seem to be located evenly between 100 and 200m away from
the coastline. There is less evidence of this ‘stepping-up’ from the Bronze
Age to the Iron Age as it can be appreciated on the results of Euclidean
distance analysis of habitation sites. Despite their spatial relationship with
habitation sites, Figure 72 shows the gradual and homogenic distribution of
field systems away from the coastline in Scilly during the 1st millennium BC.

Figure 72: Figure showing the results of the Euclidean distance analysis on first millennium BC archaeological
sites in the Isles of Scilly
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What is noticeable is the decline n numbers of field systems towards the Iron
Age.
Sacred sites show clear changes in their distribution away from the coast
during late prehistoric Scilly. The large amount of funerary monuments and
sites dating to the Bronze Age is remarkably higher than those dating to
the Iron Age. Bronze Age cairns and entrance graves exceed 540 in number
compared to less than 10 cist graves found and excavated in Scilly. Therefore
a good comparison between different ways of dealing with the dead during
late prehistory. The high level of clustering that these sites present, shown on
the Thiessen polygon analysis, is also reflected in the distance of these sites
from the coastline. The majority of these sites happen between 50 and 300m
away from the coastline, a marked preference in the location these types of
sites. For the Iron Age, despite the low numbers of funerary sites, all of the
sites are also found within the 50 to 150m range from the coastline.
Contrary to habitation and field systems, evidence of the preference for
funerary sites to be at a specific distance from the coast can be seen in the
analysis. Most of the funerary monuments in the Bronze Age are located
between 100 and 300m from the coastline. This supports what Robinson (2007:
84) mentions about these sites being important for coastal navigation markers,
or as liminal places dedicated to mediate spaces between land and sea.
From the results of spatial distribution of funerary sites it is important to
underline the relevance of sacred spaces in the maritime landscape. Whilst
this change in burial mentality from the Bronze Age to the Iron Age can
be seen widespread throughout Britain (Sharples 2010: 169) the changes
from communal to individual burials might suggest these had the purpose
of marking use of the maritime space as well. For the Bronze Age burials
in entrance graves are characterised by multiple cremations and evidence of
group internment not only in Scilly but in many places of the south west.
This changes by the Iron Age where there is steep representation on burial
traditions. The introduction of cist graves in the south west and in Scilly
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has been seen as a change from community burial practices to individual
internment. Evidence of LIA brooches, for many has been seen as evidence
of individuality and the deposition of personal items such as swords and
mirrors also support this change in funerary traditions.
This is relevant when thinking of how communal space was marked
during the Bronze Age and the Iron Age, in particular when we analyse
the results from distance and location of cliff-castles in Scilly. For example,
enclosed spaces in Scilly in contrast to the south west of England only
appear as cliff-castles not rounds. These, thought to be a specific Iron Age
introduction, are located on the same space that funerary sites in the Bronze
Age as can be seen from the Thiessen polygon analysis introduced above. As
such, cliff-castles also occur within the destined area for Bronze age cairns
and entrance graves (an example of this in Scilly in Figure 73). As seen on
Figure 72 enclosed spaces happen between 50 and 110m from MHWST, roughly
the same distance as cairns and entrance graves. This relationship between
cliff-castles and the Bronze Age monuments could suggest that these Iron
Age structures may have also been seen as the equivalent of the communal
space and of places of important significance for maritime activities and that
funerary elements are less of a marker of communal space by the Iron Age.
So far, the spatial analysis of sites using proximity analysis and tools
such as Thiessen polygon and Euclidean distance on archaeological sites in
the Isles of Scilly have shown that there are meaningful changes from the
Bronze Age to the Iron Age society in terms of the use of communal space
and settlement. It has been shown that there is a strong spatial relationship
between settlements and field systems during the 1st millennium BC and
an important change in the way communal space could be defined. More
intimately it shows that there is a probable reaction in the Iron Age to marine
transgression clearly seen in the gap between sites near the coast and those
further away supporting previous thoughts on Iron Age settlement in the Isles
(Thomas 1985: 110). Still, due to the homogeneous distribution of sites and
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Figure 73: Photograph of Shipman’s Head and Hell bay from Shipman’s Down at
the isle of Bryher. The photograph taken from south to north shows the
Iron Age cliff castle promontory at the far left end of the frame, whilst also
depicting a cluster of Bronze Age cairns at the right of the photograph,
located at the sloping face of Shipman’s Down and going towards Hell Bay.
Photograph Rodrigo Pacheco-Ruiz
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to the area of the Isles, it is difficult to establish if there is a clear difference
between inland and coastal settlement. Therefore the following paragraphs
aim to compare these patterns and analyse whether they are particular to
the conditions of living in an archipelago or are also seen on the west of
Cornwall.

5.4.2

Similarities in settlement with west Cornwall

The results of exploring the spatial distribution of habitation sites (round
houses and buildings) in the west of Cornwall from the coastline shows
that there is not a clear divide between the sites near the coastline and
those further away. What Euclidean distance analysis shows is that there is
a uniform distribution on the number of habitation sites during most of the
Bronze Age (4 – 3 kya BP) these being found evenly distributed between 200
and 4500m away from the coastline. A similar pattern shown on those sites
dating to the Iron Age (2.5 – 2 kya BP) (Figure 74). These are located from
100m and extending further to 8.5km from the coastline. It seems that the
trend is unaffected despite the effect of marine transgression in the region.
However, as shown previously, the impact of RSL rise in the coast of west
Cornwall was not as dramatic as in Scilly.
Habitation sites therefore are located at similar distances from the coastline during the 1st millennium BC in the west of Cornwall. It is however the
cumulative frequency of these that might suggest that there was a change in
attitude towards being closer to the coastline during the Iron Age. For example, Figure 74 shows that the cumulative values line representing distances
of sites away from the coastline in the Bronze Age is shallower than in the
Iron Age, the latter presenting a steep increase of sites that tend to be near
the coastline (Figure 74).
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The habitation plot on Figure 74 shows that almost double the number

of Iron Age sites, compared to Bronze Age sites, are located three km away
from the coastline and that these values continue to grow until the five km
limit. This however, does not reflect a simple encroachment of the coastline as
there is a clear overlap of the curves representing site distances between the
periods of 4, 3.5 and 3 kya BP indicative of little influence on RSL change in
the habitation sphere. There is however a marked change by 2.5 kya BP and
remains steady during the Iron Age. It is important to note that whilst this
might suggest that Iron Age sites are closer to the coastline in west Cornwall,
it might also be due to the increase in numbers of habitation sites in the Iron
Age than in the Bronze Age.
Additionally, the results from the proximity analysis adds more outcomes
in the understanding of inter-site relationship of habitation sites in the west
of Cornwall. It is evident from Figure 75 and Figure 76 that the majority of
habitation sites during the Bronze and Iron Age are found in Penwith and in
the Lizard peninsula settlement pattern, in this much larger region, closely
resembles remarkably the configuration of settlement in Scilly.
Whilst at a much larger scale, a clear example of the similarities is the
high-level of clustering of all of the habitation sites and field systems as seen
in Figure 75 whilst the larger surrounding areas are populated with sites of
sacred relevance such as cairns. Despite the lack of entrance graves in west
Cornwall, cairns are still very present in the landscape. The pattern seen
in the west of Cornwall has great similarities with that of each individual
islands in Scilly during the Bronze Age, each of them presenting a cluster of
round houses and field systems in defined places whilst the great extension
of the landscape is dominated by cairns and entrance graves.
On the other hand, the Iron Age settlement pattern in west Cornwall is
remarkably different from Scilly. Contrary to what is seen in the archipelago,
there is an increase in the number of sites dating to this period. There is
also a large number of enclosed areas inland (rounds) and on the coast (cliff-

Figure 74: Figure showing the results of the Euclidean distance analysis on first millennium BC archaeological
sites in the west of Cornwall
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castles) contrary to just the coastal sites in the archipelago. Also the Iron Age
settlement pattern in the west of Cornwall follows a similar distribution of
space as in the Bronze Age, whilst in Scilly this is more fractured as seen
previously.
Additionally, one of the most noticeable changes from the Bronze Age to
the Iron age in Scilly and the west of Cornwall is the attitude towards the
deposition of the dead. In both places funerary practices not only change
from the Bronze Age practice of burying people in large communal markers
such as cairns and entrance graves to individual burials represented by cists,
but also the locations of these. This can not only be seen from the frequency
of sites in Scilly (Figure 67, Figure 68, Figure 69, Figure 70 and Figure 71) but
also in Cornwall (Figure 74).
In a similar way to that in Scilly, the location of Bronze Age sacred sites
and monuments in the west of Cornwall occupy almost all of the landscape
away from the granite outcropping of Land’s End, where habitation sites
dominate the landscape. In west Cornwall these sites also present a very
similar distribution as habitation sites. The plot Figure 74 representing the
results of the Euclidean distance analysis performed on cairns and entrance
graves shows that Bronze Age sacred spaces are found mostly between 100
and 5000m away from the coastline.
Iron Age funerary sites, similar to Scilly, are very rare and only happen
occasionally after 500m away from the coastline. Roughly the same distance as
the nearest Bronze Age cairns. The lack of funerary evidence in the Iron Age
however does not mean a lack of use of the funerary/sacred space. Similar to
Scilly, in the west of Cornwall and in particular the Lizard Peninsula, spaces
dominated by cairns are also places where Iron Age cliff-castles are located.
Polygon analysis shown in Figure 75 and Figure 76 clearly illustrate how the
yellow polygons in the Bronze Age (funerary spaces) are replaced by the blue
polygons (enclosed areas) in the Lizard Peninsula mainly. In particular these
blue polygons are representing coastal edge cliff-castles.

Figure 75: Map showing the results of the Thiessen polygon analysis in the west of Cornwall for the LBA.
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Figure 76: Map showing the results of the Thiessen polygon analysis in the west of Cornwall for the LIA.
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Despite the differences between Iron Age settlement of west Cornwall and
Scilly there is no indication, whether by distance or by proximity to suggest
any focused interest in the coastline during the 1st millennium BC. As a result
of exploring the differences in settlement in the coast or inland in Scilly and
Cornwall, it can be said that habitation sites and field systems cannot be
clearly divided in coastal or inland areas, at least not from their distribution
in the landscape. On the other hand, the difference of the sacred areas not
only in terms of distance to the coast but also their inter-site relationship
together with their use and abandonment during the 1st millennium BC in
Scilly and Cornwall brings new insights into how the maritime landscape
could have been used in the Iron age in this region.

5.5

coastal contexts in scilly

Proximity and distance analysis provided a comprehensive and wide-angle
view of some of the most important changes in the maritime landscape of
Scilly and the west of Cornwall. Here, however, I focus on understanding
the intimacy of human occupation in the archipelago by looking at the
archaeological evidence of maritime activities reflected in domestic contexts
dating to late prehistory. In particular those sites presenting evidence of
that maritime subsistence strategies based on fishing, catching and collecting
faunal resources. This section explores the nature of human occupation
in Scilly by focusing on faunal evidence found in middens as a way to
complement the idea of an Iron Age maritime task-scape in the region.
The exploitation of terrestrial and marine species is shown through the
rich evidence of faunal remains within middens dating to the 1st millennium
BC in the isles. The data is taken from the work done by Ratcliffe et al. (1996:
65) on assemblages from sites such as Nornour, Halangy Down and Porth
Killier (Figure 77) where middens containing layers of human occupation
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have yield well-preserved evidence of the exploitation of a wide range of
maritime environments.

Figure 77: Section of Porth Killier midden (in yellow) found within the round house
structure and outside of the building. Redrawn from Ratcliffe et al. (1996:
fig. 39).

Evidence of a wide exploitation of maritime and terrestrial fauna is well
documented in the archaeological record of Scilly. Limpet middens from
Nornour, Halangy Down and Porth Killier demonstrate that social groups
had a comprehensive knowledge of the available ecological niches and that
they knew how to exploit them. In land, not only is there good evidence of
domestic animal species such as domestic fowl (Gallus sp.), partridges (Perdix
perdix), pheasants (Phaisanus sp.), ox (Bos sp.), pigs (Sus sp), sheep (Ovis sp ),
goat (Capra sp.), horses (Equus sp.) and cats (Felis sp.) but also a wide range of
species found in estuaries, flood-plains, fresh water environment, grassland,
moorland, woodland.
The exploitation of maritime species however should not be of any surprise
in a place such as Scilly. What is remarkable nevertheless is the variability of
maritime species found in such contexts. In Figure 78 the frequencies for taxa
variability in Scilly indicate that whilst the domestic and inland environments
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are well-known and exploited, there is also a wide range of species exploited
from estuarine, coastal, intertidal and offshore environments.

Figure 78: Plot of the different taxa found in archaeological contexts dating to the
Bronze and Iron Age in Scilly. Data extracted from Ratcliffe et al. (1996).

Changes in the palaeolandscape of Scilly could also be reflected in the
variability of species found in these archaeological contexts. Inland, for example there is a clear decrease in species found in grasslands during the Bronze
Age and an increase of species from moorlands towards the Iron Age as seen
in Figure 78. This supports the pollen evidence of a decrease in woodland in
the Isles by this period (Perez-Fernandez 2013: 133). There is also an increase
in the number of taxa variations found in the intertidal zones towards the
Iron Age. This is relevant as it adds further strength to the results of our
palaeocoastline modelling as it is proposed that during the Iron Age there
was a 50% increase the intertidal area of Scilly.
From the species most likely to be collected in the intertidal mudflats,
birds are the most notable. From the Bronze Age to the Iron Age there is
an increase in redshanks (Tringa totanus), shellducks (Tadorna tadorna), brent
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geese (Branta bernicla) and grey herons (Ardea cinerea). Also, an increase on
mollusc species such as the common cockle, mussels, warty venuses, flat
winkles and thick topshells (Ratcliffe et al. 1996: 39). The exploitation of sea
birds by prehistoric societies is not new in the archaeological record. However,
Scilly could have played an important role as a breeding locale for some
sea birds during the Bronze and Iron Ages. The remains of great auks, now
extinct, in Halangy Down has been suggested by Serjeantson (2001) to be of
some importance as the spread of farming between the 4th and 1st millennium
BC only left a few places for great auk breeding amongst the Hebrides, Isles
of Man and Scilly (Serjeantson 2001: 55).
Although more difficult to assign fish species specifically to intertidal
areas, there are species such as the saithe (Pollachius virens), common eel (Anguilla anguilla), conger eel (Conger conger), mackerel (Scomber scombrus), mullet (Mugilidae), red gunard (Aspitrigla cuculus), sea bass (Dicentrarchus labrax),
seabream (Sparidae), pollack (Pollachius pollchius ), ballan wrasse (Labrus bergylta),
corkwing wrasse (Crenilabrus melops), gilthead (Sparus aurata) and black
bream (Spondyliosoma cantharus) that are also found within the intertidal
range and are present in prehistoric contexts of Scilly.
However, not all of the fish taxa in Scilly comes from near the coastline.
Demersal species such as cod (Gadus morhua), hake (Merluccius merluccius)
and whiting (Merlangius merlangus) are very rarely found inshore or near the
coastline (Figure 79). This evidence suggests that people were also venturing
into open waters to get these types of catch. Figure 79 shows the areas where
fish, found in archaeological contexts in Scilly, can be found. Activities in
the archipelago were not only restricted to the immediate coastline of Scilly.
Whilst many of the species can be found within the archipelago coastline and
intertidal areas others would have required navigating offshore in some cases
twice the distance or more than the sail to the mainland.
The results of plotting the known depths of which some of the species
found in middens from Scilly shows the maximum distances that Scillonians
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could have had to sail to reach the catch. Table 9 shows that there are many
fish taxa such as seabream, sea bass, mullet, red gunard, coalfish, saithe,
mackerel, pollack, common eel, conger eel, corkwing wrasse, ballan wrasse,
gilthead, black bream, plaice, ling, turbot, dab, gurnard that are found within
the depths of the archipelago. This shows a rich environmental diversity and
demonstrates an interest in the coastal resources of Scilly. In contrast to the
increase of taxa variation in bird species, there is little difference between
the taxa found in Bronze and Iron Age contexts in Scilly. Those dating to the
Bronze Age are 20 different, 17 dating to the Iron Age.
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Table 9: Table showing the different fish species found in Late Prehistoric middens in
Scilly. Data derived from Ratcliffe et al. (1996)

Latin Name

Common Name

Behaviour

Depth in m
Min Max

Gadus morhua

cod

demersal

-150 -200

Merluccius merluccius

hake

demersal

-70

-370

Merlangius merlangus

whiting

demersal

-30

-100

dab

demersal

-20

-150

gurnard

benthic

-20

-300

turbot

demersal

-20

-70

ling

demersal

-15

-600

plaice

demersal

-10

-50

Spondyliosoma cantharus

black bream

demersal

-5

-300

Labrus bergylta

ballan wrasse

reef

-1

-50

corkwing wrasse

reef

-1

-30

gilthead

demersal

-1

-150

Pollachius virens

coalfish, saithe

demersal

0

-200

Anguilla anguilla

common eel

diadromous

0

-700

Conger conger

conger eel

demersal

0

-1171

Scomber scombrus

mackerel

pelagic

0

-200

mullet

pelagic

0

-120

red gunard

demersal

0

-191

seabream

benthic

0

5

Dicentrarchus labrax

sea bass

demersal

0

-100

Pollachius pollchius

pollack

demersal

0

-201

thick-lipped grey mullet

demersal

red sea bream

benthopelagic

Limanda limanda
Triglidae
Scophtalmus maximus
Molva molva
Pleuronectes platessa

Crenilabrus melops
Sparus aurata

Mugilidae
Aspitrigla cuculus
Sparidae

Chelon labrusus
Pagellus bogaraveo

-700
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. . . continued
Labridae

wrasse

There is a good relationship between today’s known locations of grey
seal (Halichoerus grypus) colonies in Scilly and prehistoric sites with evidence
of the exploitation of this mammal. The study by Summers (1974: 289) on
modern seal populations shows that the main colonies in Scilly are located on
the offshore rocky islands of the Innisvouls and Menawethan in the Eastern
Isles; Seal Rock and Illiswilgig west of Samson and Bryher and in Great
Crebawethan, Jacky’s Rock, Rosevear, Mellegdan and Rosvean in the Western
Rocks.
The colonies in the Eastern Rocks are very near to the archaeological site
of Nornour for example, which has yielded so far the largest quantity of grey
seal bones of any of the Iron Age sites in Scilly. Similarly, the site of Porth
Killier, which also presents evidence of grey seal consumption is located near
today’s colonies of the Western Rocks as well as those sites in Bryher and
Samson, near today’s grey seal colonies of the Norrad Rock.
On the other hand, sites further away from seal and sea bird colonies
on the offshore rocky islands of Scilly, show less evidence of marine fauna
consumption. Halangy Down for example is found further away from probable places for marine species breeding places and there is little evidence
of marine exploitation, whilst places near the colonies such as Porth Killier
and Nornour present a wide range of species within the settlements within
the middens contexts (Ratcliffe et al. 1996: 11). Robinson (2007: 83 and 93)
also suggests that evidence of marine species would help understanding the
role of some of the settlements. The hearths found in Nornour could have
been used to process marine oils whilst the settlement in Annet could be a
probable camping for seal hunting.
Through higher resolution models of the palaeolandscape this research
adds more detail to the probable role of human occupation during the 1st mil-
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lennium BC. The increase of the intertidal area during this period is reflected
on the variability of the intertidal species found in archaeological contexts in
the archipelago. This is important as it suggests a grown interest in exploiting
maritime resources within the area. This adds a better understanding of
late prehistoric maritime activities in Scilly and, for first time, showing the
correlation between the changes in the palaeolandscape and the response of
communities towards the changes in faunal resources.

5.6

changes from the bronze age to the iron age

So far, this chapter has explored the different possibilities that identifying
differences in coastal and inland contexts of Scilly and the west of Cornwall
bring as a way to understand the maritime task-scape of late prehistory. Using
spatial analysis, geostatistcal tools and palaeolandscape modelling, it has
shown that habitation sites in the region are difficult to divide and there
is little difference between those sites near the shoreline and those further
ashore. However, focusing on faunal remains as proxies to understand these
task-scapes paints a picture of the dynamism of maritime activities in Iron
Age Scilly. This section expands the role of settlement and the maritime
context by looking into the influence of prevailing weather conditions in late
prehistoric Scilly as a way to define difference in the use of maritime spaces
between the Bronze Age and the Iron Age. It studies the relationship between
the site location of those areas of the Isles exposed or sheltered from the
prevailing wind conditions. By doing so it enriches further the exploration of
the different uses of the landscapes in Scilly and it defines which spheres of
human occupation are influenced by such conditions.
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5.6.1

Sites orientations

The results from the analysis of location of human occupation shows that
frequencies of the number of Bronze Age habitation sites, shown in Figure 80
by the dark blue line, are located less on the windward side of the archipelago
than on the leeward or protected side of Scilly. It also shows that sites distance
to the coastline in the leeward side is less than than on the windward side of
the archipelago. This tendency can also be seen for sites dating to the Iron
Age where there is a larger number of habitation sites on the protected side
of the archipelago. This comes as no surprise as it is well-known that there
is a continuation in the occupation of some of the buildings during the late
prehistory.
Similarly to habitation sites field systems also are found commonly on the
leeward side of the archipelago as can be seen from the green lines in plot of
Figure 80. There is a decrease of frequencies of sites on the exposed side of
the archipelago from 4 to 3 kya BP a period of great change due to marine
transgression. For the Iron Age however, this seems to be opposite as field
systems are more numerous in the windward side of the archipelago than
on the sheltered areas. However, those field systems tend to be further away
from the coastline almost in the range of 200m from MHWST.
Activity area locations are less determined by the orientation regarding
predominant wind direction. The results of orientation and location analysis
show that whilst there is a preference in the leeward locations by 4 kya BP
from 3.5 to 2 kya BP this tends to be less obvious. Activity areas, mainly
comprised of artefact scatter could not be representative of orientation as
these could have happened more sporadically over the landscape. The interpretations of these isolated sites has been of some difficulty for these same
reasons.
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Figure 80: Plots showing the results from the frequencies of sites and their distance
from the coastline of site location for each period and by their orientation
regarding prevailing wind conditions.
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Dating cliff-castles has been problematic as very little exploration has been
carried out on such structures and these can only be assessed by the tentative
dates that have been assigned of the beginning of the 1st millennium BC.
From the orientation and location analysis it can be said that these structures,
from the period of 2.5 to 2 kya BP are being built with preference on the
leeward side of the archipelago and not in the exposed areas. However, this
is hindered by the small number of these structures so far recorded in the
archipelago.
Finally, sacred spaces in Scilly have no preference of being protected or
exposed to the predominant wind. As can be seen by the plots on Figure 80
the light lines show the frequency of sacred areas and their almost equivalent
distribution throughout the Bronze Age on the leeway side of the archipelago
and on the windward side. This can be explained by their dominant location
on the crests of hills on Bryher, Tresco and St Mary’s. The distribution and
orientation of these sites adds weight to what Robinson (2007: 119) suggests
of their use as navigation aid and hence being capable of be seen from many
points in the archipelago.

5.6.2

Bronze Age funerary monuments and sheltered bays

Islands are known today to have a leeward side and a windward side. This
has clear connotations on navigation to, from and around them. As seen
throughout this thesis, changes in the landscape of Scilly during the late
prehistory have had an important role in shaping dry-land, intertidal areas
and offshore space. So far, there is sufficient evidence to argue that human
occupation in Scilly responded differently according to the prevailing wind
conditions. For example, settlement and agrarian spaces are normally found
in the sheltered areas of the archipelago whilst the sacred landscape dating
to the Bronze Age and the Iron Age cliff-castles do not seem to show any
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marked preference. In the case of Bronze Age cairns and entrance graves,
there seems to be an equilibrium between those found in the leeward and
windward side of the Isles. This section explores the relationship of changes
in the cultural landscape of each of the islands in Scilly and demonstrates
the importance that some of the elements in this landscape could have for
offshore and inter-island navigation.
During the period of 4 to 3 kya BP in the archipelago the north western
part of Scilly is the area that suffers more changes due to RSL rise. This is
clearly shown by the separation of the area of dry-land (MHWST) defined in
this research as the north western Isle, composed by what is today the islands
of Bryher, Samson and Tresco. A snapshot of this island in 4 kya BP shows
an area of similar dimensions to what is St Mary’s today. Surrounded on
the south and west of an important stretch of intertidal area protected from
prevailing winds and from open water swell (see first figure on the left in
Figure 81). The result of the aspect analysis outlines these in green and yellow
along the MHWST mark of the north western Isle from the south up to the east
of the island. As can be appreciated from the distribution of sacred spaces
(the purple dots) in the same map, this area shows little concentration of
cairns and entrance graves, a strong contrast with the northern side of the
isle.
On the north and western side of this island, the leeward side, is where
the majority of the sacred spaces are found. These are in particular clustered
in two locations. The first, shown in Figure 81 by arrow number one, located
in the mouth of a large west facing bay (what is today the area between the
north of Samson and the south of Bryher) and it is flanked by the funerary
buildings of Samson Hill on the north side of the bay and by the North
hill entrance grave and cairns of Samson. Following the coastline north and
turning east is another Bronze Age embayment carving into the heart of the
north western Isle. Shown by arrow number two, this long embayment’s
mouth looks at the rough waters of the Atlantic and it is flanked on both
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sides by the largest concentration of funerary structures dating to the Bronze
Age in the archipelago. On the west, the concentration of entrance graves and
cairns of Shipman’s Head and on the East of what is known today as Castle
Down mark this embayment widely used today to access the inter-island
space of Scilly and formed by 3 kya BP.
Moving south and west of the archipelago is St Agnes, showing a similar
configuration of sheltered bay surrounded by Bronze Age cairns and entrance
graves. The island presents a wide leeward shoreline facing the open Atlantic
on the west side and a sheltered north eastern shoreline. The main embayment
is narrow and it cuts deep into the island. On the top west side of the bay
there is a scatter of Bronze Age cairns known as the Wingletang Down’s
complex whilst on the east is the Kittern hill cluster of cairns and entrance
grave similar to Ship-man’s head in the northern part of the archipelago.
This deep bay also faces open water this time directed towards the English
Channel side of the isles and the presence of sacred areas in this types of bays
seems to be a clear Bronze Age trend.
St Mary’s island has shown very little evidence of coastal modification
since the Bronze Age and its modern landscape is very indicative of late
prehistoric land and seascape. The island presents a long windward shoreline most of it however looking inwards to the archipelago. Whilst there is
evidence of some funerary monuments overlooking the inter-island space the
concentrations of these are found on the open water side of the island. The
arrows marked from four to six, point at these bays located on the leeward
side of the island and, similar to St Agnes and the north western Isle, these
sheltered bays are surrounded by funerary monuments on the hilltops of
Salakee Down, Old Town, Porth Hellick Down and Pennins Head.
To the east of Scilly by 4 kya BP a much larger St Martin’s can be found
as described in previous chapters. The island’s windward coastline, whilst
extensive, faces the inner part of the archipelago and despite most of it now
being underwater presents little evidence of clusters of funerary monuments.
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These are found on the sheltered part of the isle overlooking Cornwall. Arrows
seven and eight in Figure 81 show Hell’s bay and the entrance to the Eastern
Isles and the settlement of Nornour. Similar to the rest of the archipelago,
these mark the presence of sheltered embayments overlooking open waters
rather than dominating the inner landscape of the archipelago; the calm
waters.

5.6.3

Iron Age cliff-castles and sheltered bays

Despite the quantitative change in the coastal landscape of Scilly and the
abandonment of the use of cairns and entrance graves from 4 kya BP to 2 kya
BP there is a marked focus on cliff-castles overlooking sheltered embayments
and sounds towards the Iron Age in Scilly. The map on the right side of
Figure 81 shows that the location of cliff-castles (blue dots) correspond with
the main areas outlined previously by Bronze Age funerary monuments.
Shipman’s Head, one of Scilly’s best preserved cliff-castles lies surrounded
by Bronze Age funerary monuments and also overlooks the northern side of
the open sea. The results of orientation analysis show that this structure not
only shares location with previous features but marks the northern maritime
entrance to one of Scilly’s most protected areas, the eastern coast of Bryher.
Similarly on the south western extreme of the Isles, on St Agnes, the
remains of Kalimay Point Iron Age cliff castle mark the newly created northern embayments of St Agnes shown in Figure 81 with arrows labelled four
and three. However, different from Shipman’s Head in Bryher, this structure
overlooks to the north towards Samson. Just a few metres from Porth Killier
this cliff-castle would have been a notable feature in the coastal landscape if
travelling from St Mary’s, or Samson’s direction towards St Agnes. Different
to Shipman’s Head cliff-castle, Kallimay Point cliff-castle is located on the
opposite side of St Agnes on the northern side of the island and opposite as
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well from the larger bay on the south dominated by the Bronze Age funerary
structures described previously. Despite this difference, Kallimay Point cliff
castle still overlooks the bays located in the northern part of St Agnes, also a
new feature in the Iron Age landscape.
St Mary’s also shows a similar pattern when it comes to cliff-castle locations. The south and eastern side of the island two cliff-castles also overlook
open water, this time towards the English Channel. On one hand, Giant’s
Castle overlooks to the west Old Town Bay and to the East Porth Hellick Bay,
both marked with an arrow labelled with the number two on the right hand
side map of Figure 81. Secondly, the cliff-castle at Mount Todden Down, also
on the eastern coast of St Mary’s located on the leeward side of the isle and
overlooking Crow’s sound (see arrows 3 and 4 on the right-hand side map
in Figure 81) . In both cases, these Iron Age features are located amongst
previous Bronze Age funerary features repeating the pattern seen in Bryher
and St Agnes. The results of the aspect analysis study shows that despite
these structures being located near to the coastline and overlooking open
water locations all of them are placed on the leeward side of the archipelago.
This section has shown that protection from the prevailing wind played
an important role in the Bronze and Iron Age human occupation of the Isles
of Scilly. The results of the study showed that permanent habitation sites
such as round houses and field systems dating to the Bronze and Iron Age
are preferably located on the protected side of the archipelago. It also shows
that less permanent sites such as material concentrations and isolated finds
are less affected by the choice of orientation regarding the prevailing winds.
This is important as it adds detailed knowledge of the relationship between
society and the maritime environment, underlying the awareness that these
groups had of the complexity of the maritime environment. Finally, this last
section also adds more evidence to understand the changes from the maritime
cultural landscape. In particular the shared location of funerary monuments
in the Bronze age and cliff-castles in the Iron Age in the archipelago. These
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being clearly related to aid navigation from and to the archipelago as these
are located clearly flanking large sheltered bays during the Bronze Age and
also the Iron Age.

5.7

conclusions

As the title suggested, the aim of this chapter was to move from the large
scale explanation of the nature of changes that the environment went through
during the 1st millennium BC to explore if these affected society and in
what way. It revolved around the problem of explaining which aspects of
the archaeological record in the south west of England were representative
of maritime activities through the use of dynamic multi-proxy models of
interpretation. It showed that whilst there is a clear differentiation of cultural
traditions from the Bronze Age into the Iron Age, most notably on funerary
practices, there is a clear continuation in the way the space was being used.
Looking at any distinctions between coastal and inland settlement, this
chapter explored the spatial distribution of human occupation within the
maritime landscape of the region. The results of Euclidean distance analysis
showed that there are no marked differences between sites near the coastline
and sites away from it during the 1st millennium BC in Scilly or in west
Cornwall. It showed however, that in Scilly there is a marked retreat of
habitation sites from the coastline in the Iron Age, a contrast to those dating
to the Bronze Age where these are located closer to their contemporary
coastline. This retreat was probably a response to the dramatic RSL change
experienced in the archipelago during the Late Bronze Age and Early Iron
Age.
Bronze Age and Iron Age habitation and field systems strong spatial
link with each other throughout time and space both in Scilly and Cornwall
agrees with the well-studied conception of continuity of these aspects of
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society, despite the strong evidence for environmental change in particular
in the archipelago. In this case however, the blatant maritime nature of the
landscape is reflected in preference of location particularly in the interest of
shelter from prevailing conditions. Detailed aspect analysis of the maritime
landscape of Scilly from 4 to 2 kya BP showed that whilst there is uniformity
on the distribution of habitation and agrarian areas in the archipelago, the
majority of these were located favouring sheltered positions.
Protection from the prevailing weather conditions in habitation sites and
agrarian landscapes did not mean however seclusion from the conditions. The
study of different uses of maritime space, based on faunal remains record,
showed not only that Scillonians had a good knowledge of inland resources
but also great awareness of the resources and the exploitation within the
intertidal, inter-island and offshore spaces. Additional comparison of the
faunal remains found in middens throughout the archipelago showed that
there was an increase in the number of intertidal taxa variation and a decrease
of woodland species towards the Iron Age. This correlates with the the 50%
increase in the intertidal zone during the LBA/EIA in Scilly and the reduction
of woodland mentioned in the past (Ratcliffe et al. 1996: 19; Perez-Fernandez
2013: 185).
Additionally, Thiessen polygon analysis showed that there is a marked
change in the organisation of settlement in Scilly during 1st millennium BC.
The result of combining palaeocoastline models with settlement distribution
showed that the existence of four larger islands in during the Bronze Age,
the north western Isle (Bryher, Tresco and Samson), St Agnes, St Mary’s and
St Martins, allowed for a balanced distribution of habitation, agrarian and
sacred spaces during this period. A pattern that can also be appreciated on a
larger scale in the west of Cornwall during this period. This changes for the
Iron Age, where sites within their contemporary dry-land areas showed a
much more fragmented use of the landscape giving a sense of an integrated
archipelago where each island had a specific role. Despite this, habitation
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and agrarian spaces in the archipelago and on the mainland remain almost
unchanged throughout the 1st millennium BC.
Changes in the treatment of the dead, in Scilly and west Cornwall, has to
be one of the most meaningful that happened culturally and socially. These
changes are also linked to the shaping of a maritime cultural landscape in
the region as mentioned previously (Whimster 1981: 71-72). These changes
are appreciated not only through the decline in the use of funerary traditions
in the Bronze and Iron Age but also on their spatial distribution. In Scilly
and Cornwall Bronze age funerary features dominate the open and elevated
landscape. For the Iron Age funerary practices become less recognisable and
less obvious. Bronze Age funerary features are also well-known to contain
groups of burials whilst Iron Age cists are marked by the individualistic
nature of their internments. Spatial analysis on the Isles of Scilly and west
Cornwall showed that Iron Age cliff-castles are located very close to great
concentrations of Bronze Age funerary features. Making the tops of coastal
cliffs and open areas a place were these two traditions met.
The details of palaeocoastal reconstructions, inter-site analysis and aspect
analysis showed that in Scilly, Bronze Age funerary monuments and Iron
Age cliff-castles not only share locations but they flank coastal embayments
sheltered from the prevailing wind and with a preferred orientation to open
water spaces. Bronze Age funerary monuments are also evenly distributed
across the maritime landscape and there is little predilection of location when
it comes to prevailing wind conditions adding weight to what (Robinson
2007: 141) thinks about these as important role as navigation aids. During this
chapter I argued that the position of Iron Age cliff-castles found on similar
locations to Bronze Age funerary monuments flanking sheltered embayments
not only shows that these could also have similar navigational purposes but
it also supports the idea of these marking communal spaces.
In summary, habitation in Scilly and the west of Cornwall shows little
change between the relationship of this and field systems and their location
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in the landscape. These two are preferably found near the coast in Scilly
but in the west of Cornwall it can extend up to 4 km inland with no clear
differentiation between those nearest to MHWST or furthest away. Despite
great changes in the maritime landscape in Scilly, habitation sites and field
systems show very little relationship with the maritime landscape despite
these being predominantly located on the leeward side of the coast. What
seems to be the trend in the Bronze and Iron Age in Scilly and west of
Cornwall is that those locations marked by communal features are strongly
related to coastal maritime areas. The best example of this is that despite the
abandonment of the Bronzer Age practice of communal burial practice, the
Iron Age cliff-castles seem to assume this important role in the communal
use of maritime spaces.
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6
DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS

6.1

introduction

In this chapter all of the evidence generated and collected from the numerous
scales of analysis during this research comes together to shape a comprehensive argument. Going back to the main issues flagged in chapter two,
this chapter argues for a better integration of palaenvironmental models,
settlement pattern and material culture to understand holistically the nature
of coastal settlement in Iron Age Britain. It argues that the current models of
Iron Age society in south west England are devoted in understanding social
organisation and social relationships based on the particularities of land use
and land division. It is by focusing on these aspects of life in Iron Age south
west England that society has been seen as agro-pastoral in nature (Cunliffe
2005; Hill 1995 1989 2011; Quinnell 1986). This however, pays little attention
to the subtle evidence of everyday and more mundane maritime activities. To
discuss the questions addressed in chapter two, the following chapter uses
palaeoenvironmental and archaeological data to clarify the key issues if we
are to understand more about life on the coasts of Britain during the Iron Age.
Before the development of such an argument begins however, it is pertinent
to remind the reader of the central research question:
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• What was the nature of maritime aspects of culture during the Iron Age in the
south west of England?
This question was broken down into a series of pertinent and achievable

sub-questions, which have been explored along the way. These form the
structure of this discussion chapter, which in turn is divided into three
subsections. The first one dealing with the nature and quality of the data
available and how this research helped to expand the resolution of analysis
through new proxies. It was based on palaeolandscape reconstructions and
archaeological spatial analysis and how the results indicate alternate ways
of looking for Iron Age occupation along the coasts of south west England.
Subsequently, the second section deals with the concept of a maritime Iron
Age in Britain based on quotidian and daily practice, rather than exceptional
events as an alternative to build a holistic view of coastal settlement in
Cornwall and Scilly. This suggests a new way of looking at maritime societies
within their particular regional chrono-spatial contexts.
The sequence of analysis of this study began by exploring the nature of
palaeogeographic changes during the Holocene in the region in chapter three.
It then focused on what aspects of the material culture were representative of
a maritime Iron Age in Europe, through the study of boat-building traditions
in chapter four and finally it looked to the particularities of life in Scilly and
the west of Cornwall during the Iron Age in chapter five. The main outcomes
of this research inquiry are summarised below:
• Focusing on the evidence of agro-pastoral life of Iron Age societies in
Cornwall and Scilly pushes the maritime components of society into
the background allowing them to fragment.
• The maritime aspects of culture in Scilly and west Cornwall were deeply
embedded in culture and tradition. This can be seen in the readjustment
to environmental changes, the quotidian use of maritime practice, the
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continuation and the use of maritime spaces and the endurance of water
transport building traditions.
• These aspects had an important social component reflected in the ability of society to use and produce water transport, knowledge of the
maritime environment and its exploitation and the use of communal
spaces for maritime practices.
• Given the common practice and relationship with the sea, it results in
complications in distinguishing the maritime aspects of culture from
other elements of the social life. This suggests that the practice of
maritime activities was not only left to specialists but widely practised
by a great majority.
From a wider British Iron Age perspective this research argues for the
integration of the particularities of maritime aspects of culture as important
elements to understand society as a whole. It also argues for the incorporation
and study of these ways of life as a way to expand and enrich our knowledge
beyond the agrarian cultural landscape. From these it stresses the need
of comprehensive and complementary models of human and environment
interaction as a way to deliver these novel perspectives on social dynamics
and understand better settlement by the coast during the Iron Age.

6.2

refining the gradients of change

Chapters one and two showed that the Iron Age in Britain is understood archaeologically as a complex series of changes in landscape, settlement pattern
and material culture; that spatial division of the landscape and settlement
pattern are important elements in the explanation of social organisation. Thus,
the way structures (hillforts, rounds, etc.) were built, or the rearrangement
of agrarian landscape are key elements used to define the Iron Age. Also,
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as a way to explain social interactions (relationships), changes in the design,
distribution and frequency of pottery and metalwork have been used as
proxies to build the chronological and cultural sequences in Britain. This ’tick
list’ approach to the Iron Age pushes to the margins the significance of other
aspects of life in different areas.
Most of the issues about our current knowledge of Iron Age maritime
societies reside in the spatial and temporal resolution of change. Therefore the
main concern of this research has been to focus on establishing a better granularity of change through exploring human and environment altogether. As
explained in chapter two, changes in the proxies used to gauge social changes
have been different across Britain. The dynamic changes seen in pottery styles
across the south of England during the EIA until the LIA (Cunliffe 2005: 122)
for example, are coarser in terms of chronological and regional variations
away from the southern areas in Britain (Cripps 2007: 145). Similarly, changes
in the agrarian landscape or the construction of buildings, houses, farmsteads,
rounds, etc. is different throughout the territory (Cripps 2007: 153). Using
these proxies to explain Iron Age societies has worked so far when dealing
with questions about the agro-pastoral background or the nature of social
relationships. However, shifting the attention towards places such as the
coasts of south west England and Scilly, where such proxies do not present
enough spatial and chronological resolution to understand changes clearly
enough, requires new and different proxies to explain society.
This research has therefore looked at implementing new ways to improve
our understanding of change given the coarseness of the proxies traditionally
used. With the aim of explaining the nature of maritime ways of life in the
south west of England and the Isles of Scilly, it sets to the task of enhancing
our understanding of the changes in the coastal environment during the 1st
millennium BC comparing these with the archaeological evidence. As such,
it showed that palaelandscape modelling allows us to refine the gradient of
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changes based on predictive modelling and environmental changes starting
from the following achievable question:
• What was the nature of change in the maritime landscape from the EBA to the
LIA

in the Isles of Scilly and west Cornwall?

This question has been explored in chapter three, which looked into;
previous perspectives on society and environment, the different methods
used to understand change in the palaeoenvironmental record of Scilly and
the west of Cornwall, and the changes seen as a result of the application of
these high-resolution models. Demonstrating spatio-temporal changes in the
palaeolandscape has meant that these can be used as an important proxy
to explain human coastal activities. Previous chapters highlighted possible
reasons for such interaction and this section will explore this further, in order
to asses their particular relevance in a wider picture. First, the results are
briefly stated:
• The Scillonian archipelago was subject of an important change in its
maritime space in terms of dry-land availability, intertidal areas and
navigation areas during the 1st millennium BC. By the Iron Age (800
BC – AD 43) there is a total of 14% loss in dry-land and an increase of
50% of the intertidal area.
• In Scilly, at the end of the Bronze Age there is an important change in
the configuration of Bryher, Tresco and Samson. These are divided by
the marine transgression after being a single island from, at least, the
beginning of the Holocene.
• In terms of the areas of intertidal zones, there is a marked difference in
Later Prehistory between Scilly and Cornwall. Whilst Scilly’s intertidal
area is increased by almost double from the LBA to the EIA in Cornwall
intertidal zones are reduced.
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The seamless integration of events in time and space using palaeolandscape modelling has allowed us to refine the gradient of change during the
Iron Age. These results are now discussed in the following subsections, looking first at the relationship between the human and environmental evidence
in the region to look into expanding our understanding of maritime Iron
Age societies. In particular it compares the different perspectives held of life
in the Isles of Scilly during the Iron Age. As a preamble of such discussion
on society and environment it is important however to highlight what these
results represent in terms of their contribution towards an increase in the
spacio/temporal resolution in the area briefly.

6.2.1

Improving our understanding of change

From a temporal point of view, the use of Bradley et al.’s (2011) GIA model
and high resolution DEMs, as tools for the creation of diverse models of
palaeolandscape change, has allowed for a quantitative jump in terms of
the detail of analysis of the contexts of life in Iron Age Scilly and west
Cornwall. Dating the Iron Age in the region has been problematic due to
the fragmented nature of the archaeological record. This research has shown
alternative ways to improve the chronological gradients by looking at changes
in the paleolandscape from the LBA until the LIA in Scilly and west Cornwall,
improving our understanding of landscape change in time and space. As
stated in previous chapters, there have been a number of studies focused on
the palaeolandscape of Scilly looking at long-term temporal events such as
the formation of the archipelago or the occupation during the Holocene (11.7
ka BP). This means that there has not been a resolution with enough detail to
study the duration of the Iron Age (800 cal BC - AD cal 43).
As a consequence of this, the Iron Age coastal landscape of Scilly and west
Cornwall had been greatly overlooked, and, in most cases, under-represented
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the rate of landscape change. Following Thomas (1985: 34) MOL model for
example, where it is suggested that by 3000 BC most of the archipelago would
have been 17m lower than today and that island separation would have not
been possible until the Tudor period (AD 1485 - 1603) and suggesting that
the Scillonian archipelago would have been a single island during the Iron
Age. This however shown more recently, that such division happened during
the Neolithic, more than 5000 years earlier (Sturt et al. 2013a: 3972).
Whilst more recent research has improved greatly the resolution and
the interpretations of landscape change from MOL in Scilly (Ratcliffe et al.
1996: 49), an appropriate temporal granularity to explain the particularities
of change during the Iron Age were still suggestive. It is whilst reflecting
on the work by Robinson (2007: 37) on late prehistoric settlement and the
coastal landscape of Scilly that some of these issues become more obvious.
Based only on a single moment during LBA, there is a misjudgement as to
the profound amount of land lost (and intertidal area gain) for the Iron Age,
which assumes that during the Iron Age the coast of Scilly did not undergo
much change from LBA. This not only fails to recognise the major differences
between the Bronze Age and the Iron Age shown in this research so far, but it
renders problematic to understand some of his most important interpretations
about Scillonian prehistoric life, as these are based on the close relationship
between monuments and their maritime locations.
Comparing recent studies such as Perez-Fernandez’s (2013), where different methodologies were used to those in this research, a close match is shown
between these and the results here presented. For example, the contrasting
difference between Thomas’s (1985) and Ratcliffe et al.’s (1996) models for RSL
present notorious differences of almost 5m difference in the vertical heights
of their RSL curves. Whilst the adopted use of GIA outputs has improved
the resolution of the palaeogeographic models it also has achieved a better
temporal resolution, reducing discrepancies between different models. It is
particularly interesting the existing similarities between the results proposed
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in this research and Perez-Fernandez’s (2013) regarding the intertidal area
gained in Scilly during the Iron Age.
This research not only shows a differential and more complex rate of
change in the palaeolandscape of Scilly, it also shows a great regional variation.
The fact that the Isles of Scilly were subject to a much more dramatic coastal
change than the west of Cornwall during the Iron Age is a good example of
this and has important consequences in explaining social events. Finally, one
of the most relevant outcomes of this study is the corresponding nature of the
results with other scholars exploring similar topics and most importantly the
correlation that exists between the archaeological data and the environment
change as the following subsections will show.

6.2.2

Changes in landscape and society

Improving temporal scales through palaeoenvironmental modelling in archaeology might be considered useless if these are not applied comprehensively
to understand society and change. This study explored the differences in the
archaeological record and the palaeoenvironmental record of the region. The
results of the analysis between the palaeolandscape of late prehistoric Scilly
and west Cornwall helped to integrate the discreet aspects of maritime life
and the evidence of the better-known agro-pastoral landscape of the region.
This was done through addressing the following question:
• How does the changes in the maritime landscape during later prehistory relate
to settlement pattern?
This question was looked at in detail throughout chapter five where the
results of fieldwork and spatial analysis helped to increase our understanding
of society and change in the area of study. A major outcome, was the integration of palaeolandscape models and the archaeological evidence outlining
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the changes from the Bronze Age into the Iron Age. In general, the answer of
this question are briefly stated:
• The changes in the maritime landscape during the 1st millennium BC
had a complex and localised effect in the area. The 50% increase in
the intertidal area of the archipelago and the division of the isles due
to marine transgression changed the configuration of the land and
maritime spaces in an important way.
• The archaeological and environmental evidence in Scilly suggests that
changes in the use and location of agrarian landscape and habitation
space were probably linked to the result of land reduction due to marine
transgression. There is a total of 40% of land lost from 4 to 2.5 ka BP
whilst there is a reduction in the number of habitation sites from 47
from the Bronze Age to 15 in the Iron Age. There is also a reduction
in the number of field systems form 18 in the Bronze Age to only 7
towards the Iron Age.
• Contrary to the belief that Iron Age societies in Scilly were totally
dependant on an agrarian way of life, this research showed that the
changes in the coastal environment were also exploited and explored
further by societies living in Scilly
• The changes in settlement however only seem to be marked in Scilly
and these are not obvious in west Cornwall where the changes in the
coastline were not as pronounced. This gives weight that the idea of the
cultural landscape of Scilly changed due to a rapid marine transgression.
It seems to be a recurrent topic in the literature to view the changes in the
landscape of the archipelago as a trigger of an emergent response from the
population ( Thomas 1985: 110; Perez-Fernandez 2013: 205). The assumption
that people in Scilly during later prehistory relied heavily on an agro-pastoral
way of life implies that a marine transgression could have had a negative
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effect on society. This way of thinking about Iron Age societies is deeply
rooted on models where the most important element for a society is the
control of land and the use of it (mainly Cunliffe 2005; Hill 1995 1989 2011;
Quinnell 1986). Suggesting for example that palaeoenvironmental evidence
of land reduction and domesticated plant species dating from 2000 and 1700
BC reflected an increase in population and that these poor and over-used soils
inhibited further growth in Scilly towards the Iron Age, an idea linked directly
to the potential of the land (Thomas 1985: 110). The focus on later prehistoric
agricultural practices in the archipelago have been so important that there is
a sense of frustration from Thomas when he describes the northern areas of
Bryher as inconceivable that such bleak parts of the landscape where used for any
farming Thomas (1985: 132-133).
Despite Perez-Fernandez (2013: 205) acknowledging the capacity of Iron
Age societies in Scilly to react to such changes, she overlooks the role of
society away from the farmlands. Her attention is central to the traditional
agro-pastoral point of view about society in the Iron Age, as she points
out that, late prehistoric societies in Scilly were a totally dependant society in
agriculture and land reduction had big repercussion in the way they lived.
Whilst the results of this research agree that the impact of marine transgression on late prehistoric agricultural landscape was important (reflected
on the small proportion of field systems dated to the Iron Age in Scilly). It
does not share however, the idea that marine transgression had a negative
repercussion in the way people lived. It is clear from the faunal evidence
found in Bronze Age and Iron Age middens across the archipelago that wild
and domestic species were similar from the Bronze Age until the Iron Age
(Ratcliffe et al. 1996: 34). On the other hand, the evidence of the exploitation
of intertidal, inshore and offshore faunal species during the Iron Age shows
that these activities were maintained from the Bronze Age. This not only supported by the diversity of species found as evidence, but also in accordance
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with the results of palaeoenvironmental modelling, which suggest an increase
of the intertidal area in Scilly during this period.
There were important changes in the way the landscape was used in Scilly
from the Bronze Age until the Iron Age. In terms of the domestic spaces of
Scilly this research suggests that most of the Iron Age dwelling areas seem to
reflect previous ideas about Iron Age settlers of Halangy Down moving away
from the coastline (Ashbee 1996: 11). Whilst his ideas are in favour of these
being abandoned by wind blown sands it is more likely that the movement
had to do with the sea’s reclamation of land in most of the cases. This is also
the case for field systems at the Samson flats, and are used during the Bronze
Age but affected by RSL change during the Iron Age.
Despite all of this, it is difficult to say if this had a negative or positive
impact on society. The results from the spatial analysis, in particular the
distribution of settlement show that there is a reorganisation of the cultural
landscape in Scilly. However, few changes can be seen in the way the maritime
resources were being exploited, apart from the increase of inter-tidal species
towards the Iron Age. This suggests that whilst marine transgression had
an impact on the agrarian landscape, the aspects of life by the sea saw few
modifications.
In terms of a variation on population number, it has been difficult to
calculate these between the Bronze and Iron Age in Scilly as the traditional
proxies for population (such as pottery and settlement) change very little
throughout time as shown in chapter two. However, through the analysis on
settlement pattern frequency and environment change it is more probable
that changes in Scilly happened in a gradual and complex manner. Those
activities affected by marine transgression reacted according to land loss
whilst those that benefited from the event (such as shell gathering, hunting
and fishing) did seem to benefit further from this.
The changes seen in the cultural landscape of Scilly however are particular
to the archipelago. There is little change in the settlement pattern of west
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Cornwall given the lesser impact that marine transgression had on the coast.
Thanks to the comparison made in this research between the two areas, the
events happening in Scilly can be clearly defined as localised in the light of the
changes in west Cornwall’s coastline, as there is less evidence of settlement
distribution change in the coastline (Figure 82).
In this particular case, changes in the orientation, distribution of settlement
and use of space are marked more clearly in the Isles of Scilly during the
Iron Age, suggesting a strong relationship with the loss of dry-land occurring
during this period. Changes such as settlement retraction and abandonment
of field systems, could reflect immediate responses to the rapid changes seen
in the landscape. However, as we will see in the next subsection, there are
some changes that happened simultaneously in the archipelago and as in
west Cornwall, showing a degree of paralellism, which suggest deeply rooted
cultural shifts rather than the expedite response to a changing landscape.
Briefly, this section has discussed the need to improve ways of exploring
coastal societies in Iron Age Britain through new proxies to measure change. It
challenges the widely accepted assumptions that to understand these societies
there is a need to comprehend their agrarian ways of life in all cases. Through
looking at the changes in settlement pattern and coastal change in Scilly and
the west of Cornwall, this research showed that these affected in a diverse and
complex way different parts of society. The increase in the intertidal area seen
during the Iron age in Scilly seems to affect the organisation of habitation and
agrarian spaces. However, evidence from faunal remains found in middens
across the archipelago supports the idea that people increasingly to look
towards the sea as they saw land reducing.
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Figure 82: Map showing the impact of coastal change in the region from 4 to 2 ka BP.
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6.3

the periphery as centres of maritime culture

The coasts of southern England during the Iron Age are also seen as focal
locations of absorption and distribution of culture, special places that link
the foreign world with life inland but also as locations where cultural dynamics are itinerant rather than pioneering. These however, are in danger of
remaining in the theoretical periphery of Iron Age studies unless we decide
to look at these adequately within their respective contexts. Through looking
at Iron Age societies from a site-specific optic there is a danger of leaping
quantitatively from the evidence of individual sites into an extrapolation of
these into the wider picture. This has as a result, despite the complexity of
the archaeological record and the differences between regions, to portrayed
the maritime side of the narrative in a rather fractured way.
Chapter two showed how focused attention on explaining land division
and use excluded those settled at the periphery of a controlled social system.
These, thought to be middlemen, artists and groups of people dependant on
the dominance of hillforts or controlling the land and also seem to struggle to
present their own cultural identity (Sharples 2010: 138). Subordinated to the
rhythm that hillfort domination imposes, maritime societies fall within such
category of middlemen and traders, as it is only through the link of trading
material culture that these seem to have a role in the bigger Iron Age picture
of Britain.
As a consequence of this, there has been a misrepresentation of the coastal
settlement of 1st millennium BC Britain. To give an idea of this, from the
7440 Iron Age sites recorded so far in England by the National Monuments
Record, only 10 sites are thought to be meaningful maritime locations during
this period of time (Hill et al. 2013: 23). These sites, distinguished by their
concentration of imported material culture and locations, are sites that agree
with the concept of ‘maritime centres of culture’ defined by and therefore
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meaningful to explain some aspects of maritime societies. Whilst the importance of such sites as Hengistbury Head or Mount Batten cannot be ignored,
these are just a small fraction of the wider available evidence of Iron Age
coastal societies in the south of England. The aim of this research was to give
coastal settlement in the Isles of Scilly an archaeological categorisation and
definition through answering the following question.
• Which elements of the archaeological record could be considered to be representative of maritime activities in the area?
Locally, evidence of the exploitation of marine fauna dating to the Iron
Age in the Isles of Scilly has shown to be important to understand human
interaction with the maritime environment. Direct evidence of maritime
activities found in Nornour and Halangy Down have also been a important
element of this research showing direct evidence of fishing and hunting near
the coastline and offshore. However, it has been a complicated task to use
this evidence in a wider regional scale where evidence such as this has been
more elusive to the eye of archaeologists. The results of the analysis of the
available archaeological evidence and their context against the changes in the
landscape seen in chapter five are outlined here briefly:
• The presence of marine, and intertidal water species in middens dating
to the late prehistoric period are direct evidence of knowledge and
exploitation of the maritime environment by the habitants of Scilly.
• Finds such as anchors, and net sinkers in Scilly suggest that Iron Age
Scillonian society was fully aware of the use of water transport and
navigation skills.
The maritime nature of society in Iron Age Scilly is attested by the presence
of direct evidence of coastal and offshore fishing in Nornour as well as seabird
and grey seal hunting and were a common practice in the archipelago (see
section 5.5). Faunal remains have helped understand the interaction between
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human and environment in the area. However, it is the particularities of the
finds from Nornour such as stone anchors and fishing weights that add a
texture to these activities. These artefacts help us shape the local aspects of
society and to explain the interaction in a better way. Whilst these artefacts
are very difficult to be used as proxies to understand social relationships they
are sufficient to outline the importance of the sea for these societies.
Despite their obvious importance it is not until more detailed study of
these and future finds in the region that new insights into the intimacy
of maritime activities will be revealed. Within this research however, it is
important to remark their importance as direct elements of Iron Age maritime
activities away from the study of the agrarian landscape or monumental
structures.

6.3.1

Habitation changes

There are important changes in the way settlement in Scilly and west Cornwall
changed from the Bronze Age into the Iron Age. Being able to see how these
changes were related to a maritime way of life proved challenging. Despite
this, it was encouraging to see some correlation between the changes in
the palaeoenvironment and settlement in the region. This was achieved by
answering the following question:
• What was the nature of Late prehistoric habitation in the south west Peninsula
coastline?
Chapter five looked at changes in the settlement pattern in the light of
palaeoenvironmental change in Scilly and west of Cornwall. The aim was to
define coastal settlement in the region as a way to explain better the maritime
aspects of life during the Iron Age. The results from these are stated:
• In west Cornwall and Scilly habitation sites are found in clusters of
round houses outlined by field systems during later prehistory.
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• There is a shift landwards from the coast of habitation sites in Scilly by
the LBA/EIA.
• In Scilly settlement pattern indicates a readjustment of land use from
the individual almost autonomous balance between the three islands in
the Bronze Age to a more diverse but unified archipelago during the
Iron Age. There is evidence of habitation sites to be concentrated in St
Mary’s, St Agnes and Nornour whilst the site distribution in Bryher,
Samson and Tresco becomes more fragmented.
• Contrary to what was previously thought habitation sites remain stable
in frequency in Scilly despite environmental changes.
From the analysis on the Bronze and Iron Age settlement in Cornwall
and Scilly it is clear that there are some similarities in the way settlements
were established. It is clear form the Scillonian point of view that marine
transgression could have influenced the position of habitation locations and
the abandonment of field systems. In west Cornwall habitation sites during
the 1st millennium BC are clustered on the granitic soils of west Penwith,
most of the field systems recorded so far are found within or nearby their
large cluster of habitation area. In a much smaller scale, this also seem to be
the case in the LBA landscape of Scilly where each individual island presents
an area of habitation surrounded by field systems. However, it is during
marine transgression that this pattern fragments and changes in the way
habitation areas were used changes on Bryher, Tresco and Samson as seen by
the analysis on chapter five.
The results of the proximity analysis in chapter five showed that, during
the Bronze Age, Scilly could have been divided into three islands each of
them with a balanced distribution of habitation sites, field systems and sacred
spaces. Suggesting that St Martin’s, St Mary’s and “the north western isle”
(Tresco, bryher and Samson) were independent. By the Iron Age, at the same
time that Samson, Bryher and Tresco were separated by marine transgression,
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there is a fracture in the balance of land distribution suggesting diversity in
terms of islets but more as unified territories through inter-island connection.
It is difficult to say if this had any influence in the use of the landscape and
the maritime space. What it does suggest nevertheless, is that there is an
important reconfiguration of the use of the space in Scilly.
It has been suggested that there was probably an increase in the population
of Scilly during the Iron Age, an idea supported by the paleoenvironmental
evidence in terms of the shift from the dominance of deciduous woodland
to domesticated cereals in Scilly. This is seen as the result of large scale
anthropogenic deforestation (Perez-Fernandez 2013: 207). However, it is
thanks to the study of the region’s coastal landscape that a more complex
picture emerges. Marine transgression during the Late Prehistic period in
Scilly probably reduced the rich-lowlying grounds of Scilly, in particular
those being flooded at Samson and St Martin’s during the LBA. This in turn
suggests that the use of the agrarian landscape was left to the steeper and
less suitable soils in the archipelago, leaving less areas of wooded landscape.
This possibility challenges the established view of a steady increase in the
population of Scilly. Deforestation in this case is not indicative of a larger
population and a higher need for woodland and farmland resources. The
scenario that seems to be more likely, is that of a LBA population reacting
against the reduction of rich land and invading woodland areas for growing
crops and grazing as the reduction of the landscape began to increase rapidly
by the Iron Age.
It is in particular the reduction of the frequency of agrarian and habitation
sites the one that shows a different picture in the use of the landscape by
the Iron Age (Figure 83). In such cases, the changes in the settlement pattern
and contemporary deforestation suggests a crisis in the agro-pastoral way of
life of Iron Age society in Scilly. Nonetheless, there is not enough evidence
that this caused an abandonment of the archipelago and a retreat back to
Cornwall. This idea put forward by (Thomas 1985: 132), cannot be sustained
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as there is good evidence that other aspects of life in the archipelago, such as
the use of maritime resources, remain similar from the Bronze until the Iron
Age, this indicated by the high diversification of the species consumed found
in middens all across the archipelago.
Contrary to what happens in Scilly, settlement in west Cornwall shows
an increase in the number of habitation sites and agrarian spaces into the
Iron Age (Figure 83). Suggesting that whilst there is an increase in the agropastoral landscape in west Cornwall this is contrastingly different in frequency
to the evidence from Scilly. What it is more difficult to ascertain however,
is the nature of habitation along the coastline of the region. There is little
evidence to suggest a marked difference between those settled inland and
those by the coast in terms of material culture and settlement pattern. This
suggests a highly intertwined relationship between agrarian and maritime
activities, showing a complex picture of integration of a maritime and agropastoral ways of life, with the probability that these societies could not see
a great distinction between being a farmer and a fisherman. It is therefore
complicated to establish a definition of coastal habitation in the area for this
reason.
It is also difficult to establish a negative or positive connotation towards
social changes in society from changes in the landscape. A good example of
this complexity is the almost mirrored effect that the replacement of funerary
areas for enclosed spaces had in Scilly and Cornwall. In this case the shift
in the way society dealt with the changes in funerary practices was uniform
in the region as seen from the values in Figure 83. The spaces dedicated
to funerary practices are largely modified by the Iron Age in Scilly and
Cornwall and there is a large increase in the use of enclosed areas by this
time as well. This in contrast to what was happening at the habitation sphere
shows that regardless of the changes in the landscape there is a widely
accepted way of dealing with the particularities of such spaces. In the case of
the agrarian landscapes this had to be modified rapidly due to environmental
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Figure 83: Comparison of the differences between settlement pattern in Scilly and Cornwall from 4 to 2 ka BP.
The values are percentages relative to each category and shown in a logarithmic scale to appreciate
the nature of change better.
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modifications of the seascape without changing much the widly accepted
changes in funerary and communal spaces. This suggests that focusing on
the agro-pastoral nature of Scilly could give a false impression of emergency
and instability when it seems more likely to be a solution to a problem.

6.3.2

Looking beyond ports-of-call

Cultural links between the Continent and the South of England during the
Iron Age are unquestionable and the ability for people to cross the English
Channel. There is a large corpus of information that supports this not only
archaeologically but also within the classic and historical sources (see chapter
two). Cross-channel activity has been the focus of Iron age maritime research
interest in the past. This section aims to stress the importance of every day
life activities as a social glue together with imports and trade. Throughout
this research I have built an argument in favour of studying the quotidian
aspects of maritime life, not only because by doing so there is an enrichment
in our knowledge of Iron Age societies in general but because it looks more
deeply into changes in social life. In spite of this, it is firstly the definition of
these elements that is of relevance here and it was done through the following
question:
• What other elements, apart from the specifics of material culture distribution,
can contribute to understanding social relationships in the Iron Age?
As seen above, some of the changes seen in the settlement pattern of Scilly
and west Cornwall could well be influenced by palaeolandscape changes
such as marine transgression. This probably had an important impact on the
every day life. However this research showed that such an impact tends to be
localised and event-specific. This presents different levels of interpretation of
social interaction and it also raises the idea of a much more complex situation
if this is then taken to be uniform in a wider scale.
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The results from the study of settlement patten and material culture within
this study show clearly that:
• In Scilly and west Cornwall there is a marked relationship between
changes in the coastal landscape and settlement pattern.
• It is through the rhythm of these changes that a sense of cultural connection can be better understood. In particular the changes in funerary
practices and the appearance of cliff-castles.
Whilst it is widely accepted that Scilly shared cultural elements with the
west of Cornwall in the shape of material culture and settlement pattern it is
their context within coastal changes that can help us understand the maritime
aspects of culture more holistically. These cultural links and, to some extent,
the way that these change through time and space makes us think of the
everyday life in a different way. Social relationships are seen through the
acceptance of changes in the funerary practice in Scilly and west Cornwall
and these are also reflected in the relationship with the seascape.
It is however important to understand the impact that settlement change
had on society within each individual regional context. As a way to quantify
this the following question was addressed:
• Is settlement configuration enough to understand social organisation on the
coast?
From the results shown in chapter three and five it is possible to say that:
• The configuration of the settlement pattern by itself is not enough to
understand social organisation on the coast. It is through the relationship of this and the changes in the environment through time, that help
us understand how society changed.
The argument of whether cliff-castles had a similar role as hillforts is a
complicated question. However, when cliff-castles were studied within their
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own context and spatial relationship with other cultural and environmental
elements it was possible to see that they represent an important archaeological
element in understanding the maritime landscape in the coasts of Scilly and
west Cornwall.
As shown in chapter five there is a good relationship between the places
where cliff-castles in west Cornwall and Scilly were built, these correspond
with many Bronze Age funerary monuments and due to this their relevance
within sheltered embayments, in particular in Scilly. When these are looked
at against the locations of settlements and field systems the relationship is
less clear than that with funerary monuments and sheltered embayments.
This advocates that these constructions differ from the role of hillforts and
enclosed settlements in the rest of the south of England, where it is thought
these play an important role in the control of land use where habitation areas
and agrarian spaces play an important role (Cunliffe 2004: 315).
In the case of habitation areas and field systems it is also clear that by
studying these individually can be helpful in understanding the particularities
of life in Scilly or west Cornwall. However, it is evident that to link these with
maritime activities it is necessary to look at the wider picture. As noticed
above it is obvious that the changes that happen in habitation sites in Scilly
during the Iron Age can only be understood when there is a comparison with
the environmental changes happening in the region.

6.4

deeply rooted maritime lives

This section examines the importance of understanding the maritime characteristics of society in the southwest of England during the Iron Age. Throughout this research the changes throughout time and space have proven this task
to be challenging but also dynamic. Whilst this change in scales shows it to be
an important and powerful tool in archaeology there is little improvement if
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we do not try to understand this as a process and with the different elements
of interrelationship. The following question was designed to bring all of the
observations together and therefore it asked:
• What chronological and spatial relationships exist between water transport,
settlement pattern and landscape?
The study of these indicate that there is a generalised sense of tradition
and continuation between the settlement pattern, boat building and the use
of the maritime task scape in Iron Age in Britain. However, this happens at
different levels and scales. There is good evidence that shows that in most
parts of Britain and Europe there was a strong tradition of the use of logboats
in most of the watery environments as suggested in chapter four. What is
more striking is the fact that a significant proportion of those logboats from
Britain and Ireland show a continuation with earlier plank building practices,
such as fastening techniques based on stitching, sewing and integral cleat
systems. These however, used mostly as resource to overcome a construction
problem (such as hart rot in large logs) or as a repair technique (seen in
a number of vessels to patch hole in the hull) rather than as an intended
technique in construction as seen in the Bronze Age Dover boat.
What is more remarkable of the archaeological evidence of logboats in
Britain is their wide distribution, their location in a number of different
environments (includding the coasts) and their differences in sizes. Made
mostly of Oak, the logboat was a vessel that could have been used in almost
any place in Britain during the Iron Age. However, it is their chronological
dominance and perpetual design that urges that their usage and construction
could have been very familiar within Iron Age societies, suggesting that these
were common parts in maritime lives and deeply embedded in tradition
within almost every aspect of culture in the Iron Age of Britain. However,
this does not imply that logboats replaced or were better than other vessels
thought to exist during the Iron Age, such as planked or skin boats, but it is
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clear from the archaeological record that it was a popular type of vessel used
to move across the landscape during this period.
In the south west of England the is no archaeological find of water transport dating to the Iron Age yet. This raises the question of what were the
types of vessels used in the west of Cornwall and Scilly during this period.
From the archaeological record and palaeoenvironmental record it is possible
to suggest that there was availability of resources to build a planked, log, or
skin boats. In terms of the material to build wooden vessels, it is possible
to think that many of the trees felled during the reduction in the deciduous
forests in Scilly at the end of the Bronze Age could have been used as raw
materials to build any of these vessels. On the other hand the large amount
of grey seal remains found in Iron Age contexts of Scilly could also suggest
the possibility of using these animals skins to build water tight boats similar to Irish curraghs or Welsh coracles. However, it is the frequency of the
archaeological logboat finds, found across Europe and Britain and dating to
the Iron Age which suggests that these could have been most likely the vessel
to be used within the region. This despite the numerous arguments against
their seaworthiness which I believe to be more an issue of contemporary
perception of success.
The maritime aspects of culture in the Iron Age were deeply rooted in the
cultural memory and this could also explain their lack of manifestation the
material culture and infrastructures. Engaging with the maritime environment
as an ordinary activity is supported by the evidence of a rapid adjustment,
to a marine transgression during the Iron Age in Scilly, by the habitual use
of logboats in Britain and by the continuation of the use of spaces dedicated
to overlook sheltered embayments from the Bronze Age into the Iron Age as
is the construction of cliff-castles next to funerary monuments in the region.
This argues that the maritime ways of life were practised by a large portion
of the population, suggesting specialists such as those recognised by (Van de
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Noort 2011: 95) for the Bronze Age were only a small representation of late
prehistoric society rather than the norm.

6.4.1

The communal sea

A trend that seems to become more obvious in Scilly and west Cornwall is
the strong relationship between places overlooking the sea and those spaces
destined for the community during later prehistory. In both cases, communal
burials in entrance graves or cairn cemeteries are built on flat and elevated
areas overlooking the open sea during the Bronze Age (see chapter five for
detailed locations). For the Iron Age this practice is stopped and the burials
are now moved to low-lying locations in individual cist graves. However, the
same spaces used for communal burials in the Bronze Age in the Iron Age,
these are the same spaces where cliff-castles are built. In Scilly, cist graves are
located away from these high areas and dug into the ground on low-lying
areas, sheltered from the environment and hidden from the general view.
Cliff-castles on the other hand, are being built in the same spaces Bronze Age
entrance graves and cairns which not only suggests a continuation of the idea
that these spaces were important but also communal areas. Whatever the
functionality of cliff-castles might have been it is common in the literature
to see these structures as representing communal use of space. In particular
Scilly where little evidence of dwelling has been found within Shipman’s
Head in the isle of Bryher and Giant’s castle at St Mary’s (Figure 84).
From those found in west Penwith only Maen Castle and Bosigran have
been suggested as having the same functionality as large hillforts (Herring
1994: 43), the latter lacking clear evidence of dwelling. Whereas these were
used to protect or to coerce, for religious or economic motives and their role
as community glue seems to pervade always in the archaeological literature
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(Cripps 2007: 147, Todd 1987: 165). Due to their coastal location and their
tentative chronology to the beginning of the Iron Age, this research asked:
• Are cliff-castles important elements to understand the maritime aspects of
culture in the Iron Age?
From the research carried out on previous chapter it is possible to say
that:
• Cliff-castles are important elements in understanding the maritime
aspects of culture in a detailed way.
• Despite their still unknown role particularly, their importance in a
complex cultural maritime landscape, in Scilly and the west Coast of
Cornwall shows links with communal areas.
• These are probably the most relevant features of the maritime landscape in the area and also the least studied ones. Whilst many have
suggested their importance in the maritime landscape, it is through the
comparison of their location and temporarily with the changes seen in
the landscape of Scilly in particular that such buildings can be looked
at more comprehensively.
As shown in chapter five, cliff-castles appear at specific locations overlooking sheltered embayments. Their location coincides with earlier funerary
monuments in the Isles, as well as overlooking open water areas surrounding the archipelago, as it is the case of Shipman’s Head, Giant’s Castle and
smaller structures around the archipelago (Figure 85). In addition to this, their
location near the entrance of sounds and embayments could also be deliberate
as a way of marking new and dangerous navigation routes (Figure 85).
What this relationship between the seascape and the communal use of
the maritime spaces seems to suggest is that these structures could hold
the key to understanding the maritime aspects of society in a much more
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detailed way. This could explain the social role of navigation and how Iron
Age societies engaged with the maritime environment.
It has been suggested on numerous occasions that cliff-castles in Scilly and
Cornwall could have the same role as hillforts. The results of this research
showing the strong maritime link that cliff-castles had with the maritime
landscape and their distance from agrarian spaces seem to show a different
picture from this one. Their role as places only in use by powerful groups or
families is also difficult to prove given the lack of evidence that these were
permanently inhabited or even in domestic use at any point (Todd 1987: 165).
To clarify this the following question was explored as well:
• What are the relationships between cliff-castles and domestic sites in the South
west?
The result of the spatial analysis in Scilly and west Cornwall showed that:
• Cliff-castles and domestic areas seem to be mutually exclusive in the
south west of England in terms of location. This is shown by their
distribution within the landscape.
• There is a tendency of domestic sites to be located in sheltered locations
away from the prevailing SW winds in Scilly. On the contrary cliffcastles and Bronze Age funerary monuments are located on exposed
and elevated locations overlooking blue waters.
• Whilst it is difficult to distinguish coastal and inshore settlement in the
region there is a clear clustering of habitation and agrarian landscape
surrounded by spaces dedicated to funerary spaces. Cliff-castles are
therefore part of this space in Scilly and the west of Cornwall. Whilst
their function is still unclear it is their relationship with the maritime
landscape which is important as well as their role in the participation
of communal activities.
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Until new archaeological excavations within cliff-castles of Scilly or Cornwall are developed it will be difficult to understand the detail of these structures in terms of their use. Whilst habitation in cliff-castles cannot be ruled
out it is more likely that these structures played a more communal role in
the Iron Age landscape of the region. By this it is implied that communal
activities can be any of those in which most of the community is involved
rather than a particular group. The nature of the activities however is still
obscure in the archaeological context of Scilly.
It is clear that there is a difference between the places destined to habitation
and communal spaces in Scilly and Cornwall and these are mutually exclusive
in both regions. However, this is not an indication of an elite dominated
landscape on the contrary it seems to be that cliff-castles are marking those
territories where all of the population could access and use as these spaces
together with the seas which were public domain.
Cliff-castles therefore are important to study as these are one of the few
elements in Iron Age cultural landscape that indicate their construction for
the particularities of the use of the maritime landscape. However, these did
not have the same purpose as a port-of-call or hillforts dominating the flow
and use of the resources. In this case cliff-castles could have played a much
different role of access and social bonding through the communal use of the
sea.

6.5

the maritime aspects of culture

This chapter argues that the maritime aspects of culture in Scilly and west
Cornwall during the Iron Age were deeply embedded in cultural tradition
and social practice. To further identify how such aspects relate to each other
the following question was addressed:
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• What relationship exists between the characterisation of maritime aspects of
culture in Scilly and the south west of England?
From the analysis of the settlement pattern and the comparison of this with
the changes in the palaeoenvironment, it is clear that marine transgression
had a different impact on Scilly and Cornwall and that it is the agro-pastoral
way of life of late prehistoric Scillonians that was most affected by this change.
However, it from this same analysis that it was clear that activities related
directly to the sea, such as navigation and the exploitation of the resources,
not only seem to remain constant throughout the archaeological record but
also benefit from a new expansion of inter-tidal area in Scilly.
The frequency of sites from the Bronze Age until the Iron Age decrease in
the area in both cases. This however, is related to the changes in the way Iron
Age society dealt with funerary practices, changing from a communal and
monumental way of disposing of the dead in entrance graves and cairns in the
Bronze Age to individual burials in the shape of cists. Whilst Iron Age sites
in Scilly decrease greatly from the Bronze Age, in terms of proportions these
are maintained astonishingly equal to those in Cornwall. Most remarkably is
the almost mirrored pattern of the reject of funerary areas in the Iron Age
and the introduction of enclosed spaces in the region (Figure 83).
This corroborates the ideas proposed of a strong cultural link between
Scilly and Cornwall during the 1st millennium BC seen in material culture
and building traditions. It also correspond with what Robinson (2007: 12)
says about the importance of Bronze Age funerary monuments as communal
space. What this research also adds to this is that independently of the use
that cliff-castles could have had, their importance as communal these also
seem to follow the Bronze Age tradition of marking the maritime space as
part of the community, sharing locations with Bronze age entrance graves
and cairns.
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It is through the detailed study of the changes in the palaeocostline of
Scilly and west Cornwall that the these communal spaces relate to the way the
seascape was probably used. This is marked in the Isles of Scilly as the rapid
coastal change modifies the way that the maritime spaces are configured.
Whilst the inter-island movement during the Bronze Age was possible in some
occasions, it is the flooding of these area that transforms the possibilities
of maritime transport in the archipelago. This is strongly reflected in the
locations of the monuments but also in the reaccomodation of the landscape
from the Bronze Age into the Iron Age.
The maritime aspects of culture in the region, due to their quotidian
practice and tradition, do not have a specific signature in the material culture
of Iron Age societies. It is only when we look deeply into the subtle changes
in the landscape, settlement pattern and archaeological context that these
clues begin to show from the richness of Iron Age agrarian settlements
and monumental constructions. To understand these further the following
question was asked:
• What elements linked the Isles of Scilly with the wider world and what differences exist between the local elements and the regional characteristics?
The results of the study of settlement pattern and palaeoenvironmental
changes as well as the importance of material culture shows can be summarised as follow:
• Material culture show links between Scilly and the wider Iron Age
world. However these tend to be fragmented through time and space.
• In terms of the settlement pattern, it is clear that changes in the Isles of
Scilly do happen but these are triggered by an immediate reaction to
sea level rise. Focusing solely on the changes in these areas and field
systems can explain the agrarian aspects of society but other aspects
tend to be unrepresented.
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• The study of communal spaces has helped to shed a new light into
understanding the maritime aspects of culture in the region. These have
a very similar pattern in Scilly and west Cornwall as the evidence points
out that there is a strong relationship with the seascape.
These results show that it is impossible to understand the maritime nature
of society in Scilly and Cornwall by focusing on particular aspects of the
archaeological record. It has shown that there needs to be a multi factorial
approach to such a complex problem if we are to understand the subtleties of
this in Iron age contexts.
Whilst social relationships are well-understood thanks to the huge interest
that maritime trade and imports have had during this period of time. It has
been shown in this research that the maritime aspects of society are much less
obvious and therefore there is a need to look into different ways of reading
such contexts.
Whilst it has been argued that there is a link between Scilly and Cornwall
through the similarities in material culture and settlement pattern, there is a
fragmented representation of change.
Looking at these events together with the subtle changes in society and
the palaeoenvironment have shown that cultural links between Scilly and
Cornwall are strong indicating that society in the isles of Scilly were able to
react to particular issues of landscape change without affecting their social
link with the wider world. The fact that these changes have a maritime origin
and that maritime activities seem to be relatively unchanged shows that Iron
Age inhabitants of the archipelago had a deeply rooted knowledge of using
and living by the sea.
This chapter has shown what the results of this study reflect in the
archaeology of maritime societies in the south west of England. It supports the
argument that society during this period of time showed a strong link with the
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sea, but this is deeply embedded in tradition and therefore archaeologically
invisible.
It was through the construction of a seamless model of temporal and
spatial change in the area that these subtleties were more evident. It showed
that the focus on explaining society from an agro-pastoral point overlooks
these aspects.
The ability to study continuation with the aid of high-resolution models
of palaeoenvironmetnal change, adds a new level of interpretation of coastal
social relationships and social organisation during the 1st millennium BC in
the south west of England, in particular the Isles of Scilly.
The main outcomes of this research were broken down into achievable
question which responses built up a comprehensive discussion of life in
maritime Scilly during the Iron Age. These questions show the relationship
between material culture, settlement pattern and environment in the region
and work as this research structural basis. Looking at the changes in the
palaeolandscape with high detail to produce a 500 year temporal model as a
way to overcome the problems in material culture continuity proved to add
new valuable information on the way society changes during this period.
It showed also the particularities of life in Scilly and how these were affected by a rapid marine transgression at the end of the LBA. Most importantly
it shows the knowledge that society had about the maritime environment.
Finally it shows that new ways of interpreting social change have to be used
if we are to understand archaeological societies in a better way.

6.6

conclusions

It is of little doubt that people living in Scilly during the 1st millennium BC
were connected with west Cornwall and possibly with the rest of Britain and
Europe. Their archaeological remains are a testimony to such connections,
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as well as their activities on land and by the sea. So far, the changes seen in
the way they lived and died are the best cues that we have today to begin
understanding such connections. However, it is still difficult to fully grasp
the nature and frequency of these as the pieces of the archaeological puzzle
remain fragmentary.
It is still possible to grasp from such fragments their participation within
the developments of an Atlantic Iron Age identity and through this identify
their integral role within this tradition. Their constructions in stone such as
the courtyard houses found in Halangy Down are closely related to those at
Chysauster in Cornwall as well as the widely Atlantic tradition of enclosing
promontories looking towards the sea seen in great number in Brittany, north
west Iberia, south Wales and the coasts of Cornwall. The remains of Cordoned
Wares and South Western decorated pottery and the La Tenen metalwork
found in graves within the archipelago indicate they where involved in the
long-established connections between Britain and the Continent. It is however,
the evidence from the palaeolandscape and the every day life that tells us
much more about their nature as a maritime society.
People from Scilly and west Cornwall decided to live near the coastline
more than four thousand years ago, where places such as west Penwith and
the Lizard peninsula in Cornwall were already dotted with more than 200
round houses. Larger than today, Scilly was divided into three main islands;
St Mary’s, St Martin’s and an island to the north of the archipelago, formed
by what is known today as Bryher, Samson and Tresco. Here, people lived
in similar structures to those found in Cornwall and at least 42 roundhouses
recorded and dating roughly to that period have been found in the archipelago
so far.
At some point three and a half thousand years ago the people from the
archipelago began to experience an important modification to their islandscape. Slowly, sea level rise in the archipelago flooded the low-lying and flat
areas of the archipelago’s inner-space. What once was a single island in the
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north began to divide into what is known today as Bryher Samson and Tresco
creating new areas of internal waters. It is probable that most of the soils
that allow for good crops were inundated during this period. The remnants
of Bronze Age field systems, found today underwater at the eastern side of
the isle of Samson are a good example of this. Five hundred years later, land
became less available, probably triggering a reaccomodation of the habitation
areas towards higher grounds.
At the same time, the west of Cornwall was also affected by marine
transgression but in a less dramatic way. Whilst almost 50% of dry land
was lost in Scilly from the Bronze Age until the end of the Iron Age, west
Cornwall only lost 1% of it. It is probable that this event was noticed but it
did not affect settlement as it did in Scilly. During the Cornish Late Bronze
Age the number of habitation sites and field systems in Cornwall began to
increase by no more than 50% towards the end of the Iron Age. Parallel to
this there was a noticeable decrease of habitation sites in the archipelago
with almost 80% (from 42 to 10) of the habitation sites reduced from the Late
Bronze Age until the Late Iron Age.
Two and a half thousand years ago however, it would have probably
been difficult to recognise a farmer from a sailor in the Isles of Scilly. In
many ways, what was lost inland was gained at the sea as Middle Iron Age
society kept looking seawards the same way they used to do a thousand years
before. From the evidence we have today of their maritime activities, Iron
Age societies in Scilly changed little with respect to those in the Bronze Age
when it came to deal with the sea. The evidence of marine fauna found on
middens across the archipelago show that the interest in certain species was
maintained throughout the 1st millennium BC. Iron Age people in Scilly also
began to exploit the diversity of the new extension of the intertidal area. The
increase by 50% of the intertidal area after 3 ka BP can be reflected with the
increase in variation of intertidal species found in shell middens dating to this
period. Offshore sailing and fishing would have also been a common practice
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as there is good evidence of deep sea fishing, however it is the number of
grey seal and sea bird bones that stand out.
It is difficult to say if these every day life activities by the sea had anything
to do with the frequency of contact between Scilly and Cornwall, but the
rhythm of social changes in both areas suggests this could have been a
possibility. During the Late Iron Age people in Scilly were fully aware of
the social trends in Cornwall and elsewhere. The evidence of south western
Decorated pottery and Cordoned ware seems to suggest an increase in the
connectivity of the Isles, as well as the metalwork found on Later Iron Age
burials in Bryher and Halangy Down and within the domestic context of
Nornour. It is the La Téne sword and mirror burial found in Bryher which
suggests not only that Scilly had connections further beyond Cornwall but
it shows that the islanders were fully aware of and up to date with cultural
trends happening elsewhere.
Moreover, it is probable that 1st millennium BC inhabitants of Scilly and
the coasts of west Cornwall were as familiarised with the sea as they were
with land. It is also probable that the sea was a place used by everyone
and that the activities were community led. People that used the sea built a
maritime cultural landscape based on the role of their community, whether
by forming landmarks in aid of navigation or as places probably dedicated
to communal activities. These spaces were marked in different ways during
the Bronze and Iron Ages. Space was marked by the edification of communal
funerary monuments such as cairns and entrance graves during the Bronze
Age. By the Iron Age however, a move towards funerary individualism,
represented by discreet cist graves in lower areas, meant that the marking of
the communal space was inherited by cliff castles along the coastlines of both
Scilly and west Cornwall. These would have been built within these maritime
areas as a way to perpetuate the role of community in the use of the sea.
Finally, it was probable that this way of thinking about the sea in the 1st
millennium BC was more common than previously thought in many parts
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of Britain. This comes particularly from the boat evidence found across the
country. The dominance of logboats in the archaeological record could not
only mean that these vessels were probably used widely in many situations,
it also meant that these were deeply embedded in culture and that their
dominance in time and space is a good example of the quotidian use of the
maritime space.
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Table 10: Datasets used throughout this research.
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boats database
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Construction
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Name
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Country
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Easting Northing Dating method
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–

To
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deg)

Date cal
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Robinson et al.

Brindley 1996;

(Lanting and

(Booth 1984)

Reference

Table 11: Table showing wreck sites in Europe that present evidence of vessel structure and dating from 3000 cal BC to 770 cal AD. Radiocarbon dates
have been calibrated using OxCal 4.1 at 95% confidence. Values in negative are years cal BC and positive values are years cal AD.
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Switzerland

France

Ireland

Switzerland

7.154

6.827

-1.083

-8.760

7.142

radiocarbon

radiocarbon

-1681.5

-1730

47.093

46.923

radiocarbon

radiocarbon

radiocarbon

radiocarbon

-1499.5

-1400

-1410

-1491

-1507

-1440

-1617.5 -1454.5

-1662

-1670

-1680

44.433 dendrochronology -1681

52.818

47.067

Brindley 1996)

(Lanting and

Brindley 1996)

(Lanting and

65)

(Arnold 1996:

55)

(Arnold 1996:

(Ransley 2002)

Brindley 1996)

(Lanting and

67)

(Arnold 1996:

314
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dugout

planked
dugout
planked
dugout

dugout

dugout
dugout

Bevaix 1987/CH-19

Dover

Bande de Cavriana

North Ferriby II

Berliner See

Short Ferry

Appleby

Tonregee

Ireland

England

England

Germany

England

Italy

England

Switzerland

-8.732

-0.524

-0.368

-0.498

10.583

1.316

6.827

53.707

53.598

53.226

53.714

45.371

51.123

radiocarbon

radiocarbon

radiocarbon

radiocarbon

radiocarbon

-1492

-1492

-1500

-1508

-1940

-1570

-1575

46.923 dendrochronology -1609

-1130.5

-1055

-1448

-1213

-1720

–

-1520

–

1999)

Robinson et al.

Brindley 1996;

(Lanting and

(McGrail 1978)

123, 62)

(McGrail 1978:

131)

(Mowat 1996:

(Switsur 1989)

(Booth 1984)

(McGrail 2001)

53)

(Arnold 1996:
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dugout

Granndson-Corcelettes

dugout

planked
dugout
planked

dugout

Bevaix 1879/CH-13

North Ferriby I

Sanguinet 22

Ulu Burun

Must Farm 3

1880/CH-74

dugout

Curraghtarsna

England

Turkey

France

England

Switzerland

Switzerland

Ireland

-0.165

29.683

-1.083

-0.498

6.827

6.664

radiocarbon

radiocarbon

radiocarbon

-1880

-1400

-1430

-1325

52.576 associated material -1300

36.133

-1250

–

-920

-1680

-810

-1170

-1490.5 -1304.5

44.433 dendrochronology -1371

53.714

46.923

46.814

radiocarbon

discoveries/

mustfarm.com/

http://www.

440)

(Parker 1992:

(Ransley 2002)

(Switsur 1989)

50)

(Arnold 1996:

71)

(Arnold 1996:

Brindley 1996)

(Lanting and

316
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dugout

planked
dugout
dugout

dugout

dugout

dugout
planked

Must Farm 8

North Ferriby III

Lough Neely 2

Cret de Chatillion

Skaggered

Varpelev

Lough Neely 1

Cape Gelidonya A

-0.498

-0.165

12.318

6.133

Turkey

30.417

Northern Ireland -7.556

Denmark

Sweden

France

Northern Ireland -7.555

England

England

36.183

54.300

55.391

45.867

54.300

53.714

radiocarbon

radiocarbon

radiocarbon

radiocarbon

-1200

-1208

-1250

-1258

-1258

-1260

-2030

52.576 associated material -1300

–

-938

-790

-794

-417

-1000

-1780

-1250

108)

(Parker 1992:

(Fry 2002: 123)

85)

McGrail 1995:

(Arnold and

131)

(Mowat 1996:

131)

(Mowat 1996:

(Fry 2002: 123)

(Switsur 1989)

discoveries/

mustfarm.com/

http://www.
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planked
dugout

dugout

planked
dugout

dugout

Must Farm 2

Carpow

Caldicot

Must Farm 5

Must Farm 6

dugout

Goldcliff

1942/CH-43

Chules (Gals)

England

England

Wales

Scotland

England

Wales

Switzerland

-0.165

-0.165

-2.971

-3.303

-0.165

-3.797

7.056

-1170

-1110

-1130

52.576 associated material -1100

52.576 associated material -1100

51.538

56.350

52.576 associated material -1150

51.606

47.035 dendrochronology -1170

-1100

-1100

–

-970

-1150

-1170

-1080

discoveries/

mustfarm.com/

http://www.

discoveries/

mustfarm.com/

http://www.

(McGrail 2001)

2012)

(Strachan et al.

discoveries/

mustfarm.com/

http://www.

(McGrail 2001)

62)

(Arnold 1996:

318
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dugout

dugout
dugout

dugout

dugout

Bevaix 1990-2/CH-21

Poole

Must Farm 4

Bevaix 1980-1/CH-17

Douanne-Vingrave

1880/CH-59

dugout

Must Farm 7

Switzerland

Switzerland

England

England

Switzerland

England

7.154

6.827

-0.165

-1.953

6.827

-0.165

radiocarbon

-1004

47.091

radiocarbon

46.923 dendrochronology

-970

-981

52.576 associated material -1000

50.689

46.923 dendrochronology -1028

52.576 associated material -1100

-940

-960

-800

322

–

-1100

68)

(Arnold 1996:

53)

(Arnold 1996:

discoveries/

mustfarm.com/

http://www.

(McGrail 1978)

54)

(Arnold 1996:

discoveries/

mustfarm.com/

http://www.
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dugout
dugout

dugout

Sanguinet 9

Bevaix 1980-2/CH-18

Auvernier 1975/CH-9

1983/F

Chalon/Saint -Marcel

dugout

dugout

Chabrey-Montbec

1989/CH-36

dugout

dugout

Brigg logboat

1904/F10

Chalain-Marigny

Switzerland

Switzerland

France

France

Switzerland

England

France

6.879

6.827

-1.083

4.860

6.972

-0.494

5.384

pollen

radiocarbon

radiocarbon

46.972 dendrochronology

46.923

44.433 dendrochronology

46.784

46.935 dendrochronology

53.553

46.608 dendrochronology

-880

-900

-914

-930

-932

-934

-940

-850

-770

-793

-600

-900

-734

-910

48)

(Arnold 1996:

53)

(Arnold 1996:

(Ransley 2002)

116)

(Arnold 1996:

60)

(Arnold 1996:

166-172)

(McGrail 1978:

113, 77)

McGrail 1995:

(Arnold and

320
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planked
dugout
dugout

dugout

dugout
dugout
dugout
dugout

Peterborough

Blae Tarn

Must Farm 1

Saint-Germain-du-Plain

Sanguinet 25

Sanguinet 24

Shapwick

dugout

Brigg Raft

1986/D

Feldafing-Roseninsel

England

France

France

France

England

England

England

England

Germany

-2.825

-1.083

-1.083

5.019

-0.165

-2.784

-0.241

-0.501

11.315

radiocarbon

radiocarbon

radiocarbon

radiocarbon

-810

-810

-825

-839

radiocarbon

51.165

radiocarbon

44.433 dendrochronology

44.433 dendrochronology

46.606

-767

-795

-799

-800

52.576 associated material -800

54.009

52.568

53.556

47.880

-97

-420

-419

-380

-400

-520

-530

-760

-420

123, 62)

(McGrail 1978:

(Ransley 2002)

(Ransley 2002)

discoveries/

mustfarm.com/

http://www.

161)

(McGrail 1978:

(Switsur 1989)

(Booth 1984)

(McGrail 2001)
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planked

dugout
dugout

dugout

planked

planked

Sanguinet 5

Oudon L’ile Neuve

Lassby

’Atlit A

Giglio Campese A

dugout

dugout

Mazarrón

Burn)

River Articlave (Pottagh

(Kilraughts)

Kilmoyangey

Italy

Israel

Sweden

France

France

Spain

10.867

34.917

11.745

-1.311

-1.083

-1.269

Northern Ireland -6.745

Northern Ireland -6.381

radiocarbon

radiocarbon

42.367

32.700

57.893

47.368

radiocarbon

radiocarbon

44.433 dendrochronology

37.558

55.158

55.064

-600

-650

-724

-732

-740

-750

-756

-760

590

–

24

-203

620

–

-396

-400

192)

(Parker 1992:

40)

(Parker 1992:

131)

(Mowat 1996:

131)

(Mowat 1996:

(Ransley 2002)

2012)

(Pomey et al.

(Fry 2002: 123)

62)

(Fry 2002: 123,

322
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planked

planked
planked

dugout
planked

dugout

dugout

dugout
planked

Bon-Porté A

North Ferriby IV

Zwammerdam F

Holme Pierrepoint I,

Gela

Portomaggiore

Ancenis-Le Pont

Fiskerton

Ma’agan Mikha’el

Israel

England

France

Italy

Italy

England

Netherlands

England

France

34.900

-0.370

-1.167

11.833

14.267

-1.179

4.733

-0.498

6.650

32.533

53.231

47.383

44.667

37.033

52.918

52.117

53.714

43.167

radiocarbon

radiocarbon

radiocarbon

-430

-457

-486

-500

-500

-505

-515

-530

-550

-390

-317

317

-250

–

64

3

-375

-525

247)

(Parker 1992:

(McGrail 2001)

131)

(Mowat 1996:

339)

(Parker 1992:

188)

(Parker 1992:

459)

(Parker 1992:

(McGrail 2001)

74)

(Parker 1992:
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planked

dugout
planked
planked

dugout

planked

dugout
dugout

dugout

Porticello

Ellesmere

North Ferriby V

Plane B

Loch Arthur 1

Hjortspring

Sanguinet 13

Lough Eskragh

Sanguinet 14

-1.083

9.845

-3.713

5.383

-0.498

-2.840

15.667

France

-1.083

Northern Ireland -6.568

France

Denmark

Scotland

France

England

England

Italy

radiocarbon

radiocarbon

radiocarbon

radiocarbon

44.433 dendrochronology

54.509

44.433 dendrochronology

55.022

55.000

43.183

53.714

52.871

38.233

-366

-370

-380

-390

-400

-400

-410

-410

-425

8

-110

-415

-197

250

–

-350

-200

-400

(Ransley 2002)

56-57)

(Fry 2002: 123,

(Ransley 2002)

1990)

Pedersen

(Crumlin-

51)

(Mowat 1996:

313)

(Parker 1992:

(McGrail 2001)

(Switsur 1989)

332)

(Parker 1992:

324
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planked

dugout

dugout

dugout
dugout

dugout

planked

El Sec

Jyllingee

Glastonbury 1

Loch Beg/River Bann

Gortgill

Hasholme

Kyrenia

-2.718

2.517

Cyprus

England

33.317

-0.752

Northern Ireland -6.470

Northern Ireland -6.458

England

Denmark

Spain

35.333

53.783

54.814

54.769

51.172

39.467

radiocarbon

radiocarbon

radiocarbon

radiocarbon

-310

-322

-344.5

-350

-350

-350

-360

-300

-277

69.5

70

10

126

-340

231)

(Parker 1992:

113)

McGrail 1995:

(Arnold and

Brindley 1996)

Lanting and

(Fry 2002;

(Fry 2002: 123)

195-199)

(McGrail 1978:

131)

(Mowat 1996:

392)

(Parker 1992:
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planked

planked

planked

planked

planked

planked

planked

Donzulav

La Tour Fondue

Capo Graziano F

Punta del Vapore

Secca de Capistello

Vulpiglia

Halkoz Adasi

Turkey

Italy

Italy

Italy

Italy

France

Ukraine

27.700

15.133

14.950

15.483

14.583

6.150

33.000

40.517

36.700

38.433

42.100

38.550

43.017

45.250

-300

-300

-300

-300

-300

-300

-300

–

-290

-280

-250

-250

-250

–

210)

(Parker 1992:

451)

(Parker 1992:

396)

(Parker 1992:

350)

(Parker 1992:

118)

(Parker 1992:

432)

(Parker 1992:

164)

(Parker 1992:

326
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dugout

planked
planked

planked

Clifton II

Zlarin

Marsala (punic ship)

Marsala (sister ship)

Le Grand Conglué A

planked

extended logboat

dugout

Clifton I

Pommeroul B

planked

Serpe Limani B

France

Belgium

Italy

Italy

Croatia

England

England

Turkey

5.400

3.717

12.433

12.433

15.872

-1.179

-1.179

28.083

-300

43.167

50.450

37.883

37.883

43.675

radiocarbon

-210

-212

-250

-250

-250

52.918 associated material -300

52.918 associated material -300

36.567

-180

-419

–

-175

–

300

300

-270

200)

(Parker 1992:

325)

(Parker 1992:

264)

(Parker 1992:

263)

(Parker 1992:

(Booth 1984)

182)

(McGrail 1978:

178-181)

(McGrail 1978:

399)

(Parker 1992:
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dugout

dugout

planked
planked

planked

dugout
dugout

dugout
dugout

Woolwich

Egernsund

La Jaumegarde B

Artemison

Binisafuller

Sanguinet 18

Cudrefin 1871/CH-50

Sanguinet 16

Ballinphort

Ireland

France

Switzerland

France

Spain

Greece

France

Denmark

England

-7.336

-1.083

7.022

-1.083

4.217

23.300

6.150

9.565

0.045

radiocarbon

radiocarbon

53.645

radiocarbon

44.433 dendrochronology

46.960

44.433 dendrochronology

39.817

39.033

43.100

54.939

51.503

-180.5

-185

-190

-190

-190

-200

-200

-202

-205

-49.5

56

80

110

–

-80

-140

210

10

Brindley 1996)

(Lanting and

(Ransley 2002)

156)

(Parker 1992:

(Ransley 2002)

73)

(Parker 1992:

60)

(Parker 1992:

(Parker 1992)

131)

(Mowat 1996:

302)

(McGrail 1978:

328
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extended logboat

dugout

planked

planked

planked

planked

dugout

Egernsund

Erskine 6

Vis C

La Chrétienne

La Roche Fouras

Les Sorres

Sanguinet 2

France

Spain

France

France

Croatia

Scotland

Denmark

-1.083

2.000

6.683

6.883

16.217

-4.470

9.565

44.433

41.283

43.183

43.417

43.067

55.913

54.939

radiocarbon

radiocarbon

-145

-150

-150

-150

-150

-159

-163

225

-75

-100

-100

–

124

225

Ransley 2002)

McGrail 1995;

(Arnold and

409)

(Parker 1992:

369)

(Parker 1992:

140)

(Parker 1992:

449)

(Parker 1992:

131)

(Mowat 1996:

131)

(Mowat 1996:
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planked

planked

planked

planked

planked

planked

planked

Pointe de Brouil

Megadim A

Punta Scaletta

Caveaux B

Capo SAnt’Andrea B

Le Grand Ribaud A

Pozzino

Italy

France

Italy

France

Italy

Israel

France

10.500

6.133

10.133

5.283

11.100

34.933

6.583

43.000

43.017

42.800

43.250

42.250

32.717

43.167

-120

-120

-125

-125

-140

-140

-140

-80

-100

-100

-100

-130

-130

-130

340)

(Parker 1992:

202)

(Parker 1992:

124)

(Parker 1992:

135)

(Parker 1992:

359)

(Parker 1992:

273)

(Parker 1992:

322)

(Parker 1992:

330
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planked

dugout
planked

planked

planked

planked
planked

planked
planked

Spargi

Sanguinet 11

Le Grand Conglué B

Cap Negret

San Ferreol

Mahdia

Dramont C

Cavaliere

Cap Gros A

France

France

France

Tunisia

Spain

Spain

France

France

Italy

7.150

6.417

6.833

11.067

-0.733

1.283

5.400

-1.083

9.333

43.550

43.133

43.400

35.500

37.800

39.000

43.167

44.433 dendrochronology

41.217

-100

-100

-105

-110

-110

-110

-110

-111

-120

-50

–

–

-90

-80

-90

-80

124

-100

103)

(Parker 1992:

(Parker 1992)

167)

(Parker 1992:

(Parker 1992)

380)

(Parker 1992:

105)

(Parker 1992:

201)

(Parker 1992:

(Ransley 2002)

409)

(Parker 1992:
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planked

planked

planked

planked

planked
planked

planked

planked

Carry-le-Rouet

Sainte Marguerite

Bagaud B

Port-de-Bouc

Palomba Vecchia

Punta dell’arco

Secca dei Mattoni

Albenga

Italy

Italy

Italy

Italy

France

France

France

France

8.250

12.883

13.400

13.417

4.983

6.367

7.017

5.150

44.050

40.900

40.767

43.633

43.383

43.017

43.017

43.317

-100

-100

-100

-100

-100

-100

-100

-100

-80

-50

-50

-50

–

-100

-50

–

49)

(Parker 1992:

394)

(Parker 1992:

351)

(Parker 1992:

(Parker 1992)

871)

(Parker 1992:

64)

(Parker 1992:

376)

(Parker 1992:

129)

(Parker 1992:

332
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planked

planked

planked

dugout

Palamós

La Madrague de Giens

Planier C

Baddiley Mere

extended logboat

Loch Lene
planked

dugout

Sanguinet 4

Antikythera A

planked

Colonia de Sant Jordi

England

France

France

Spain

Greece

Ireland

France

Spain

-3.044

5.217

6.100

3.183

23.333

-7.223

-1.083

3.000

52.618

43.183

43.033

41.850

35.867

53.662

radiocarbon

44.433 dendrochronology

39.300

-60

-60

-70

-80

-80

-100

-100

-100

130

-40

-50

-30

–

100

145

–

195-199)

(McGrail 1978:

316)

(Parker 1992:

249)

(Parker 1992:

299)

(Parker 1992:

55)

(Parker 1992:

(Farrell 1989)

(Ransley 2002)

149)

(Parker 1992:
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planked

planked

planked

planked

planked

planked

planked

Dramont A

Fos A

Plane A

Le Titan

Agde D

Cap Béar C

Mal di Ventre

Italy

France

France

France

France

France

France

8.217

3.117

3.450

6.517

5.383

4.933

6.833

39.983

42.517

43.250

43.033

43.183

43.417

43.400

-50

-50

-50

-50

-50

-50

-50

–

-25

–

-45

–

-25

–

255)

(Parker 1992:

97)

(Parker 1992:

44)

(Parker 1992:

424)

(Parker 1992:

313)

(Parker 1992:

181)

(Parker 1992:

165)

(Parker 1992:

334
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planked

planked

dugout

dugout

Sa Nau Perduda

Los Ullastres

Bevaix 1977/CH-16

Lough Neagh at

planked

planked

Tre Senghe

Valle Ponti

Maghery

planked

Maraone

6.827

3.200

3.217

12.400

Italy

Italy

12.167

15.483

Northern Ireland -6.809

Switzerland

Spain

Spain

Italy

44.667

42.100

54.496

46.923 dendrochronology

41.883

41.950

37.983

-25

-25
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A.3. PYTHON SCRIPTS

a.3

a.3.1

python scripts

Python scripts in chapter three

VORF interpolation
outIDW = IDW(
inPointFeatures = "VORF.shp"
zField = "height"
cellSize = 24
power = 2
searchRadius = RadiusVariable(10, 150000) )
DEM mosaic
MosaicToNewRaster_management (
Input_Rasters = ‘‘cco_data-20101202122506’’,
‘‘cco_data-20110201100956’’,
‘‘cco_data-20110201101302’’,
‘‘cco_data-20110201102557’’,
‘‘cco_data-20110201110308’’,
‘‘cco_data-20110201112645’’,
‘‘cco_data-20110201112945’’,
‘‘cco_data-20110201113319’’,
‘‘cco_data-20110203152519’’,
‘‘cco_data-20110203152853’’,
‘‘cco_data-20110203155355’’,
‘‘cco_data-20110205164417’’,
Output_Location = ‘‘CCO_mosaic’’
Raster_dataset_name_with_extension = ‘‘CCO_stitched lidar’’
Coordinate_system_for_the_raster = OSGB86
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Pixel_type = 32_BIT_FLOAT
Cellsize =1
Number_of_bands = 1
Mosaic_Method = LAST
Mosaic_Colormap_Mode = LAST)
Integrating bathymetry
MosaicToNewRaster_management (
Input_Rasters = ‘‘CCO_stitched lidar’’,‘‘CE_bathy’’
Output_Location = ‘‘CCO_CE_mosaic’’
Raster_dataset_name_with_extension = ‘‘CCO_CE_mosaic’’
Coordinate_system_for_the_raster = OSGB86
Pixel_type = 32_BIT_FLOAT
Cellsize =24
Number_of_bands = 1
Mosaic_Method = LAST
Mosaic_Colormap_Mode = LAST)
Mosaic Scilly and Cornwall DEMs
MosaicToNewRaster_management (
Input_Rasters = ‘‘CCO_CE_mosaic’’,‘‘Cornwall_OS’’
Output_Location = ‘‘CCO_CE_mosaic’’
Raster_dataset_name_with_extension = ‘‘DEM_50’’
Coordinate_system_for_the_raster = OSGB86
Pixel_type = 32_BIT_FLOAT
Cellsize =50
Number_of_bands = 1
Mosaic_Method = LAST
Mosaic_Colormap_Mode = LAST)
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Working DEM with VORF correction
RasterCalculator (‘‘DEM_50m’’ + ‘‘VORF’’ & ‘‘DEM_24m’’ + ‘‘VORF’’)
Creating a palaeocoastline
outIDW = IDW(
inPointFeatures = "GIA_4kaBP.shp"
zField = "height"
cellSize = 24
power = 2
searchRadius = RadiusVariable(10, 150000) )
and later for each time slice:
outIDW = IDW(
inPointFeatures = "GIA_3_5kaBP.shp"
zField = "height"
cellSize = 24
power = 2
searchRadius = RadiusVariable(10, 150000) )
outIDW = IDW(
inPointFeatures = "GIA_3kaBP.shp"
zField = "height"
cellSize = 24
power = 2
searchRadius = RadiusVariable(10, 150000) )
outIDW = IDW(
inPointFeatures = "GIA_2_5kaBP.shp"
zField = "height"
cellSize = 24
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power = 2
searchRadius = RadiusVariable(10, 150000) )
outIDW = IDW(
inPointFeatures = "GIA_2kaBP.shp"
zField = "height"
cellSize = 24
power = 2
searchRadius = RadiusVariable(10, 150000) )
Applying GIA outputs
RasterCalculator (‘‘seamless_DEM’’ - ‘‘GIA_surface’’)
MLWST extraction
For Scilly:
RasterCalculator (‘‘palaeobathy_24m_4kaBP’’ >= -2.30)
RasterCalculator (‘‘palaeobathy_24m_3.5kaBP’’ >= -2.31)
RasterCalculator (‘‘palaeobathy_24m_3kaBP’’ >= -2.38)
RasterCalculator (‘‘palaeobathy_24m_2.5kaBP’’ >= -2.40)
RasterCalculator (‘‘palaeobathy_24m_2kaBP’’ >= -2.38)
and for Cornwall:
RasterCalculator (‘‘palaeobathy_50m_4kaBP’’ >= -2.30)
RasterCalculator (‘‘palaeobathy_50m_3.5kaBP’’ >= -2.31)
RasterCalculator (‘‘palaeobathy_50m_3kaBP’’ >= -2.38)
RasterCalculator (‘‘palaeobathy_50m_2.5kaBP’’ >= -2.40)
RasterCalculator (‘‘palaeobathy_50m_2kaBP’’ >= -2.38)
MHWST values extraction
For Scilly:
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RasterCalculator (‘‘palaeobathy_24m_4kaBP’’ >= 2.30)
RasterCalculator (‘‘palaeobathy_24m_3.5kaBP’’ >= 2.31)
RasterCalculator (‘‘palaeobathy_24m_3kaBP’’ >= 2.38)
RasterCalculator (‘‘palaeobathy_24m_2.5kaBP’’ >= 2.40)
RasterCalculator (‘‘palaeobathy_24m_2kaBP’’ >= 2.38)
and for Cornwall:
RasterCalculator (‘‘palaeobathy_50m_4kaBP’’ >= 2.30)
RasterCalculator (‘‘palaeobathy_50m_3.5kaBP’’ >= 2.31)
RasterCalculator (‘‘palaeobathy_50m_3kaBP’’ >= 2.38)
RasterCalculator (‘‘palaeobathy_50m_2.5kaBP’’ >= 2.40)
RasterCalculator (‘‘palaeobathy_50m_2kaBP’’ >= 2.38)
Intertidal values extraction
For Scilly:
RasterCalculator (‘‘palaeobathy_24m_4kaBP’’ >= -2.30 &
‘‘palaeobathy_24m_4kaBP’’ <= 2.30)
RasterCalculator (‘‘palaeobathy_24m_3.5kaBP’’ >= -2.31 &
‘‘palaeobathy_24m_4kaBP’’ <= 2.31)
RasterCalculator (‘‘palaeobathy_24m_3kaBP’’ >= -2.38 &
‘‘palaeobathy_24m_4kaBP’’ <= 2.38)
RasterCalculator (‘‘palaeobathy_24m_2.5kaBP’’ >= -2.40 &
‘‘palaeobathy_24m_4kaBP’’ <= 2.40)
RasterCalculator (‘‘palaeobathy_24m_2kaBP’’ >= -2.38 &
‘‘palaeobathy_24m_4kaBP’’ <= 2.38)
and for Cornwall:
RasterCalculator (‘‘palaeobathy_50m_4kaBP’’ >= -2.30 &
‘‘palaeobathy_50m_4kaBP’’ <= 2.30)
RasterCalculator (‘‘palaeobathy_50m_3.5kaBP’’ >= -2.31 &
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‘‘palaeobathy_50m_4kaBP’’ <= 2.31)
RasterCalculator (‘‘palaeobathy_50m_3kaBP’’ >= -2.38 &
‘‘palaeobathy_50m_4kaBP’’ <= 2.38)
RasterCalculator (‘‘palaeobathy_50m_2.5kaBP’’ >= -2.40 &
‘‘palaeobathy_50m_4kaBP’’ <= 2.40)
RasterCalculator (‘‘palaeobathy_50m_2kaBP’’ >= -2.38 &
‘‘palaeobathy_50m_4kaBP’’ <= 2.38)
Convert to raster
RasterToPolygon_conversion (
inRaster = ‘‘Boolean_raster’’
field = ‘‘VALUE’’)
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a.3.2

Python scripts in chapter five

Coastlline extraction
For Scilly:
RasterCalculator (‘‘palaeobathy_24m_4kaBP’’ <= 2.30)
RasterCalculator (‘‘palaeobathy_24m_3.5kaBP’’ <= 2.31)
RasterCalculator (‘‘palaeobathy_24m_3kaBP’’ <= 2.38)
RasterCalculator (‘‘palaeobathy_24m_2.5kaBP’’ <= 2.40)
RasterCalculator (‘‘palaeobathy_24m_2kaBP’’ <= 2.38)
and for Cornwall:
RasterCalculator (‘‘palaeobathy_50m_4kaBP’’ <= 2.30)
RasterCalculator (‘‘palaeobathy_50m_3.5kaBP’’ <= 2.31)
RasterCalculator (‘‘palaeobathy_50m_3kaBP’’ <= 2.38)
RasterCalculator (‘‘palaeobathy_50m_2.5kaBP’’ <= 2.40)
RasterCalculator (‘‘palaeobathy_50m_2kaBP’’ <= 2.38)
Converting the raster coastline into polygons
RasterToPolygon_conversion (
inRaster = ‘‘Boolean_raster’’
field = ‘‘VALUE’’)
Euclidean distance from the coast
For Scilly:
EucDistance(
inSourceData = "MHWST_polygon_4kaBP"
maxDistance =
cellSize = 24)
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EucDistance(
inSourceData = "MHWST_polygon_3.5kaBP"
maxDistance =
cellSize = 24)

EucDistance(
inSourceData = "MHWST_polygon_3kaBP"
maxDistance =
cellSize = 24)

EucDistance(
inSourceData = "MHWST_polygon_2.5kaBP"
maxDistance =
cellSize = 24)

EucDistance(
inSourceData = "MHWST_polygon_2kaBP"
maxDistance =
cellSize = 24)
and for Cornwall:
EucDistance(
inSourceData = "MHWST_polygon_4kaBP"
maxDistance =
cellSize = 50)

EucDistance(
inSourceData = "MHWST_polygon_3.5kaBP"
maxDistance =
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cellSize = 50)

EucDistance(
inSourceData = "MHWST_polygon_3kaBP"
maxDistance =
cellSize = 50)

EucDistance(
inSourceData = "MHWST_polygon_2.5kaBP"
maxDistance =
cellSize = 50)

EucDistance(
inSourceData = "MHWST_polygon_2kaBP"
maxDistance =
cellSize = 50)
Taxa depth extraction
RasterCalculator (
(‘‘GEBCO_raster’’ <= min taxa depth)&
(‘‘GEBCO raster’’ >= max taxa depth))
Aspect raster creation
Aspect_sa (
InRaster = ‘‘palaeobathy_24m_4kaBP’’
OutRaster = ‘‘aspect_24m_4kaBP’’)

Aspect_sa (
InRaster = ‘‘palaeobathy_24m_3.5kaBP’’
OutRaster = ‘‘aspect_24m_3.5kaBP’’)
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Aspect_sa (
InRaster = ‘‘palaeobathy_24m_3kaBP’’
OutRaster = ‘‘aspect_24m_3kaBP’’)

Aspect_sa (
InRaster = ‘‘palaeobathy_24m_2.5kaBP’’
OutRaster = ‘‘aspect_24m_2.5kaBP’’)

Aspect_sa (
InRaster = ‘‘palaeobathy_24m_2kaBP’’
OutRaster = ‘‘aspect_24m_2kaBP’’)
Coastline buffer
RasterCalculator (
‘‘palaeobathy_24m_4kaBP’’ > = 100)

RasterCalculator (
‘‘palaeobathy_24m_3.5kaBP’’ > = 100)

RasterCalculator (
‘‘palaeobathy_24m_3kaBP’’ > = 100)

RasterCalculator (
‘‘palaeobathy_24m_2.5kaBP’’ > = 100)

RasterCalculator (
‘‘palaeobathy_24m_2kaBP’’ > = 100)
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Coastline buffer 100m distance
RasterCalculator (
‘‘aspect_4kaBP’’ + ‘‘100m_buffer_4kaBP’’)

RasterCalculator (
‘‘aspect_3.5kaBP’’ + ‘‘100m_buffer_3.5kaBP’’)

RasterCalculator (
‘‘aspect_3kaBP’’ + ‘‘100m_buffer_3kaBP’’)

RasterCalculator (
‘‘aspect_2.5kaBP’’ + ‘‘100m_buffer_2.5kaBP’’)

RasterCalculator (
‘‘aspect_2kaBP’’ + ‘‘100m_buffer_2kaBP’’)
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a.4

digital archive

Please insert the attached DVD into your computer drive. The following is
the folder structure of the digital archive. The files enclosed are a digital copy
of the results outputs from chapters three, four and five.
Folder structure:

Archaeological sites/
Boat finds/
Change assessment areas/
Fish/
IOS Wind/
IOS landloss models/
SW and IOS Land available/
SW and IOS Thiessen/
SW land loss models/

Files:

./Archaeological sites:
CornwallBA.cpg
CornwallBA.dbf
CornwallBA.prj
CornwallBA.sbn
CornwallBA.sbx
CornwallBA.shp
CornwallBA.shx
CornwallIA.cpg
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CornwallIA.dbf
CornwallIA.prj
CornwallIA.sbn
CornwallIA.sbx
CornwallIA.shp
CornwallIA.shx
ScillyBA.cpg
ScillyBA.dbf
ScillyBA.prj
ScillyBA.sbn
ScillyBA.sbx
ScillyBA.shp
ScillyBA.shp.xml
ScillyBA.shx
ScillyIA.cpg
ScillyIA.dbf
ScillyIA.prj
ScillyIA.sbn
ScillyIA.sbx
ScillyIA.shp
ScillyIA.shp.xml
ScillyIA.shx

./Boat finds:
Boats_by_fastening.dbf
Boats_by_fastening.prj
Boats_by_fastening.sbn
Boats_by_fastening.sbx
Boats_by_fastening.shp
Boats_by_fastening.shx
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Logboats_aftward_morphology.dbf
Logboats_aftward_morphology.prj
Logboats_aftward_morphology.sbn
Logboats_aftward_morphology.sbx
Logboats_aftward_morphology.shp
Logboats_aftward_morphology.shp.xml
Logboats_aftward_morphology.shx
boats.cpg
boats.dbf
boats.prj
boats.sbn
boats.sbx
boats.shp
boats.shx
logboats_2.5_kyabp_length.dbf
logboats_2.5_kyabp_length.prj
logboats_2.5_kyabp_length.sbn
logboats_2.5_kyabp_length.sbx
logboats_2.5_kyabp_length.shp
logboats_2.5_kyabp_length.shp.xml
logboats_2.5_kyabp_length.shx
logboats_2_kya_bp_lengtht.dbf
logboats_2_kya_bp_lengtht.prj
logboats_2_kya_bp_lengtht.sbn
logboats_2_kya_bp_lengtht.sbx
logboats_2_kya_bp_lengtht.shp
logboats_2_kya_bp_lengtht.shp.xml
logboats_2_kya_bp_lengtht.shx
logboats_3.5_ka_bp_length.dbf
logboats_3.5_ka_bp_length.prj
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logboats_3.5_ka_bp_length.sbn
logboats_3.5_ka_bp_length.sbx
logboats_3.5_ka_bp_length.shp
logboats_3.5_ka_bp_length.shp.xml
logboats_3.5_ka_bp_length.shx
logboats_3_kya_bp_length.dbf
logboats_3_kya_bp_length.prj
logboats_3_kya_bp_length.sbn
logboats_3_kya_bp_length.sbx
logboats_3_kya_bp_length.shp
logboats_3_kya_bp_length.shp.xml
logboats_3_kya_bp_length.shx
logboats_4_ka_bp_length.dbf
logboats_4_ka_bp_length.prj
logboats_4_ka_bp_length.sbn
logboats_4_ka_bp_length.sbx
logboats_4_ka_bp_length.shp
logboats_4_ka_bp_length.shp.xml
logboats_4_ka_bp_length.shx
logboats_forwards_morphology.dbf
logboats_forwards_morphology.prj
logboats_forwards_morphology.sbn
logboats_forwards_morphology.sbx
logboats_forwards_morphology.shp
logboats_forwards_morphology.shp.xml
logboats_forwards_morphology.shx

./Change assessment areas:
Areas of change.tfw
Areas of change.tif
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Areas of change.tif.aux.xml
Areas of change.tif.ovr

./Fish:
Ballan_wrasse_depth.cpg
Ballan_wrasse_depth.dbf
Ballan_wrasse_depth.prj
Ballan_wrasse_depth.sbn
Ballan_wrasse_depth.sbx
Ballan_wrasse_depth.shp
Ballan_wrasse_depth.shp
Ballan_wrasse_depth.shp.xml
Ballan_wrasse_depth.shx
Black_bream_depth.cpg
Black_bream_depth.dbf
Black_bream_depth.prj
Black_bream_depth.sbn
Black_bream_depth.sbx
Black_bream_depth.shp
Black_bream_depth.shp
Black_bream_depth.shp.xml
Black_bream_depth.shx
Cod_depth.cpg
Cod_depth.dbf
Cod_depth.prj
Cod_depth.sbn
Cod_depth.sbx
Cod_depth.shp
Cod_depth.shp
Cod_depth.shp.xml
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Cod_depth.shx
Commoneel_depth.cpg
Commoneel_depth.dbf
Commoneel_depth.prj
Commoneel_depth.sbn
Commoneel_depth.sbx
Commoneel_depth.shp
Commoneel_depth.shp
Commoneel_depth.shp.xml
Commoneel_depth.shx
Conger_depth.cpg
Conger_depth.dbf
Conger_depth.prj
Conger_depth.sbn
Conger_depth.sbx
Conger_depth.shp
Conger_depth.shp
Conger_depth.shp.xml
Conger_depth.shx
Dab_depth.cpg
Dab_depth.dbf
Dab_depth.prj
Dab_depth.sbn
Dab_depth.sbx
Dab_depth.shp
Dab_depth.shp
Dab_depth.shp.xml
Dab_depth.shx
Gilthead_depth.cpg
Gilthead_depth.dbf
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Gilthead_depth.prj
Gilthead_depth.sbn
Gilthead_depth.sbx
Gilthead_depth.shp
Gilthead_depth.shp
Gilthead_depth.shp.xml
Gilthead_depth.shx
Gurnard_depth.cpg
Gurnard_depth.dbf
Gurnard_depth.prj
Gurnard_depth.sbn
Gurnard_depth.sbx
Gurnard_depth.shp
Gurnard_depth.shp
Gurnard_depth.shp.xml
Gurnard_depth.shx
Hake_depth.cpg
Hake_depth.dbf
Hake_depth.prj
Hake_depth.sbn
Hake_depth.sbx
Hake_depth.shp
Hake_depth.shp
Hake_depth.shp.xml
Hake_depth.shx
Ling_depth.cpg
Ling_depth.dbf
Ling_depth.prj
Ling_depth.sbn
Ling_depth.sbx
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Ling_depth.shp
Ling_depth.shp
Ling_depth.shp.xml
Ling_depth.shx
Mackerel_depth.cpg
Mackerel_depth.dbf
Mackerel_depth.prj
Mackerel_depth.sbn
Mackerel_depth.sbx
Mackerel_depth.shp
Mackerel_depth.shp
Mackerel_depth.shp.xml
Mackerel_depth.shx
Mullet_depth.cpg
Mullet_depth.dbf
Mullet_depth.prj
Mullet_depth.sbn
Mullet_depth.sbx
Mullet_depth.shp
Mullet_depth.shp
Mullet_depth.shp.xml
Mullet_depth.shx
Plaice_depth.cpg
Plaice_depth.dbf
Plaice_depth.prj
Plaice_depth.sbn
Plaice_depth.sbx
Plaice_depth.shp
Plaice_depth.shp
Plaice_depth.shp.xml
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Plaice_depth.shx
Pollack_depth.cpg
Pollack_depth.dbf
Pollack_depth.prj
Pollack_depth.sbn
Pollack_depth.sbx
Pollack_depth.shp
Pollack_depth.shp
Pollack_depth.shp.xml
Pollack_depth.shx
Red_gunard_depth.cpg
Red_gunard_depth.dbf
Red_gunard_depth.prj
Red_gunard_depth.sbn
Red_gunard_depth.sbx
Red_gunard_depth.shp
Red_gunard_depth.shp
Red_gunard_depth.shp.xml
Red_gunard_depth.shx
Seabass_depth.cpg
Seabass_depth.dbf
Seabass_depth.prj
Seabass_depth.sbn
Seabass_depth.sbx
Seabass_depth.shp
Seabass_depth.shp
Seabass_depth.shp.xml
Seabass_depth.shx
Turbot_depth.cpg
Turbot_depth.dbf
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Turbot_depth.prj
Turbot_depth.sbn
Turbot_depth.sbx
Turbot_depth.shp
Turbot_depth.shp
Turbot_depth.shp.xml
Turbot_depth.shx
whiting_depth.cpg
whiting_depth.dbf
whiting_depth.prj
whiting_depth.sbn
whiting_depth.sbx
whiting_depth.shp
whiting_depth.shp
whiting_depth.shp.xml
whiting_depth.shx

./IOS Wind:
Leeward and windward values1.tfw
Leeward and windward values1.tif
Leeward and windward values1.tif.aux.xml
Leeward and windward values1.tif.ovr
Leeward and windward values1.tif.vat.cpg
Leeward and windward values1.tif.vat.dbf
sheltered_bays_Scilly_2_5kaBP1.tfw
sheltered_bays_Scilly_2_5kaBP1.tif
sheltered_bays_Scilly_2_5kaBP1.tif.aux.xml
sheltered_bays_Scilly_2_5kaBP1.tif.ovr
sheltered_bays_Scilly_2_5kaBP1.tif.vat.cpg
sheltered_bays_Scilly_2_5kaBP1.tif.vat.dbf
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sheltered_bays_Scilly_2kaBP1.tfw
sheltered_bays_Scilly_2kaBP1.tif
sheltered_bays_Scilly_2kaBP1.tif.aux.xml
sheltered_bays_Scilly_2kaBP1.tif.ovr
sheltered_bays_Scilly_2kaBP1.tif.vat.cpg
sheltered_bays_Scilly_2kaBP1.tif.vat.dbf
sheltered_bays_Scilly_3_5kaBP1.tfw
sheltered_bays_Scilly_3_5kaBP1.tif
sheltered_bays_Scilly_3_5kaBP1.tif.aux.xml
sheltered_bays_Scilly_3_5kaBP1.tif.ovr
sheltered_bays_Scilly_3_5kaBP1.tif.vat.cpg
sheltered_bays_Scilly_3_5kaBP1.tif.vat.dbf
sheltered_bays_Scilly_3kaBP1.tfw
sheltered_bays_Scilly_3kaBP1.tif
sheltered_bays_Scilly_3kaBP1.tif.aux.xml
sheltered_bays_Scilly_3kaBP1.tif.ovr
sheltered_bays_Scilly_3kaBP1.tif.vat.cpg
sheltered_bays_Scilly_3kaBP1.tif.vat.dbf

./IOS landloss models:
GIA_CEbathyScilly_kyr_2_5_OSGB_24m1.tfw
GIA_CEbathyScilly_kyr_2_5_OSGB_24m1.tif
GIA_CEbathyScilly_kyr_2_5_OSGB_24m1.tif.aux.xml
GIA_CEbathyScilly_kyr_2_5_OSGB_24m1.tif.ovr
GIA_CEbathyScilly_kyr_2_OSGB_24m1.tfw
GIA_CEbathyScilly_kyr_2_OSGB_24m1.tif
GIA_CEbathyScilly_kyr_2_OSGB_24m1.tif.aux.xml
GIA_CEbathyScilly_kyr_2_OSGB_24m1.tif.ovr
GIA_CEbathyScilly_kyr_3_5_OSGB_24m1.tfw
GIA_CEbathyScilly_kyr_3_5_OSGB_24m1.tif
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GIA_CEbathyScilly_kyr_3_5_OSGB_24m1.tif.aux.xml
GIA_CEbathyScilly_kyr_3_5_OSGB_24m1.tif.ovr
GIA_CEbathyScilly_kyr_3_OSGB_24m1.tfw
GIA_CEbathyScilly_kyr_3_OSGB_24m1.tif
GIA_CEbathyScilly_kyr_3_OSGB_24m1.tif.aux.xml
GIA_CEbathyScilly_kyr_3_OSGB_24m1.tif.ovr
GIA_CEbathyScilly_kyr_4_OSGB_24m1.tfw
GIA_CEbathyScilly_kyr_4_OSGB_24m1.tif
GIA_CEbathyScilly_kyr_4_OSGB_24m1.tif.aux.xml
GIA_CEbathyScilly_kyr_4_OSGB_24m1.tif.ovr

./SW and IOS Land available:
Land_available_2_5_kybp.cpg
Land_available_2_5_kybp.dbf
Land_available_2_5_kybp.prj
Land_available_2_5_kybp.sbn
Land_available_2_5_kybp.sbx
Land_available_2_5_kybp.shp
Land_available_2_5_kybp.shp.xml
Land_available_2_5_kybp.shx
Land_available_2_ka_BP.cpg
Land_available_2_ka_BP.dbf
Land_available_2_ka_BP.prj
Land_available_2_ka_BP.sbn
Land_available_2_ka_BP.sbx
Land_available_2_ka_BP.shp
Land_available_2_ka_BP.shp.xml
Land_available_2_ka_BP.shx
Land_available_3_5_kybp.cpg
Land_available_3_5_kybp.dbf
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Land_available_3_5_kybp.prj
Land_available_3_5_kybp.sbn
Land_available_3_5_kybp.sbx
Land_available_3_5_kybp.shp
Land_available_3_5_kybp.shp.xml
Land_available_3_5_kybp.shx
Land_available_3_kybp.cpg
Land_available_3_kybp.dbf
Land_available_3_kybp.prj
Land_available_3_kybp.sbn
Land_available_3_kybp.sbx
Land_available_3_kybp.shp
Land_available_3_kybp.shp.xml
Land_available_3_kybp.shx
Land_available_4_kybp.cpg
Land_available_4_kybp.dbf
Land_available_4_kybp.prj
Land_available_4_kybp.sbn
Land_available_4_kybp.sbx
Land_available_4_kybp.shp
Land_available_4_kybp.shp.xml
Land_available_4_kybp.shx
cor_2_5kybp_mhwst_clp.cpg
cor_2_5kybp_mhwst_clp.dbf
cor_2_5kybp_mhwst_clp.prj
cor_2_5kybp_mhwst_clp.sbn
cor_2_5kybp_mhwst_clp.sbx
cor_2_5kybp_mhwst_clp.shp
cor_2_5kybp_mhwst_clp.shp.xml
cor_2_5kybp_mhwst_clp.shx
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cor_2kybp_mhwst_clp.cpg
cor_2kybp_mhwst_clp.dbf
cor_2kybp_mhwst_clp.prj
cor_2kybp_mhwst_clp.sbn
cor_2kybp_mhwst_clp.sbx
cor_2kybp_mhwst_clp.shp
cor_2kybp_mhwst_clp.shp.xml
cor_2kybp_mhwst_clp.shx
cor_3_5kybp_mhwst_clp.cpg
cor_3_5kybp_mhwst_clp.dbf
cor_3_5kybp_mhwst_clp.prj
cor_3_5kybp_mhwst_clp.sbn
cor_3_5kybp_mhwst_clp.sbx
cor_3_5kybp_mhwst_clp.shp
cor_3_5kybp_mhwst_clp.shp.xml
cor_3_5kybp_mhwst_clp.shx
cor_3kybp_mhwst_clp.cpg
cor_3kybp_mhwst_clp.dbf
cor_3kybp_mhwst_clp.prj
cor_3kybp_mhwst_clp.sbn
cor_3kybp_mhwst_clp.sbx
cor_3kybp_mhwst_clp.shp
cor_3kybp_mhwst_clp.shp.xml
cor_3kybp_mhwst_clp.shx
cor_4kybp_mhwst_clp.cpg
cor_4kybp_mhwst_clp.dbf
cor_4kybp_mhwst_clp.prj
cor_4kybp_mhwst_clp.sbn
cor_4kybp_mhwst_clp.sbx
cor_4kybp_mhwst_clp.shp
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cor_4kybp_mhwst_clp.shp.xml
cor_4kybp_mhwst_clp.shx

./SW and IOS Thiessen:
Cornwall_sites_proximity_thiessen_2_5kaBP_clip.cpg
Cornwall_sites_proximity_thiessen_2_5kaBP_clip.dbf
Cornwall_sites_proximity_thiessen_2_5kaBP_clip.prj
Cornwall_sites_proximity_thiessen_2_5kaBP_clip.sbn
Cornwall_sites_proximity_thiessen_2_5kaBP_clip.sbx
Cornwall_sites_proximity_thiessen_2_5kaBP_clip.shp
Cornwall_sites_proximity_thiessen_2_5kaBP_clip.shp.xml
Cornwall_sites_proximity_thiessen_2_5kaBP_clip.shx
Cornwall_sites_proximity_thiessen_2kaBP_clip.cpg
Cornwall_sites_proximity_thiessen_2kaBP_clip.dbf
Cornwall_sites_proximity_thiessen_2kaBP_clip.prj
Cornwall_sites_proximity_thiessen_2kaBP_clip.sbn
Cornwall_sites_proximity_thiessen_2kaBP_clip.sbx
Cornwall_sites_proximity_thiessen_2kaBP_clip.shp
Cornwall_sites_proximity_thiessen_2kaBP_clip.shp.xml
Cornwall_sites_proximity_thiessen_2kaBP_clip.shx
Cornwall_sites_proximity_thiessen_3_5kaBP_clp.CPG
Cornwall_sites_proximity_thiessen_3_5kaBP_clp.dbf
Cornwall_sites_proximity_thiessen_3_5kaBP_clp.prj
Cornwall_sites_proximity_thiessen_3_5kaBP_clp.sbn
Cornwall_sites_proximity_thiessen_3_5kaBP_clp.sbx
Cornwall_sites_proximity_thiessen_3_5kaBP_clp.shp
Cornwall_sites_proximity_thiessen_3_5kaBP_clp.shp.xml
Cornwall_sites_proximity_thiessen_3_5kaBP_clp.shx
Cornwall_sites_proximity_thiessen_3kaBP_clip.cpg
Cornwall_sites_proximity_thiessen_3kaBP_clip.dbf
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Cornwall_sites_proximity_thiessen_3kaBP_clip.prj
Cornwall_sites_proximity_thiessen_3kaBP_clip.sbn
Cornwall_sites_proximity_thiessen_3kaBP_clip.sbx
Cornwall_sites_proximity_thiessen_3kaBP_clip.shp
Cornwall_sites_proximity_thiessen_3kaBP_clip.shp.xml
Cornwall_sites_proximity_thiessen_3kaBP_clip.shx
Cornwall_sites_proximity_thiessen_4kaBP_clip.cpg
Cornwall_sites_proximity_thiessen_4kaBP_clip.dbf
Cornwall_sites_proximity_thiessen_4kaBP_clip.prj
Cornwall_sites_proximity_thiessen_4kaBP_clip.sbn
Cornwall_sites_proximity_thiessen_4kaBP_clip.sbx
Cornwall_sites_proximity_thiessen_4kaBP_clip.shp
Cornwall_sites_proximity_thiessen_4kaBP_clip.shp.xml
Cornwall_sites_proximity_thiessen_4kaBP_clip.shx
Scillyl_sites_proximity_thiessen_2_5kaBP_clip.cpg
Scillyl_sites_proximity_thiessen_2_5kaBP_clip.dbf
Scillyl_sites_proximity_thiessen_2_5kaBP_clip.prj
Scillyl_sites_proximity_thiessen_2_5kaBP_clip.sbn
Scillyl_sites_proximity_thiessen_2_5kaBP_clip.sbx
Scillyl_sites_proximity_thiessen_2_5kaBP_clip.shp
Scillyl_sites_proximity_thiessen_2_5kaBP_clip.shp.xml
Scillyl_sites_proximity_thiessen_2_5kaBP_clip.shx
Scillyl_sites_proximity_thiessen_2kaBP_clip.cpg
Scillyl_sites_proximity_thiessen_2kaBP_clip.dbf
Scillyl_sites_proximity_thiessen_2kaBP_clip.prj
Scillyl_sites_proximity_thiessen_2kaBP_clip.sbn
Scillyl_sites_proximity_thiessen_2kaBP_clip.sbx
Scillyl_sites_proximity_thiessen_2kaBP_clip.shp
Scillyl_sites_proximity_thiessen_2kaBP_clip.shp.xml
Scillyl_sites_proximity_thiessen_2kaBP_clip.shx
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Scillyl_sites_proximity_thiessen_3_5kaBP_clip.cpg
Scillyl_sites_proximity_thiessen_3_5kaBP_clip.dbf
Scillyl_sites_proximity_thiessen_3_5kaBP_clip.prj
Scillyl_sites_proximity_thiessen_3_5kaBP_clip.sbn
Scillyl_sites_proximity_thiessen_3_5kaBP_clip.sbx
Scillyl_sites_proximity_thiessen_3_5kaBP_clip.shp
Scillyl_sites_proximity_thiessen_3_5kaBP_clip.shp.xml
Scillyl_sites_proximity_thiessen_3_5kaBP_clip.shx
Scillyl_sites_proximity_thiessen_3kaBP_clip.cpg
Scillyl_sites_proximity_thiessen_3kaBP_clip.dbf
Scillyl_sites_proximity_thiessen_3kaBP_clip.prj
Scillyl_sites_proximity_thiessen_3kaBP_clip.sbn
Scillyl_sites_proximity_thiessen_3kaBP_clip.sbx
Scillyl_sites_proximity_thiessen_3kaBP_clip.shp
Scillyl_sites_proximity_thiessen_3kaBP_clip.shp.xml
Scillyl_sites_proximity_thiessen_3kaBP_clip.shx
Scillyl_sites_proximity_thiessen_4kaBP_clip.cpg
Scillyl_sites_proximity_thiessen_4kaBP_clip.dbf
Scillyl_sites_proximity_thiessen_4kaBP_clip.prj
Scillyl_sites_proximity_thiessen_4kaBP_clip.sbn
Scillyl_sites_proximity_thiessen_4kaBP_clip.sbx
Scillyl_sites_proximity_thiessen_4kaBP_clip.shp
Scillyl_sites_proximity_thiessen_4kaBP_clip.shp.xml
Scillyl_sites_proximity_thiessen_4kaBP_clip.shx

./SW land loss models:
info/
sw_2_5kbp_50m/
sw_2_5kbp_50m.aux.xml
sw_2_5kbp_50m.ovr
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sw_2kybp_50m/
sw_2kybp_50m.aux.xml
sw_2kybp_50m.ovr
sw_3_5kbp_50m.tfw
sw_3_5kbp_50m.tif
sw_3_5kbp_50m.tif.aux.xml
sw_3_5kbp_50m.tif.ovr
sw_3_5kbp_50m.tif.xml
sw_3kybp_50m/
sw_3kybp_50m.aux.xml
sw_3kybp_50m.ovr
sw_4kybp_50m/
sw_4kybp_50m.aux.xml
sw_4kybp_50m.ovr

./SW land loss models/info:
arc.dir
arc0000.dat
arc0000.nit
arc0001.dat
arc0001.nit
arc0002.dat
arc0002.nit
arc0003.dat
arc0003.nit
arc0004.dat
arc0004.nit
arc0005.dat
arc0005.nit
arc0006.dat
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arc0006.nit
arc0007.dat
arc0007.nit

./SW land loss models/sw_2_5kbp_50m:
dblbnd.adf
hdr.adf
prj.adf
sta.adf
w001001.adf
w001001x.adf

./SW land loss models/sw_2kybp_50m:
dblbnd.adf
hdr.adf
prj.adf
sta.adf
w001001.adf
w001001x.adf

./SW land loss models/sw_3kybp_50m:
dblbnd.adf
hdr.adf
prj.adf
sta.adf
w001001.adf
w001001x.adf

./SW land loss models/sw_4kybp_50m:
dblbnd.adf
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hdr.adf
prj.adf
sta.adf
w001001.adf
w001001x.adf
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